Report as at 15 Sept ember 2017

PETITION
SUMMARY OF 02 MAY 2017 PETITION INPUT
Location
Street Name
Signatures
Airport Road
3
Athens
1
County Road #2
2
Iroquois
2
Jasper
2
Lyn
5
Maitland
2
Prescott
1
RR#1
1
Smiths Falls
2
Tin cap
1
Toledo
1
TOTAL, outside
23
Brockville
Abbott Street
1
Alwington Street
1
Bridlewood Drive
2
Buell Street
1
Centennial Raod
1
Chalet Drive
2
Church Street
1
Church Street
1
Clarissa Street
1
Crawford Street
1
Cuthbertson Avenue
1
Fairmont Place
1
Fairway Crescent
2
Ferguson Drive
1
Glenn Wood Place
11
Kensington Parkway
1
Loyalist Place
1
1
Massey Place
Millwood Avenue
2
14
No Address Provided
North Augusta Road
1
2
Orchard Street
Ormond Street
1
Parkedale Avenue
1
Peden Boulevard
1
Reynolds Drive
1
Scace Avenue
1
Stewart Boulevard
8
Union Street
1
41
Victoria Road
Water Street
1
Wilmot Younq Place
20
TOTAL, Brockville
126
TOTAL, Combined
149

The GFA is used to calculate the fees and taxes payable to the City in accordance with City by-laws. That' s
Im port ant to the financial quantum.
Please feel free to contact Chris Tyrell should you have any spec ific questions concerning this report.
Tyrrell, Chris
MMM Group limi ted
Manager, Planning & Environmental ... (905) 882-7303
Work
(647) 222-1707 Mobile
Tyrrel!C@mmm.ca MMM Group Limited
100 Commerce Valley Drive West
Thornh ill,.ON, L3TOA1 www.mmm.ca

Jonathan

17-Feb-17

17-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From : Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Maps

Re: Maps

Good Morning Jon,
I am interested in getting more information regarding the December 2016 secondary Report. Some of the maps included in
various reports are illegible, probably due to conversions to PDF format. Here is a list:

Good Morning Garth,
I have requested the Information noted below in the e-mail and will provide it to you as soon as
possible.
Please note that further to our In-office discussion of the report, the BTE Traffic Impact Study was
updated on the website to include those sections which were illegible or missing through conversion
process. A copy has also been attached for your reference.

1. BTE report, Page 410 & 412, Figure 2, 3, & 4, most of the text is unreadable.

2. Archaeology Assessment, Stage 2, most of the text on Map 5 is unreadable.
Jonathan
Perhaps, if you wish, I could request the jpeg's from the appropriate consulting firms. Just let me know.
Regards, Garth

22-Feb-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Garth McGill
Re: Maps
Good Afternoon Garth,
Attached please find enlarged and clearer Mapping from BTE Technical Memorandum dated September
28, 2016.

In addition, please find a copy of the updated BTE Tech nical Memorandum dated December 15, 2016.
Please contact Conal Cosgrove, Director of Operations, should you have any questions pertaining to the
updated Memorandum.
This document will be added to the City Website in the near future.
Jonathan

20-Feb-17

20-Feb-17
From: Garth McGill

From : Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

I
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ROBERT A. MILLAR

21-Apr-17
SUBMISSION to PUBLIC MEETING [May 2, 2017]

re. PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE OFFICIAL PLAN and
a NEW SECONDARY PLAN for the "EMPLOYMENT LANDS"
PURPOSE of this SUBMISSION:
• To review and comment on the "Traffic Impact Study" (and the related "Technical Memorandum Respecting Highway 401
and Stewart Blvd. Interchange") of the Proposed Amendments to the Official Plan.
• To recommend immediate and short term actions based on th e above review.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
This Official Plan Amendment process be delayed until a more visionary look at all aspects ofTransport ation is
complet ed. It is, after all, a part of the total City's Official Plan that sets directions into a long range future (2031/2035) and
not a 'quick-fix' for a hastily defined need .
a. Stewa rt Blvd. is more than just the immediat e traffic volumes at signalized intersections based on 5 year old data and
very approximate assumptions.
b. Other modes ofTransportation should be analyzed in more depth:
i.

Opportunities for encouraging Transit use';

ii.
c.

Accommodating Commercial Vehicles;
If " Large Commercia l Vehicle" (LCV - i.e. double trai ler units) are a serious consid eration, their impacts on St ewa rt Blvd.

deserve much more study.
2.

A complete, City-wide, Transportation Plan {as MANDATED by the 2011 Official Plan) is a priority before any Traffic

Analysis in any specif ic area of Brockville can be complet e.
3.

Th e above notwithstanding, there are infrastru cture projects th at coul d be initiated immediately by the City, in

preparation for any future traffic needs in the study area:
a. Establish a construction program to eventu ally provide a continuous left turn lane on Stewart Blvd. through th e study
area (with or w ithout widening), to reduce conflicts wh en accessing adjacent properties;

b. Plan for more interior road connections in the development area, to reduce th e need for closely spaced signalized
intersections on Stewa rt Blvd., to faci litate traffic fl ow in, and access to, the area, and to encourage more use of Transit.
Rationale:
BT Engineering can be congratulated on their work in generating the impacts of large scale warehousing on th e signalized
intersections up Stewa rt Blvd . This may be what was asked of this consultant, but the result is far from a complete analysis of
the traffic impacts on that arterial road t hrough to th e horizon year of 2035. Several points must be considered:

c.
Stewart Blvd. is more than the signalized intersections:
i.
Both sides of this arterial through t he "study area" are lined with residential, commercial and retail lots, each with one or
more entrance I exits to the properties. Turn movements in and out of these lots, plus any line ups behind the signals, might
well cause safety issues or at least possible congestion at certa in times.
ii.

Additional signalizing intersections are proposed - effectively one at each road into the 3

Letter provide to Operations Department for consideration in dscussions between MTO,
and BTE.

I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.
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From: Patti Whyte
To: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
Cc: ra.tolton@sympatico.ca; Bob Casselman: Dave Henderson; Jon Faurschou; Lorraine Bagnell; Andrew
McGinnis
Re: FW: Official Plan
Good evening, Maureen,
Thank you for your response of November 17th seeking to clarify questions and comments contained in
the joint email from Rani Toiton and I that expressed our common concerns about the Officia l Plan and
what we see as the City's non-compliance to the Plan - namely, moving to undertake additional studies
and seeking to revise it even before the Plan was brought forward for approval, and without further
consultation with Brockville citizens.
I believe Rani Tolton and I both have a handle on the process that is required to play out if and as things
move forward, but I do appreciate the summary that you provided as well as an electronic copy of the
MMM Group's report of June 2015 (also previously received).
You will note that this letter of response is from me, and I am copying to all those who were copied by you
in your response, namely Bob Casselman, Dave Henderson, Jon Faurschou, Lauraine Bagnell, Andrew
McGinnis, and of course, Rani Tolton.
I believe the real concern, not addressed in your response, is that the City ofBrockville, upon approving
the Official Plan, was already well along the path moving forward to amend it, while informing its citizens
that 'we' had an official plan that would serve to guide development within the City. The problem with
that is that we, as citizens of Brockville, did not know the City no longer endorsed the plan, and intended
to change it; thus some of us based some now unfortunate decisions upon the information contained in
the Official Plan, which was also relayed directly by your department.
On a personal note, and to further explain the above comment, I inquired of the City in late
summer/early fall 2014 about the lands behind my home before making the decision to purchase it - and
was advised when I called your office that the Official Plan is what guides the City's decisions and that the
lands in .question would not be considered for any development until at least 2031, and possibly not
even at that time. The entire neighbourhood also believed that to be the operating truth. Both my
realtor and the realtor selling this home were also unaware of the City's plans with regard to the lands
in question.
So the question I ask you is - Would I have purchased 81 Victoria Road knowing the City had plans to
amend the Official Plan to permit an industrial park in my back yard? I think you know the answer ABSOLUTELY NOT! My home is my haven and my investment for retirement, and the City's plans presently
underway to develop lands for an industrial park in the 'northwest quadrant' of Brockville will absolutely
impact my use and enjoyment of my property, likely its safety, possibly my health, and ultimately, the
value of my home/property when I need to sell - if I can sell it.
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To furth er learn that the City managed to remove a habitat lease from the lands directly behind me that
provided an additional sense of 'security' there cou ld be no development for years, that 110 'average
cit izen ' could have ever managed to remove, is yet another concern. And now, the species at risk are
expected to somehow 'find' their new address?
I won't comment on t he MMM Group's report at this tim e oth er than to say that I reviewed this some time
ago, and it still seems to me they were hired by the City to provide the rationale t o support a decision
already made by th e City to put an industrial zone in the north-west quadrant of Brockville.

This is the way it is - and was when I made an offer on, and subseq uently purchased this home. I will hold
the City's f eet to the fire when my investment is impacted by "yours" .
This letter is intended to ensure a few of my concerns are noted in your official records. There are many
more concerns that I trust we will be t alking about as the City's plans begin to move forward and start to
more publicly unfold .
Sincerely,
Patti Whyte
81 Victoria Road
Brockville, Ontario K6V 5T4

13-Apr-17

10-Apr-17
From: Patti Whyte

From: Jonath an Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou, Andrew McGinnis

To : Patti Whyte

Cc: Lorraine Bagnell
RE: wo Concerns - Advertising and Signage related to public meetings and Amendments to Official
Plan/Zoning Bylaw/New Secondary Plan

Cc: David Dick
RE: wo Concerns - Advertising and Signage related to public meetings and Amendments to
Official Plan/Zoning Bylaw/New Secondary Plan

Dear Mr. Faurschou,

Good Afternoon Ms. Whyte,

For the Public Record

Thank you tor your opinion on the st eps t aken in regard to providing Notitl catlon tor t he upcoming
St atutory Public Meeting under the Planning Act, as it pertains to th e Brockville Employment
Lands,
Notificati on is legislated under Ontario Regulation 543/06 for Official Pian Amendment
(https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regu lation/ Q60543) and under Ontario Regulati on 545/06 for Zoning
By-laws (https://www.ontario.ca/laws/regulation/060543 ) under the Planning Act, an excerpt is
provided below:

I. Meeting Notifications are NOT Sufficient:

Following the "public" open house of April 5, 2017 - the notice of such having received public
advertisement in the local Recorder and Times on March 9, 2017, none on local radio - and further, the
notice about an important Statutory Public Meetinng of May 2nd, again only advertised in the local
newspaper on April 6, 2017, which you stated would be the only advertisement notifying residents of
Brockville of this important meeting - I am writing to express my concerns that, in doing the bare, legal
minimum to notify residents of Brockville, the City of Brockville is doing its residents great disservice. As a
community member expressed to me long ago, and I quote 1 11 Not everyone takes the paper."

"{3) Notice shall be given in the manner described in the following subsections of this section:
I. Subsection (4) or: (7).
2.
Subsection {8}.
3. Subsection {9}.
4.
Subsection (11) or (12). 0. Reg. 543/06, s. 3 {3}."

(a) by
"(4) Notice shall be given,
personal service or ordina,y mail, to every owner of ltmd within 120 metres of the subject land,
{b} by posting a
subject to subsections (5) and {6}; and
notice, clearly visible and legible from a public highway or other place to which the public has
access, at every separately assessed property within the subject land or, if posting on the property
is impractical, at o nearby location chosen by the clerk of the municipality 01 · the secretarytreasurer of the olannina board. 0. Rea. 543/06. s. 3 (4J_"

The development of the Official Plan of 2012 was a lengthy process - this, too, should be a process that
involves Brockville residents should there be a 'redesign' of the vision for Brookville that was part and parcel
oflhe 2012 Official Plan. The City owes it to the residents of Brockvllle do to better- and do more - in this
regard.

Letters were sent to every owner of land within 120 metres of the subject land.
mails were sent When no address was provided.

ELetters were

hand delivered when no e-mail was provided.

2. Placement of Signs re Zoning Bylaw Amendment

Five standard signs have been erected on streets as follows:
Victoria Avenue (1);
• Chelsea Street (1);
• Laurier Boulevard (1); and
• Parkedale Avenue (2).

Mr. Faurschou, these too, are not sufficient. Residents of Victoria Road do not see the sign that faces the street,
as it cannot be seen while travelling in either direction, unless one were to look sideways ... and it certainly cml't
be seen from Stewart Boulevard. A second sign, placed at the dead end of Laurier Blvd beside Home Hardware
can barely be seen from the intersection. Further, there is NO SIGN indicating that any lands beside Home
Hardware or in the general area of the proposed business park are under review with regard to zoning. Yes,
perhaps this is because Mr. Walker owns the land directly on the road frontage; I can't speak for the City.
However, 1 propose it is time to ensure a billboard is erected on the site so that those who h·avel this route

on a daily basis are made aware of the City's plans for proposed by-law amendments that are certain to
impact them.

"{7} Notice shall be given by publishing a notice in a newspaper that, in the opinion of the clerk of
the municipality or the secretary-treasurer of the pla_nning board, is of sufficient general
circulation in the area to which the proposed official plan ar plan amendment would apply that
would give the public reasonable notice of the public meeting or open house, as the case may be.
0. Reg. 543/06, s. 3 (7)."
I am requesting further action by the City with request to the above, and appreciate your prompt response
to my concerns, given that the City's meeting is May 2nd, and the timeline to respond to the
advertisement should one wish to do so but be unable to attend the meeting, of April 21st is tight - and
fast approaching. Sincerely, Patti Whyte
Notice was placed in the Recorder and Times Newspaper on Thursday 06 April 2017.
The Planning Department has issued notice in accordance with Subsection 4) and 7) in an effort to
reach a larger audience.
I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.

•

"(8) Every person and public body that has given the clerk of the municipality or the secretarytreasurer of the planning board a written request for a notice to which this section applies
(including the person's or public body's address, fax number or email address) shall be given notice
by personal service, ordinary mail, fax or email. 0. Reg. 543/06, s. 3 {8}; O. Reg. 180/16, s. J (2). "
Notice was sent as per Clause 8.

"{9} Notice shall be given, by personal service, ordinary mail, fax or email, to all the following
persons andpublic bodies, except those who have notified the clerk of the municipality or the
secretary-treasurer of the planning board that they do not wish to receive notice:"
Notice was sent as per Clause 9.
In addition:
•

An announcement was made and discussed briefly at tne Open House held on OS Ap ril 2017.

•
A poster has been placed on the Front window of City Hall and at the entrance to the
Planning Department offices.
•
Notice has been posted on the City website as follows:
http://www.brockvil le.com/index.cfm?ID=987
•
Notice has been requested t o be posted on th e City website in the "News" section.
The matter of additional notification has been discussed with the Acting Director of Planning, Mr.
David Dick. No additional advertising is contemplated as the requirements under the Plan ning Act
Ih;:ivp h<>Pn mPt ;:inrl excPPd<>rl.

10-Apr-17
(Received in office 10/04/2017)

From : Patti Whyte
To: Jonathan Faurschou
RE: Questions for the City of Brockville
Dear Mr. Faurschou, As advised at th e City's "open house" meeting of April S"', please find below my
questions in writ ing, with regard to th e proposed employment lands development, zoning by-law
amendments. officia l olan, new secondarv olan.
To set th e tone for some of my inquiries, I wish to advise you, for the public record, t hat I contacted the
City of Brockville Planning Department in September 2014 PRIOR to purchasing my home to ask about th e
status of t he land, I was assured by the Planning Department of this City that these lands were identified
in the Official Plan as not t o be considered for development until AT LEAST 2031 at th e earliest, and even
th en unlikely. Neighbours and rea ltorS were not aware of the City's plans to change this status. I know·
th at I wou ld not have purchased this home had I been advised otherwise - and now must seek mitigation
of possible (probable) impacts beca use of the City of Brockville's lack of transparency.

Question #1 - Mitigation of Impacts

Since learning of the proposed industrial development, citizens of Brockville have been seeking assurance
from the City th at safeguards w ill be in place in any considerations for proposed industri al development,
including fo r the safety of well water supply and septic systems, as well as other environmental concerns
such as noise, light pollution, septic issues, noxious chemicals, endangered and species at risk, etc.

Please see t he attached response provided, on 04 August 2017, to CPC in regard to well and septic
questions, environmental concerns, stormwater management, threatened or endangered species,
traffic, noise attenuation (including other sensory concerns, Trans Northern Pipeline, the former
landfill site. archaeoloE!v and servicinE!.

As one by any such development, the safety, quality and quantity of my water supply as well as the
integrity of my well structure and septic system are huge concerns.

An answer to the following questions is required and requested before any development, blasting,
roadwork etc. proceeds, so that residents can protect themselves and ensure appropriate consideration
and documentation, that the City might require as proof, should there be negative impact.

i. What will be the City's role in ensuring the safety of my well water supply should it be impacted during
any phase of the development of these lands? i.e. who will be responsible for ensuring the safety of my
well water supply during fill\' and fill phases of development of the lands such as the City is proposing?
(from infrastructure, road work, construction, blasting, dust / debris impact, through ·the actual
construction phase of specific industry/business, through to whatever actual business/industry is
permitted to operate on the lands as per City decisions.)

ii.

What specifically will this work entail?

iii. How will residents/businesses that currently exist along the frontage be impacted?
iv.

Have any residents or businesses that might be impacted been notified?

v.

What are the planned dates for commencing, and for completing the work?

vi.

Was the contract tendered?

vii. What is the value of the contract?
Question #4 - Traffic Study
Part A: Dated and Flawed

The traffic study is dated and flawed - the data relates to the road running in an incorrect direction and
is dated 2012. The Highway 29 corridor traffic has increased visibly since 1 moved into my home address_ and many Brockville residents comment upon how busy Hwy 29 has become as they travel into
and out of this City. It is also difficult to exit and enter Victoria Road onto Stewart Boulevard. I am
repeatedly passed by both cars and transports while waiting to turn from Stewart onto Victoria - in

The use of compass directions has been used as a convenience to recognize that the commonly use
reference to the orientation of Parkedale Avenue as being West-East and the common orientation
of Stewart Boulevard as being North-South. The 2012 traffic data has since been updated using
2015 and 2016 data. The traffic volumes did not change in any appreciable way, and the
recommendations of the Traffic Impact Study were not affected by the more recent traffic data. -

either direction - they do not stop, do not slow down and there is no passing lane. Walking the road is CC
often impacted by drivers travelling well above the posted speed limit of 40 km/hr taking Victoria
Rd. as a 'short cut' through to Lyn.
i. What is the rationale that this 2012 study is sufficient for decision making purposes with regard to the The traffic counts used in the Brockville Development Lands Traffic Impact Study, were from 2012.
needs of Brockville and traffic along the Stewart Boulevard to the 401 corridor in 2017, particularly given At the time the work on the TIS was commenced in 2015, these were the most recent counts.
the fact that traffic is bound to increase with proposed development?
ii. Does the City plan to undertake a more current traffic study, using current data to better determine The 2012 traffic data has since been updated using 2015 and 2016 data. The traffic volumes did
the needs should the proposed industrial development come to fruition? If yes, what will this involve? If not change in any appreciable way, and the recommendations of the Traffic Impact Study were not

no, why not?

affected bv the more recent traffic data.-CC

iii. The impact of increased traffic will go beyond the proposed Laurier Blvd. entrance to and from the The area considered by the Traffic Impact Study includes Stewart Boulevard from Centennial Road
401. How does the City intend to ensure the safety of those living on Victoria Road when it becomes even to the traffic signals at the Highway 401 eastbound off ramp. The Victoria Road intersection is
more dangerous turning onto this road? Road Widening to provide a designated passing lane? Traffic included in the study area.
lights? Please advise regarding planned mitigation.
Part B: Studies regarding Impact of Transport Traffic

The City continues to propose the possibility of a transportation warehouse/ transfer station (such as
the Giant Tiger facility in Johnstown) on the 'proposed industrial development' lands.

The City has undertaken various traffic studies in association with BTE Engineering. Studies and
memorandum to-date are available at the following link: https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987
i.
In preparing for the likelihood of such use, given such a business were to be permitted, has the City The 2012 traffic data has since been updated using 2015 and 2016 data. The traffic volumes did
undertaken studies on the impact to residents of Brockville due specifically to the anticipated numbers not change in any appreciable way, and the recommendations of the Traffic Impact Study were not
of transports and long combination vehicle transports that will be travelling into and out of the City affected by the more recent traffic data.-CC
to the 'proposed industrial development"?

LCV's require a special permit from MTO and are subject to various load restrictions mandated by

MTO.
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warehousesI bus1nesses1 inc 1u 1ng t ose entering an ex1t1ng our ex1st1ng nort en 1n us na 1 par s o
. .
d
estimate what the #'s of vehicles would likely be and applied this information to a stu dy of ant1c1pate
traffic patterns in and out of our City on and off the 401 as well as through Hwy 29?

ii.

The traffic studies completed for this project have used the latest trip generation rates from the
.
.
.
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), which are the accepted standard m Ontario. The ITE trip
..
generation rates are based on actual traffic counts at recent developments, class1f1ed by type of
development.

To these questions above;
If yes, please share the data/studies/considerations.
If no, please provide your rationale and comments about how the City can move forward with appropriate
decisions about the types of industry/ business to be permitted or the necessary infrastructure and traffic
controls that will be needed, keeping public safety at the forefront of its considerations.

Part C" Public Safety
The incidence of transport truck mishaps, spills and accidents is a growing reality. It is recognized that
the corridor from Kingston through to Prescott / Johnstown has seen numerous accidents involving
transports over recent years as the transport traffic increases.
The City of Brockville has an Emergency Response Plan in place. The aim of the ERP is to "make
provision for the extraordinary arrangements and measures that may have to be taken to protect
the health, safety welfare, environment and economic health of the residences, businesses and
i. Does the City have an updated Emergency Plan in place for dealing with the increased likelihood of visitors to the City of Brockville when faced with an emergency." The ERP is compliant with
accident, mishap/ chemical spills etc. within or near the City limits?
measures as required under the Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act, R.5.0. 1990,
Chapter E.9, as amended (See: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90e09 ). The Communications
Officer is Fire Chief Ghislain Pigeon.

ii. The City of Brockville has seen a transport truck flip over onto its side as it exited the 401 into our City. See above Emergency Response Plan.
This transport could very well have been moving dangerous chemicals and the impact could have been
great. How does the City intend to address the real safety risks to residents should a new industrial
corridor attract the transport trucks that are moving dangerous goods? (such as was recently the case on
the 401 near Mallorytown with a toxic spill requiring environmental remediation and impacting many
people.)
The City of Brockville has not undertaken a study on "air quality ... to residents of Brockville
Has the City considered the resulting impact on air quality and safety to residents of Brockville through through large industrial use and/or increased transportation traffic". The City has undertaken
large industrial use and/or increased transportation traffic? (Studies reflect that increased fumes from various traffic studies in association with BTE Engineering. Studies and memorandum to-date are
111.

increased transport truck traffic impact health.)

available at the following link: https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987

The transportation of dangerous goods is legislated under the Ministry of Transport. Details are
available at the following link: https://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/tdg/safety-menu.htm The City of
Brockville dos not have "criteria for determining, approving, and/or limiting the types of cargo that
will be permitted to travel into and out of Brockville and/or be stored in the location of this
'proposed industrial development"
Proposed Official Plan policy
4.7.4.4.4 Land Use & Built Form Policies states the following: "It shall be the policy of the City that:
a. Industrial uses shall generally be limited to self-contained uses that produce and/or store a
b. Open
product where there is a low probability of fugitive emissions.
iv. Has the City developed any criteria for determining, approving, and/or limiflng the types of cargo that storage shall be screened such that it is not visible from nearby residential uses, Highway 401, or
.
.
.
.
.
.
. ,
any Arterial or Collector Roads.
c. Those uses that create
will be permitted to travel into and out of Brockville and/or be stored 1n the location of this proposed
industrial development' to minimize risk to residents should a transportation warehouse {or other or potentially create extreme environmental stress as a result of air, odour, noise, and/or vibration
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emissions, and/or the generation and/or handling of solid or liquid wastes shall only be considered
if they meet the MOE Guidelines and an impact assessment is submitted that is satisfactory to the
City.
d. For uses that exhibit any or all of the following characteristics,
the City shall be satisfied that the proposed use is compatible with any nearby uses: i. outdoor
storage of goods and materials; ii. frequent shipment of products and/or materials; iii. long
production hours and shift operations/unusual hours of operation; iv. large volumes of traffic at off
peak hours; and/or v. likelihood of nuisances, such as noise, odour, dust, lighting or vibration." In
addition, City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2015, as amended, addresses prohibited uses under
Part 3, Section 3. 7 Prohibited Uses.

Question #5 - Golden Winged Warbler and Habitat Designation Status

The Golder EIS Report identified various species, including the Golden Winged Warbler. Prior to
initiating the Brockville Employment Lands Study, the City was made aware of a private Agreement
The City purchased approximately 40 acres of land that was designated as habitat for the Golden Winged which affected a portion of the Employment lands. The Agreement addressed displaced habitat
Warbler which was restricted from any development due to a pre-existing lease between the land owner resulting from a development lying outside of the City of Brockville and undertaken by Brockville
and the Solar Farm to provide habitat for this species at risk, identified during construction of the solar Solar Inc., a private company. Following discussions, a "Habitat Protection Lease" was executed
between the City of Brockville and Brockville Solar Inc. for lands located within the City of
farm. This warbler must be protected and provided with suitable habitat of appropriate size.
Brockville but not within the development envelopes identified for the Brockville Employment

The acquisition of lands is subject to negotiation between the City of Brockville and private
The City initially advertised in the Recorder and Times that they were legally moving to expropriate the
land, and then somehow were apparently able to purchase it without expropriation, and also somehow
managed to remove the 25 year habitat lease and its restrictions from the land. The Solar Farm had to find
other land for the warbler, subsequently entering into a new lease, now directly with the City of Brockville,
.within the area of the proposed industrial park development.

i.

What steps did the City need to take to remove the original habitat lease?

ii.
How were the new lands that the City is leasing to the Solar Farm selected, who has ensured they
are suitable and appropriate to the species' survival and what were the criteria used?
iii.

Has the new habitat been formally registered or designated (i.e. through MOE CC, MNR) by either

the solar farm or the City'/
iv.
What are the plans to ensure the warblers' movement to the new habitat is successful and who is
responsible for this?
v.
What are the plans to mitigate impacts from surrounding (proposed) industrial development on the
species and their proposed new habitat?
vi.
What are the plans for monitoring this, both in the short term and the long term, and who is
responsible for this?

landholders. See above for summary of Golden Winged Warbler habitat. Report 2016-119-09Natural Habitat Protection Lease with Brockville Solar Inc. for Golden Winged Warbler Habitat on
Landfill Site Lands was prepared by Peter Raabe, Director of Environmental Services. By-law 0762016 was subsequently endorsed by Council for the City of Brockville. Please contact Sandra
MacDonald for details cornering By-law 076-0216 and Peter Raabe concerning the terms of the
Lease and the associated review and approvals process.

Question #6: Criteria for Selecting Industry/Businesses for Brockville

Marketing of vacant lands and facilities is undertaken by a mix of the City Economic Development
Department, DBIA, Chamber of Commerce, and a variety of local and non-local real estate
agencies.

Any industry at any cost, without consideration and mitigation of impact, whether on a few or on many, is

not acceptable.
The Official Plan for the City of Brockville contains various policies addressing business and
i. What criteria will the City of Brockville use to ensure that businesses or industries that might express industrial uses and defined areas. City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, contains
interest in Brockville are suitable to the location and residents of Brockville?

various zone provisions addressing permitted uses, prohibited uses, separation measures, etc.

ii. What guidelines are in place upon which to base your decisions about what is, or is not acceptable for See above.
Brockville?

Question #7: Using/Promoting Available Serviced Land?

Please see the e-mail provided to your attention dated 04 August 2017 for replies to the following
questions concerning serviced and unserviced lands in the City of Brockville.
Planning does not have an inventory of lands as you have requested.
However, the following mapping has been updated to show available information addressing

Drive around Brockville, in particular the areas of existing business parks, as well as Central Avenue West, industrial lands.
and you will see many signs of land available, or empty storefronts available, for lease or purchase, • Please see Industrial Park Maps on the City's website - Properties are serviced unless otherwise
serviced and unserviced, large parcels and small, owned by the City or privately. It is difficult to indicated by labelling- Undeveloped Properties are shown with area.
determine from the City's website how much land is actually available in Brockville, as the maps are old • J.G. Broome Industrial Park and there is a disclaimer indicating the information may not be accurate.
https://brockville.com/images/sitepicts/GISMaps/JG_Broome_lndustrialPark.pdf
• Western Industrial Park https://brockville.com/images/sitepicts/GISMaps/WesternlndustrialPark.pdf

i. How much serviced industrial land is presently available in Brockville overall? And land zoned
business/commercial? (Please offer a breakdown based on location and size, largest to smallest of those

5 acres or more).
ii.
How much unserviced industrial land is presently available in Brockville overall? And land zoned
Unserviced Industrial lands are identified in the Employment Lands Review Report, Section 5.0 and
business/com mercial? (Please offer a breakdown based on location and size, largest to smallest of those 3 Exhibit 24. 1 am unable to provide an inventory of unserviced land zoned for business and
acres or more).

commercial uses.

iii.
Is Central Avenue West land (previously proposed as location for asphalt plant) still considered as The Central Avenue West lands previously identified under the Tomlinson proposal is identified
below and is owned by the City of Brockville. Details concerning the above-noted Central Avenue
available industrial lands? If yes, how much land is there? If not, why not?
West lands are identified in the Official Plan for the City of Brockville and in City of Brockville
Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended. The following is a summary of Official Plan designation and
Zoning and provides a link to each of the documents:
• Designated under the Official Plan for the City of Brockville as "Parks and Open Space Area" with
various Natural Heritage Features and screening area.
• Details are available at the following link to the Official Plan:

https ://brockvi lie.com/index. cfm ?I D=332

Details are
Zoned as 11 0.S-Open Space Zone" and has a range of permitted Uses.
available at the following link to the Zoning Bylaw:
https://brockvil le .com/in dex.cfm ?PageURL=zon i ng-byl aw
A complete list of permitted uses in the "O.S-Open Space Zone" is available at the following link :
http://www.brockville.com/UploadedFiles/Section%207%20-%20Non-Residential%20and%20NonCommercial%20Zones%20(July%2028%202015).pdf
The full Zoning By-law document is available at the following link: https://brockville.com/zoningbylaw

The Central Avenue West lands would require Amendment to the Official Plan and
Amendment to Zoning By-law 050-2014 to permit them to be used for industrial purposes.
Lands which are currently designated and zoned appropriately, being El-Business Park Zone,
E2-General Employer Zone and E3-Restricted Employment Zone, are considered available industrial
lands.
iv.
The old Black & Decker building on Central Avenue West is also available - advertising for a
business to lease it. Is this being considered as a location for industrial use and if not, why not?

The former Black and Decker building and lands are privately held and privately marketed. The site
is zoned as E2-General Employment Zone and has a range of permitted uses. A complete list of
permitted uses in the E2-General Employment Zone is available at the following link
http://www.brockville.com/UploadedFiles/Section%207%20-%20Non-Residential%20and%20NonCommercial%20Zones%20(Julv%2028%202015\.ndf
The full Zoning By-law document is available at the following link: https://brockville.com/zoningbylaw

v. Is the City of Brockville working with Elizabethtown to bring business to a large parcel of land already
appropriately zoned and available, as referenced on City Website as exceeding 108 Acres, with 20 acres
owned by the City and the remainder by Elizabethtown, and if so, what is specifically being undertaken? If
not, why not?

The land referred to above is privately held and is located on the north side of Centennial Road,
opposite the north end of California Avenue and the information is as shown on the following link:
https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=123&Action=details&IDprop=%22%2A%5C%20%20%0A&sho
wtext=no
The subject
property is included in the City of Brockville Website as being "for sale".
Details regarding marketing should be directed to Robert Nolan, Director of Economic
Development, rnolan@brockville.com, 613-342-8772, ext. 4445 or the Owners Realtor.

vi.
What is the City of Brockville doing to bring business and industry to the vacant lands and empty Marketing of vacant lands and facilities is undertaken by a mix of the City Economic Development
storefronts and warehouses that are already available in our City, whether owned by the City or privately? Department, DBIA, Chamber of Commerce, and a variety of local and non-local real estate
What is the total number of vacant buildings, storefronts, warehouses and other business/industrial
agencies. Accordingly, the total number of vacant buildings, storefronts, warehouses and other
business/industrial spaces in Brockville is not available.
spaces in Brockville?

Question #8 - Closing Question and Remarks:
Why is the City of Brockville pushing to rezone and develop a new industrial area in Brockville, with the
intent to bring the large industrial player or players, when this area is not suitable for such large-scale
development? It is surrounded by residences, has a closed landfill, is impacted by environmentally
protected lands, endangered species, and species at risk, and travel would be through a high traffic
corridor. Additionally, any development of t his land and necessary infrastructure will continue to be at a
huue cost to Brockville taxoavers.

The City of Brockville has undertaken a range of background studies and is preparing a Secondary
Plan in accordance with the Official Plan Policies and undertaking a public process as required
under the Planning Act.

The north end industrial parks were well planned and designed - with access to the 401 and with large
greenspaces, (including the memorial park fields) and sma ller business 'buffers' between industry I
warehouses and residential areas, serving to minimize impacts such as traffic, noise, light pollution,
soecies at risk. etc.
A large industry or business development as proposed for the northwest quadrant of Brockville is NOT
suitable nor has this undertaking been well planned. The impacts that industrial zoning and
development wlll be sure to have on residences {as well as the nearby environmentally protect ed
lands) will still require mitigation {well water quality and quantity, safety, dust, light, noise, air
pollution, traffic, green space/buffers/fencing/landscaping, etc.) The impacts on residents travelling
along St ewa rt Blvd. both to and from work as well as into and out of Brockville will also become a greater
rh:>ll<>na<>

This proposed industrial development is NOT reflective of the vision of Brockville expressed by residents
during the devel.opment of the City's Official Plan. At what point do the Citizens of Brockville have a rea l
voice, through true consultation and collaboration such as was undertaken in developing the Official
Plan? Taxpayers' dollars wou ld be better spent focussing efforts on bringing additiona l small vibrant
businesses more suited to our community to this area and filling existing vacant spaces with those most
likely to spark interest in future growth - entrepreneurs would add to the culture - and economy - of
Brockville far more than an industrial giant.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond, and for your consideration. Sincerely, Patti Whyte

3-May-17
From: Patti Whyte
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPD.C Meeting

Dear Mr. Faurschou,
Following last night's meeting of the EPDC, I was left wondering how the questions that were presented,
in writing as well as in person during the meeting, are going to be answered red.
Since many are interested in receiving answers to all of the questions proposed to date, would your plans
involve compiling the information into a single Questions and Answers document to facilitate access to the
responses? Could you confirm if that is the intent, (or if th is will be considered) as well as what the time
line might be for receipt of answers, and whether this information will be publicly posted?
I also seek to add an additional question I comment to the documentation, since it only came to light last
night, that being -
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"Why was different information presented {or was the information presented in a different manner?) by
Mr. Bender at the May 2nd EPDC meeting t hat was not in keeping with his presentation or explanation of
the information shared at the Open House on April 5th?"
Specifically, last evening, Mr. Bender explained that any' buffers' have been accounted for in the
undevelopable lands {green on map on his slide) and are therefore not required elsewhere (i.e. there will
be no longer be buffers/mitigation between industry and residential properties abutting the industry,
as shown on th e map?) Did I hear this correctly? At the Open House, Mr. Bender stated that residential
considerations resulted in additional mitigations larger buffers, etc. What happened here?? Please
advise/clarify .
A city councillor confirmed following the meeting their unde rstanding that buffers and other mitigations
have been removed from city plans because of the need to maximize use of available lands($ factor).
This is absolutely not acceptable that the City of Brockville is proposing to develop an industrial zone
without the appropriate changes in use from industry to smaller business use to buffers to residences regardless of the numbers of residences that will be impacted.

Should the above be true, please record my opposition to this completely inappropriat e direction,
which demonstrates the City's absolute lack of regard, consideration, transparency, collaboration and
cooperation with citizens to mitigate the serious impacts and hardships that your rezoning and
development plans will place on taxpaying homeowners.

Sincerely, Patti Whyte

3-May-17

3-May-17
From: Patti Whyte

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Patti Whyte

Cc: Greg Bender

Cc: Greg Bender

Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting

Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting

I appreciate your prompt response Jonathan and the map. Still not clear how a parking lot/travel route can Good Afternoon Ms. Whyte,
be considered part of a "setback" as I see behind homes on Victoria Road in this example. Would you have
a similar map related to the one large building scenario?
Thank you for your additional comments. They will be added t9 the list. Please note that as stated
last night, in order to ensure that th e answers address th e actual questions, a written submission is
essential as the Clerk does not record minutes verbatim.
With thanks.
The intent is to consider all comments received and try to provide responses. To-date, some
Agencies have notified the Planning Department that they cannot provide comments until June
2017.
Sincerely,
Accordingly, I need to wait for those comments. Th e response format is being considered.
Responses will be made available to the Public.

Patti Whyte

The Presentation from the Open House of 05 April 2017 is posted as Item 8 on the following link:
http://www.brockville.com/index.cfm ?ID=987

9-May-17

The Presentation from the Open House of 02 May 2017 is post ed as Item 11 on th e follow ing link:
http://www.brockvi lle.com/index.cfm ?I0=987

From: Patti Whyte
To: Jonathan Faurschou

In regard to set backs, perhaps th e attach ed mapping will clarify t hem for you .

Re: Follow-up to M ay 2 EPDC Meeting

Jonath an
Hello again Jonathan. Resending email below in event it got missed. Would you have a map with th e
set backs for the one large industry scenario similar t o the one you shared?
Th anks in advance. Patti Whyte

10-May-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Patti Whyte

10-Jun-17

Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting

From: Patti Whyte
Good Morning Patti,

To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting - Concept Sketches

My apologies for th e delay.
Thanks for the follow up, Jonathan. Still no reference on either map to mitigation needs such as buffers
and/or fencing along portions that would directly impact residential homes.
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I am having the drawing prepared
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Patti Whyte
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12-Jun-17
From : Patti Whyte

9-Jun-17

To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting - Concept Sketches

From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Patti Whyte
Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting

Thank you for the cl arification.

Good Aft ernoon Ms. Whyte,
Please accept this as fo llow-up to your requ est as shwon below.
Attached are two concept sketch es showing proposed setbacks.

26-Jun-17
From : Patti Whyte
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Follow-up to May 2 EPDC Meeting - Concept Sketches

Good afternoon, Jun. Furt her to your response above, I have been unable t o locate t he bylaw you
reference in your email, as copied below, on th e City of Brockville's websi te.

In addition, City of Brockvil/e Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, Part 3.34 identifies requirements for
Planting Strips. The proposed provisions addressing planting strip content as noted in the draft Zone
provision is currently under review.

12-Jun-17
From : Jonathan Faurschou
Honh W••I l rodMtle

rmpao.,.m1ml.and•

Cou ld yo u please send along that co mplete by-law?

t
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I am also concerned that m e City ot 1;rocKv111e no longer provides a directory at all by-laws, in tact on ly
listing a few and advising residents t o cont act t he city should they wish oth er bylaws. I am not sure how
one can be expected to know what to ask for - I cert ainly do not know t he names or focuses of all current
city by-laws. It it not a requ irement - or at t he very least an importa nt demonstration of transparency t o
offer such a list? Sincerely, Patti Whyte
The proposed set backs and contents thereof are identi fied on the both Concept 1 and Concept 2
mapping on the right side.
They are also ident ified in the Draft Zone provisions.
In addition, City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, Part 3.34 identifies
req uirements for Planti ng St rips.
The proposed provisions addressi ng planting st rip cont ent as noted in the draft Zone provision is
currently under review.
Consideration fo r fencing, lighting and similar development related it ems comes at the Site Plan
Approvals stage w hen a client has propsed a site design layout for the facility.
Jonathan

27-Jun-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Patti Whyte
Re: Follow-up to M ay 2 EPDC M eeting - Concept Sketches
Good Morning, Patti, The "Section 3.34 Plant ing Strips" is in the fo llowing link:
http://www.brockville.com/UploadedFil es/Final%20-%20Section%203.pdf
The fu ll Zoning·By-law is at the fo llowing li nk: https://brockvi lle.com/index.cfm7PageURL=zoningbylaw
Attached is a scan of "Section 3.34 Planting Strips". Jonathan

8-Sep-17

21-Aug-17
From: Patti Whyte

From: Jonath an Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou, Andrew M cGinnis

To: Patti Whyte

RE: Whyte reply #2

Cc: Dayna Golledge, And rew M cGinnis, Greg Bender
RE: Whyte reply #2

Jon, Thanks for the response and sorry for my late acknowledgement - some personal challenges the past Good Afternoon, Ms. Whyte, Please accept the following clarification from Loren Bekeris, Golder
week. Wit h regard to wells, my concern is that I, as well as some neighbours, Have unregistered wells that Associates, in reply to your questions regarding unregistered wells.
"The conclusions of the pending technical memo regarding potential impacts to groundwater
do not appear on t he map. How are these to be acknowledged?
sincerely, Patti Whyte
quality and quantity at domestic wells are applicable to unregistered wells. It is unlikely that dug
wells are present in the vicinity of the site due to the shallow bedrock. Therefore, un registered
wells are likely to be completed in the bedrock and have simi lar construction details to the well
records presented in the memo."
In addition to the fore-going, depending upon the nature of th e development, further study may
be required at th e ti me of Site Plan review. Said further study may include addit ional
hydrogeological study.
For your own edification, it may be useful to contact the Health Unit to determine if they have any
information in relation to your well.
You may also wish to contact the company which drilled your well to determine if t hey have any
records.
Your solicitor from the time of purchase may also have well records.

10-Sep-17
From: Patti Whyte
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Cc: Dayna Golledge, Andrew McGinnis, Greg Bender
RE: Whyte reply #2
Mr. Faurschou, I appreciate this follow up. Prior to, and after purchasing this home I inq uired of t he
Health Unit (locally), submitted details through th e website with details for each of t he previous owners
(to no avail) plus realtors - and a well record cannot be located fo r this property. I was advised this was
not unusual at the time the well was drilled, nor unusual for this general area. There have only been two
previous owners of this home - and the Hamilton's who were the owners prior to me, could not recall the
name of the company who drilled the well. Th ey did have some upgrades done (incl. new submursible)
but again did not have details about t his well. (Mr. Hamilt on was in his 80s when I purchased t he home
and could not recall the company that performed th e work.) I also inquired of t he City but was advised the
City would not have been involved in well records/safety of wells and water supply. I will continue to
make inquiries, and wi ll appreciate futu re conversat ions should the need arise.
Sincerely, Patti Whyt e 81 Victoria Road, Brockville

Report as at 15 September 2017

WRIGHT CONSULTING - MICHAEL WRIGHT

16-Aug-17

2-May-17
Planning Statement of Wright Consulting Services
Authored By: Michael Wright, Principal Planner
Citizens for Progress without Hardship, Brockville, ON May 2, 2017

As
Prepared For:

Subject: Official Plan Amendment 0 .P.A. No. 04, under City of Brockville
009-07, respecting Brockville Employment Lands- City of Brockville.

File No.

Section 1.0 Project Overview
Dear Mr. Wright,
The City undertook a study entitled "Employment Lands Review" which ident ified a need for employment land, particularl y Please accept this letter i n reply to your Planning Stat ement of Wright Consulting Services as authored by: Michael Wright
Principal Planner, Prepared for: Citizens for Progress without Hardship Brockville, Ontario, dated 02 May 2017, as
large parcels of land. To implement this study, a Secondary Plan was undertaken for lands in the City's northwest quadrant.
submitted at the Public Meeting held on 02 May 2017.
The following comments correspond to the order of your comments (shown in Bold Italics) under the paragraph introduced
It was noted that this area was the last remaining developable land which could accommodate large-scale development.

as follows:

Section 2.0 Review of Affected Land Use Documents and Compliance Issues
2.1 Provincial Policy Statement (2014)
Section 1.3.1 of the PPS asks that the City promote economic development by "providing opportunities for a diversified
economic base and maintaining a range of suitable sites for employment uses which support a wide range of economic
activities and ancillary uses" [1.3.1 (b)]. In this Instance, a portion of the subject lands is being designated as General
Employment.

2.2

The Planning Act

Section 3(S) of the Planning Act (Appendix 3) asks that a decision of Council shall be consistent with the policy statements
issued under subsection (1). In this respect, Council is to embrace the policy of its Official Plan regarding planning matters,
and in this instance, introduce Section 4.7.4.4 - Northwest Employment Area to Section 4.7.4- Site Specific Policy Area.

2.3
City of Brockville Official Plan
The Official Plan does not designate the subject site as Employment Area as depicted on Schedule 'B' of the Official Plan. An
Amendment to the Official Plan is required to allow a wide range of land uses dedicated light industrial uses, ancillary retail
and commercial uses and accessory uses directly related to the permitted uses. The Official Plan through the adopted and
approved official plan amendment will provide direction in determining the zoning by-law which will describe the Employment
Area to be created.
The Employment Land Review discussed features such as the golf course, the City's former waste disposal site, the presence of
the Trans Northern Pipeline route and a substantially vegetated site as an attribute for future development.

Several studies were undertaken to support the proposal that a secondary plan be prepared to identify those areas to be
designated as General Employment in the Secondary Plan and subsequently zoned as such in a zoning by-law amendment.

Review of the reports, subsequent correspondence by the affected agencies and the secondary plan and zoning byamendment raise the following observations:
1. The City's zoning by-law (3.48) states that no development or redevelopment occur on a lot abutting the pipeline without City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, Section 4.48 does state, In part the fore-going. Accordingly, the
Attachment "A"
the written consent ofTrans-Canada. This may require a setback from the pipeline. No such consentto the knowledge of the information identified in the following link (https://brockville.com/index.cfm71D=987) was circulated for comment to Transwriter has been obtained.
Northern as the Trans-Northern pipeline bisects the northern portion of the proposed Employment Lands.
==----·
Mr. Walter H. Watt, Property Administrator, Trans-Northern provided the following comments by e-mail ''Trans Northern
~.:....:-.::.::.:!~Pipeline was not able to participate in the recent public meeting in this matter." Mr. Watt provided comments by letter
dated 2017-05-12 and links to the following documents: Trans-Northern, "Pipeline Safety In Your Community" and National
Energy Board, "Pipeline Damage Prevention" (See Attachment "A" for the documents referred to by Mr. Wright).
All development proposals shall be further circulated to Trans-Northern for comment under the Site Plan review process as

====-.. . -·-----

per the National Energy Board Act.
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2. The presence of the landfill site and the ECA Cert ifi cat e asks that a SOOm buffer be in place. MOECC Guideline D- There is a 500 metre buffer surrounding the former Brockville Landfill site. The 500 metre buffer located north of the Trans- Attachment "B"
discusses this matter in greater detail and states that the Certificate has not been amended to reduce the setback to 30 Northern pipeline, as shown in blue on the Figure 2 as shown below (and as Attachment " B" ), with the exception of the
metres.
lagoon area, was removed under a previous request to the MOECC. This corresponds to a portion of the proposed Phase 1

it·

and Phase 2 development areas.
The City submitted a request in June 2016 which would see the area identified in red on Figure 2 and the lagoon area,
removed from the buffer area. The area identified in red is located both north and south of Parkedale Avenue. A decision
on this request has not been received from the MOECC to-date. The application, which included the request/letter to
reduce the SOOm buffer zone, was sent to the MOECC Approvals branch in December 2016. A copy was also sent to the
regional MOECC District office (Kingston) in December. Although the City has not received approval to-date, the following
comment was included in a memorandum dated June 21, 2017 from Shawn Trim per, Hydrogeologist with the MOECC
Kingston District Office:
" The proposed ECA amendment requests the removal of the former
sludge lagoon area from the licensed site area. The former sludge lagoon area is located upgradient of the site and
groundwater Impacts are not of concern in this area. The sludge lagoons were decommissioned in the 1990's.
For those reasons outlined, I have no objection to the removal of the former sludge lagoon area from the ECA, as outlined
in the ECA application. The current comments should not be interpreted to provide any conclusions regardingthe
environmental conditions of the site. Any future purchasers or developers of this property should take adequate measures
to verify the environmental conditions of the property, at their discretion."
The area south of Parkedale Avenue and lying west of the red area is identified as part of the Contaminant Attenuation
Zone (CAZ) under the existing MOECC approval for the Brockville Waste Disposal Site (WDS) and as such is not included in
the request for removal of development restrictions. The CAZ is shown as shaded black lines on Figure 2.
The CAZ is subject to a Contaminant Attenuation Zone Agreement between the Corporation of the City of Brockville and
Brockville Highland Golf limited. Development within the CAZ area is subject to meeting applicable law. otherwise, the
requirements of Ontario Regulation 153/04 must be satisfied (i.e., soil and groundwater quality must meet applicable
standards) and provisions under D-4 land Use On or Near Landfills and Dumps. A risk assessment may be required prior to
consideration for development on the CAZ.

3. The statement "access to Highway No. 401" is misleading in that no such access Is available to the proposed employment Highway 401 is a controlled access Provincial highway. Accordingly, there is no direct access from Highway 401 to the
area.
proposed Brockvllle Employment Area. Access is via an existing 401 interchange leading directly on to Stewart
Boulevard/Highway 29, an Arterial Road. The City of Brockville Employment Lands Secondary Plan Report, Section 2-Area
"The study area benefits from
location & Description, states that:
proximity and convenient access to Highway 401, a key provincial transportation corridor that connects Brockville to much
of the Province and to border crossings linking Eastern Ontario with New York State and the eastern US. Certain lands
within the study area also have direct frontage on Stewart Boulevard, Centennial Road, and Parkedale Avenue, which are
Important arterial roads providing convenient access to surrounding municipalities and to Highway 401".
Subsequent sections of the Secondary Plan Report provide additional locational context and recommendations, including
Subsection 4.5-Traffic Impact Analysis which summarizes the findings of the Traffic Impact Study and makes various
recommendations for improvements associated with development of the proposed employment lands. In addition, traffic
is further discussed in avarious follow-up technical memorandums. The Secondary Plan and Traffic Impact Study
documents are available atthe following link: https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987 .

4. It is understood that 37 acres or thereabouts have been described "endangered species habitat", would be removed from Items 4 and 5 have been addressed in the following Reports and in the proposed Official Plan amendments and Zoning By- Attachment "C"
the developable area.
law amendments which are available at the following link: https:Ubrockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987. • City of Brockvllle
Employment lands Secondary Plan Report. Issued by MMM Group/WSP; and
• Brockville Employment lands Environmental Impact Study Brockville, Ontario. Issued by Golder Associates.
Attachment "C" is a map showing Official Plan Land Use Designations for the proposed Employment Area and surrounding
areas.
Attachment "C" also
contains a Table providing approximate land are by proposed development Phase, being Phase 1 through 5, Inclusive, and
• City Owned Developable Lands;
by the following categories:
• City Owned Undevelopable lands;
• Privately Owned Lands; and
• Landfill Area.

5.

An additional 47 acres or thereabouts have been classed as environmentally sensitive, again reducing the developable See answer above (same)

area.

The City undertook a series of background studies prior to undertaking the City of Brockville Employment lands Secondary

6. The golf course has been deemed "Future Employment" - is this feasible?

Plan Report including, but not limited to, the City of Brockville Employment Lands Review, Issued by MMM Group, in
association with Strategic Projections Inc. The findings of this report were incorporated into the Secondary Plan Report.
The Secondary Plan Report designates a gross total of approximately 76 ha through five phases which are shown on
Attachment "C" to this letter, being an amended Exhibit 12 to the Secondary Plan Report.
"Phases 1 and 2 represent the largest contiguous developable area in the study area. Phase 1 has been configured to be
approximately 20 hectares as the ELR identified that the City may require up to 20 hectares of additional large lot serviced
lands and is the most efficient to access and service. Phase 2 represents the balance of the contiguous developable area
and a logical progression for development. Phase 3 is an isolated and smaller parcel of land, which has direct access from
Parkedale Avenue and is close to Highway 401; however, due to the current land need and constraints related to
immediate serviceability, Phase 3 is being identified to be protected for future employment. Subsequent Phases 4 and S
will then occur to the south along Parkedale Avenue, which have been brought into the City's Urban Area but remain
designated as Parks and Open Space to recognize the existing use of the lands as a golf course while continuing to protect
them for future employment."

2.4
City of Brockville Zoning By- law No. 050- 2014
To implement the Secondary Plan, an amendment to the City's zoning by-law is necessary. A review of the proposed zoning by
law amendment found inconsistencies as to the designation (Park and Open Space Area) and the implementing zoning by-law
amendment (Environmental Protection). It is suggested that the "Park and Open Space" designation implies a significantly
different use from the Environmental Protection zone found in the zoning by-law.

The Official Plan for the City of Brockville does not contain an Environmental Protection Area designation. Rather, Section
4.9.-Parks and Open Space Area provides the following description: "The Parks and Open Space Area encompasses a range
of parks, natural hazards, the City's natural heritage and open space system, and Provincially Significant Wetlands."
Accordingly, the designation of lands as Parks and Open Space Area ls appropriate as it recognizes certain natural hazards
(wetlands, SAR, significant woodland, etc.).
The City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, does contain an "Environmental Protection Zone". The
permitted uses within the E.P. Zone are consistent with those uses addressed in the Official Plan for Parks and Open Space
Area in that the zone also recognizes certain natural hazards (wetlands, SAR, significant woodland, etc.).
Accordingly, based on the available Official Plan designations and available Zone categories, the proposed amendments to
the Official Plan and amendments to the Zoning By-law are consistent. Please note that this matter was discussed in further
detail ln Report 2017-022-02. Report 2017-022-02 is available at the following !ink:
https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987

3.0 Professional Opinion
Having visited the site and the surrounding properties as well as reviewing the above mentioned studies and Site Plan, the
writer undertook to review the various land use documents to determine if the proposal met and satisfied the policy
contained therein.
To summarize, it is necessary that several agencies such

as CRCA, MOECC and MNR need to be satisfied that the proposal The review process has included circulation to agencies, including but not limited to CRCA, MOECC and MNRF for

meets their policy, guidelines and legislation. This is directed to the environmentally sensitive areas, endangered species comment.
habitat. the landfill buffer area and reduction(?) and surface groundwater issues.
The Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing should submit their comments on the proposed amendments and
compliance with provincial policy (PPS 2014).

their I he review process has Included circulation to MMA/MMH tor comment. lhe Secondary Plan Keport details PPS
requirements and addresses compliance under Sections 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.2.3, inclusive. The Secondary Plan Report
and all supporting documentation have been provided for review to MMA/MAH. Confirmation for PPS compliance is
pending from MMA/MAH.

The City of Brockville retained MMM Group Limited (MMM) in May 2015, in association with Strategic Projections Inc.

Why was there no examination as to expansion in the north-east quadrant?

(SP!), to undertake an update of its employment projections and a review of its employment area land needs to the Official
Plan planning horizon of 2031.
The ELR involved updated population and employment projections, economic profiles, employment projections and supply
and demand analysis. The employment projections were supplemented by an updated inventory and analysis of the
designated employment land supply and constraints associated with relevant factors such as servicing, location and parcel
size.
1.
The conclusions of the ELR indicated that:
Development activity and interest is increasing as a result of Brockvil!e's strategic location and access to infrastructure and
markets while job densities are declining, consistent with "jobless" growth trends (see pages 19, 43 and 44). This is detailed
further on page 19 (Section 3.b.ii) and page 49 (Section 5.d.ii) of the ELR, which indicates that most recent employment
area development was occurring on parcels just over 4 hectares in size.
2. The City has minimal supply to accommodate development on large lots (over four ha in size). The ELR identified that a
total of five parcels remain vacant that are over four hectares. Of those five parcels, four are under private ownership {and
two of these privately owned parcels remain unserviced). As a result, only one larger parcel {8.47 gross hectares in size)
remains in public ownership. This parcel is already serviced and the City has confirmed that there have been several
development enquiries. As for infill, the ELR identified only one potential infill site over four hectares in size. While the site
is already serviced, it is privately owned and partially developed.
Schedule 1-City Structure, of the Official Plan identifies established "Employment Areas" within the Broome Industrial Park.
As is evident from Schedule 1, expansion of the current employment area, as illustrated, would necessitate expansion
beyond the City borders and costly land acquisition and servicing.
The complete Employment land Review {ELR) report and findings of the ELS are available at the following link:
https://brockville.com/index.cfm ?I 0=987)

A review should be undertaken to ensure that the policy and land designations are consistent with what is proposed in the The City of Brockville Employment Lands Secondary Plan Report and the subsequent proposed Official Plan Policies and
proposed Zoning By-law Amendments have been re-reviewed and found to be consistent.
In particular, the Secondary Report details Official Plan policies and addresses compliance under Section 3.3. More
specifically, Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.6, 3.3.7 and 3.3.8, inclusive. Accordingly, the proposal has been

implementing zoning by-law amendment.

rlPtPrminPrl tn mPPt thP rPm1irPmPnt~ rinrl..rthP Offiri:il Pl:in

I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.
It should be noted that the City of Ottawa undertook an employment !ands review as to the existing situation. It was felt that
there was a surplus of such lands within the environs of the City. The outcome was that the employment market has changed
in eastern Ontario and that large parcels of land within some of the industrial parks was considered surplus and, therefore
removed.
Thus, it is the writer's opinion that the proposal does not meets the tests and policy found in the City of Brockvllle's land
use documents {official plan and zoning by-law) and should not be be approved as submitted.
Respectfully Submitted Per: WRIGHT CONSULTING SERVICES

G. Michael Wright
CURRICULUM VITAE
EDUCATION:
McMaster University, B.A. (Hons.), Geography, 1970
Studies iGeography), 1974

University of Ottawa, Graduate

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS:
Eligibility for Membership in the Canadian Institute of Planners

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

2000 TO 2017
Wright Consulting Services President and Principal Planner
Principal Planner involved in the development of private sector projects such as residential subdivisions, commercial
sites, residential infill projects and industrial re-use projects (HABUs);
Project Planner responsible for the preparation and submission of technical information for approval of landfill sites for
private sector clientele;
Project Director for site plans and approval of aggregate licenses for private sector dientele;
Expert Witness at provlncia! tribunals on behalf of public and private sector clientele on matters such as aggregate
licenses, landfill sites, official plan policy, zoning by-laws, residential subdivisions, residential infill projects and appeals from
Committee of Adjustment and Land Division Committee and Council decisions on behalf of public and private sector clientele;
Principal Planner responsible for the acquisition of land use permits from Crown agencies for private sector c!iente!e.

1996 to 1999
Cumming Cockburn Limited {now IBI]
Director of Planning (Ottawa)
Expert Witness at provincial tribunals on behalf of private and public sector dientele regarding rural planning issues such
as official plans, zoning by-laws, pits and quarries licenses, landfill sites, among others;

1981to1987
W. D. Buchanan Limited
Senior Planner
Project Planner responsible for processing of residential, commercial and industrial projects on behalf of private sector
clientele in Eastern Ontario;
Project Planner responsible for the preparation of municipal land use planning documents inclusive of official plans,
zoning by-laws, site plan and subdivision agreements and housing policy statements;
Project Planner to provide land use planning advisory services to public and private sector clientele;
Expert Witness at provincial tribunals on land use planning issues for public and private sector cliente!e.

1980 to 1981
G. M. Wright, Planning Consultant {Ottawa)
Project Planner for northern native community development plans in Northern Ontario and Northwest Terrltories.

1974 to 1979

J. L Richards & Associates Limited
Senior Planner
Project Planner involved in the municipal and federal land use planning projects in Eastern Ontario and Northwest
Territories.
1970to 1972
Environment Canada
Project Planner involved in river basin land use planning projects and oil and gas development throughout Western
Canada and the Northwest Territories.
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Report as at 15 September 2017

CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES

13-Dec-16
From: Rani Tolton
To: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
Re: Golder 2015 Report
Hello Maureen:
It would be appreciated if you could forward by email or hard copy the following report referenced in the Golder October

EDI

J-

2016 Brockville Employment Lands Environmental Impact Study:

B51EDC CC. pdf

Golder Associates Ltd. (Golder). 2015. Constraints and Opportunities Assessment to SuppOli Secondary Planning Related to a
Large Development in Brockville, Ontario. Report No. 1536620.

Attachment: Golder - Technical Memorandum, October 29, 2015

On a personal note. I sincerely wish you a Happy and Restful Retirement. Thank you for your servi ces to the community.

Rani

16-Dec-16
From: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
To: Lorraine Bagnell
Cc: Jon Faurschou
Fw: Golder 2015 Report

Lorraine, Here is the request I received for release of the Golder Constraints and Opportunities Assessment document. Jon will ask
for a consolidated document. Once received, please feel free to share it with Rani Tolton. Thank you.

Maureen

19-Dec-16

19-Dec-16
From: Rani Tolton
To: Lorraine Bagnell

From: Lorraine Bagnell
To: Rani Tolton

Re: Information Requested

Cc: Jon Faurschou
Re: Information Requested

Hello Lorraine:

Hello Rani,
I will provide the requested report prepared by Golder Associates Ltd. as soon as the Planning
Department receives a consolidated copy for distribution. Jonathan has been in touch with Golder
Associates Ltd. and has been advised that our contact person working on this matter is out of the
office today. It is our hope to have a copy by Wednesday of this week if possible. I will be in touch

Recently I sent Maureen an email asking for some information. Since I have not heard from her, I presume she has now
retired.

with you on Wednesday to keep you informed.
I would appreciate a copy of the:

Lorraine

1. Golder Asso icates Ltd. (Golder). 2015. Constraints and Opportunities Assessment to su pport Secondary Planning Related
t o a Large Development Parcel in Brnckvi lle, Ontario. Repmt No. 1536620. 15pp. and
2. Terms of Reference circulated on April 15, 2016.
Both of these items are referenced in the Golder October 2016 report on Brock.vi lle Employment Lands Environmental
Impact Study Brockville, Ontario and made public on or about December 13, 2016.

I would appreciate an acknowledgement th at you have received this email and are working on getting these documents.

Thanking you in advance for yo ur troubles.
Rani

22-Dec-16

22-Dec-16
From : Jon Faurschou
To: Rani Tolton
Re: Information Requested

From: Rani Tolton
To: Jon Faurschou
Cc: Lorraine Bagnell
Re: Information Requested

Good Afternoon Rani,

Hello Jon:
I am still trying to track t hem down but I w ill let you know when I locate them .

I would like to t hank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.
Jonathan

However, the information that I was seeking is not on the website. I am looki ng for the reports listed below w hich are
referenced In the EIS :
1. Golder Assolcates Ltd. (Golder). 2015. Constraints and Opportunities Assessment to su pport Secondary Planning Related
to a Large Development Parcel in Brockville, Ontario. Repolt No. 1536620. 15pp.and
2. Terms of Reference ci rculat ed on April 15, 2016.
If per chance I have missed these reports on th e website, pl ease direct me to where I can find them.
Thank you
Rani

10-Jan-17

9-Jan-17
From: Rani Tolton
To: Jon Faurschou
Cc: Lorraine Bagnell
Re: Information Requested
Hello Jon:

From: Jon Faurschou
To: Rani Tolton
Cc: Sandra McDonald; Andrew McGinnis
Re: Information Requested
Good Morning Rani,

Happy New Year!

Please be advised th at the Planning Department has been directed by the City Cl erk that the
Constraints and Opportunities Assessment prepared by Golder Associates dated October 29, 2015
is not available for release. Please contact Sandra MacDonald, City Clerk, shou ld you have any
au f>stions.

Thank you for sending the Terms of Reference.

Jonathan

Any idea when I may receive th e Golder Report listed below :
Golder Associated Ltd. (Golder). 2015. Constraints and Opportunities Assessment to support Secondary Planning Related to a
Large Development Parcel in Brockville, Ontari o. Rep ort No. 1536620. l Spp.
Rani

9-Feb-17
From: Jon Faurschou
To: Rani Tolton
Cc: Sandra McDonald; Andrew McGinnis
Fw: Information Requested

Good Morning M s. Tolton,
Further to ou r inquiry regarding the Constraints and Opportunities Assessment prepared by Golder Associates dated October
29, 2015, please be advised that th e report has now been released by the City Clerk.
The report may be accessed at the following link: http://www.brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987
Please let me know if you wou ld like a hard copy and I can have one prepared for you to pick up in Planning or sent to your
residence.
Jonathan

Phases of development.
{a) The spacing of that many, adding to the close spacing of existing signals on the same road, is not appropriate for an
"arterial road", which is intended mainly to expedite through traffic.
{b) Too many signals, too close together are difficult to 'coordinate' their timings to allow a continuous flow of vehicles. This
leads to congestion, stop & go traffic, and delays, which then lead to frustrated drivers who are inherently unsafe.

iii. It is proposed that new "left-turn" lanes be provide at certain intersections.
{a) Given the spacing of intersections, these left turn Janes on Stewart Blvd. may end up 'joining together' to effectively
produce a continuous left-turn lane all the way up Stewart Blvd.
iv. Planning for more interior road connections in the development area, and making a continuous left turn lane a design
standard for Stewart Blvd. would eliminate many of these issues - maybe even eliminating the need for one of the new signals
in the process.
d.

The traffic volumes generated, and conclusions drawn, are necessarily based on some assumptions:

i.
Existing traffic demands in the study area were obtained from weekday traffic counts recorded by the City of Brockville
during the spring and summer of 2012. It was assumed that these counts would closely reflect the existing traffic operations."
{Section 2.2 of BT Engineering's report).
{a) Anecdotal comments, including concerns by Police of increasing accident rates at Parkdale Ave./ Stewart Blvd.
intersection, question the validity of this assumption.

ii. The 11 Trip Generation" factors used to estimate the new traffic volumes was assumed to be an "average 11 taken from
several "text book" estimates AND it was assumed that only warehouse type facilities would be built on the land.
{a) What are the chances that another Giant Tiger sized warehouse will be the only next proposal.??
iii. To be complete, the volumes generated must also include the traffic generated by the rest of the City as other growth
happens over the same time span.
{a) This of course can not be done, since the City has never completed a City wide Transportation Plan, as MANDATED by the
2011 Official Plan.
{b) Thus the traffic analysis provided assumes that all 3 Phases of the "Employment Lands" happed instantaneously in 2012.
iv. A 'range' of impacts, not based on physical size, but on the expected number of employees and activity associated with
the development, would be more appropriate for decision making.
e.

The other modes of transport are not given enough consideration:

i.

How could Transit play a larger role in servicing this area.?

{a) Is 30 min. service between 6:45 am and 6:15 pm, the 60 min. service until 11:00 pm going to be adequate.??
{b)
ii.

How much of the land is within acceptable walking distance to the bus routes?
Commercial Vehicles of all types and sizes will be a large component of the traffic generated by the envisioned land uses

of this area:
{a) Their relative volumes and impacts on the study area are not discussed at all.
I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.
1)

This only looked at one specific design factor {turning radius) in one specific area (4011 Stewart Blvd. interchange);

2) If LCVs are a serious consideration, their impacts on Stewart Blvd. will be significant and deserve much more study. [In
terms of: left turns at other locations, signal timings, road capacity, their length {of 36.6 m = 120') blocking full intersections
&/or multiple intersections creating "grid-lock", along with issues of how the Transport Industry needs to setup their
operations to uncouple and distribute multiple trailers.]

Report as at 15 September 2017

MRS. R. MITCHELL
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25-Apr-17
April 5, 2017 Public Open House Comment Sheet

From: Mrs. R. Mitchell
Re: Secondary Plan and Rezoning Questions for the Record
Transaction and background handled by D. Paul, Director of Economic Development
(Retired)
With the knowledge of the studies done, why on earth would the council proceed with any further plans for development?

Why was there such a rusti, and no public discussions?
Why would city council all ow Dave Paul to change the date on a legal document?? Originally Dave gave me until October 31st
to vacate, then suddenly change the date and only allow me two months to find a new home to purchase? It's a good thing I
had an excellent Realtor!?
Do any of you have a conscience?
With the knowledge of the studies, why was the not a public meeting prior to this fiascal that is happening now??

Prior to the "friendly exproproation" why did Dave Paul not do more background checks on that strip of land?
Why was is okay to "squander taxpayers money" on land that the city can't use now, but you couldn't give me enough to
purchase a home in Brockville so I would continue to be a Brockville taxpayer?

,'~

_.•-..._:.__ ,J_.._____ ...::-•

Report as at 15 September 2017

ALEX TOLTON

6-Apr-17
April 5 , 2017 Public Open House Comment Sheet

J. Faurschou discussed this matter with Alex Tolton at the Open House on 05 April 2017 and
explained the directions are for convenience when referring to the subject lands.

Open House on 05 April 2017

City of Brockvlllo
Employmont Lands

April 5, 2017
Public Open House

Comment Sheet
Further to the cllscusslon this evening, do you have any (;onH11tmls or Is sues regarding the
proposed Secondary Plan ?
.
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Please provide your name, address, postal code, and ernall (if available) so that we can notlry
you of upcoming eve nts:

~

l'Dllii . f~

---

Please complete and place In tho box provided, or sond to:
Jonathan Faurschou, MCIP, RPP
Ptamor I
jlaur&ehou@brockvllle.com
(G1 3) 342--0772, eJCt. 4449

Report as at 15 September 2017

RANI TOLTON

From: Rani Tolton
To: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
Cc: Patti Whyte
Re: Official Plan
Hello Maureen:
Please find attached a Letter of Concern. Hard copy to fo llow in the mail.
We thank you in advance to a timely reply.
Rani

November 12, 2016
Ms. Maureen Pascoe Merkley
Director of Planning
City of Planning
1 King Street West, PO Box 5000
Orockvllle, ON KGV 7AS
Dear Ms. Pascoe Merkley:
Re;

letter of Concern - !.;ick of Trnnspprency & Adherence to the 2012 Cl!v of Brockv!!le Official Plan

The City or Brockvllle Official Plan approved by Ministry or Municipal Affairs and Housing on
February 9, 2012 st ates:

"The City of Drockvllle OfPelo/ Pion (the Pion} ptovldes the essenf/ol tools to enlwnce future growtl1,
development and change In the City and to create the community tmvlsloned by Brackvllle's
resldtmts.
N

"The Pion guides Councll In the consideration of their responslbllitles, and provides direction and
certainty to the clllzens and businesses of the City of Brockvllle.· (Introduction 1.1)
Stated In Urban ncscrve Area (3.2.7):

"Urban Reserve Areas are not anticipated to be required to accommodate the City's projected
orowth over the horizon of this Plan. l ands witl1ln the Urban Reserve Area are not considered to be
part of the Urban Area of tire City of Brackville.... w
Therefore, It comes as a shock to many and speclncally to the residents In the vicinity of the Urban
Reserve Arca that In 2012 thc City approved and promoted the Official Plan while simultaneously
moving forward In planning to use th e Urban neserve Area for Industrial or light Industrial.
Unfortunately this Information was not discovered by some City residents until late 2015.

Your responses to the following questions would be appreciated In a llmely manner:
1. If the City Intends to drasllcally change th e " community envisioned by Orockvlllc·s resident s" as
stated In the Official Plan, how wlll all Orockville resid ents be Involved In th oughtlul consultation and
conversation regarding changes to the use of this land?
2. How has the City or Brockvllle sought Input from all r esident s of Orockville wi th regard s to Its
proposal to develop an Industrial zone In the nonhwest quadrant of Brockvllle to ensure this Is In
keeping with " the community envisioned by Orockvllle's rMldcnts" ?
Sincerely

. (:~i .{( y
M . Patti Whyte,
81 Victoria Road
Brockvllle, ON K6V ST4

Rani G. Toi ton
2525 Victoria Road
Orockvllle, ON K6V 5T4

24-Nov-16
From: Rani Talton
To: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
Cc: Bob Casselman; Dave Henderson; Jon Faurschou; Lorraine Bagnell; Andrew McGinnis; Patti Whyte
Response to Planning Dept. - Official Plan
Hello Maureen :
Please find attached my response to your November 17, 2016 email.
Rani
23-Nov-16
Ms. M aureen Pascoe Merkley
Directo r of Planning
City of Brockville
1 King Street West, PO Box 5000

Brockville, ON K6V STS

Dear Maureen:

Thank you for your prompt response to th e letter dated November 12, 2016 from Patti Whyte and I regard ing our concerns
with the City of Brockville promoting the Officia l Plan while simultaneously, behind th e scenes initiating the process for
changing the Official Plan. Thank you also for providing th e June 23, 2015 Employment Lands Review whi ch we al readyhave
a copy of and summarizing t he process involved to change t he Official Plan which we also comprehend quite well.
Nonetheless, both actions are appreciated.
I notice that yo u copied your response and our letter to Bob Casselman, Dave Henderson, Jon Faurschou, Lorraine Bagnell,
and Andrew McGin nis. They too have been copied in this letter along with Patti Whyte.

Unfortu nately the concerns raised by our letter have not been answered at all ! How is it that the City can
simultaneously go forward wi th an Official Plan which the City had no desire to honour at all? It was stated by Mayor
Henderson at the September 9, 2015 meeting at the 1000 Islands Mall that he was in disagreement with th e MMM Group
about th ese land s. This strengthens our frustrations with the City when it says and goes through the motions of doing
something wh ile at th e sa me time undertaking completely different actio ns? How can t he Community believe anything
t hat is done at Citv Hall?

We built our home on Victoria Road almost two decades ago as this was a lovely st reet , close to "The City bu t still rural" and
close to our place of work which we often need to go to without too much notice. I have oft en remarked t hat when I
left this street it would be in a "box". Most of the neighbours on this street have lived here for decades. There has been
movement in some of the homes and that is mainly because the original owners have died and newer, and often younger
individuals and fa milies have moved into these homes. Every single new homeowner has been shocked to find out about
the Industrial Lands. All of t hem say the Realtors have no idea of what t he City's plans were for t hese lands. This definitely
does not sound as if the City has been transparent with anyone.
I am definitely not against development but development for the type (and wit hout transparency), the City wants in
this neighbourhood where species of special concern reside and endangered tree s inhabi t the land are not being considered.
Mr. Dave Paul in Progress Edition 2016 "believes that Brockville is also well-positioned as a commun ity t hat welcomes new
residents." Unfortunately recent events in our neighbourhood are certainly quite contrary to welcoming new residents.
Mr. Henderson has also been noted saying he does not care if our water or sewage are affected by industrial development
; while other City officials do not seem to be willing to hear or say anything else except for the mant ra "Jobs, Jobs, Jobs."
This aga in does not sound if anyone at City Hall is willing to have a com prehensive and logical conversation let alone one
that has some common sense to it.

There was Community involvement with the Official Plan but where is that involvement from 2012 or even moving forward
w ith th e June 2015 Employment Review? Accord ing to the MMM group, "Th is report is based on information provided to
MMM which has not been independently verified." The MMM grou p produced t his report in basica fly one month and if
one gives the benefit of dou bt, most 54 days. There are many areas of the report that one can dispute which I will not go
into as it would fill many pages. Suffice it say that I am sure you are aware of t hese points of contenti on. This report seems
t o be a convenient manner for the MMM group to do what the City wa nt s it to do without rea l evidence. I do not
believe any Plann ing Department shou ld move forward on information that does not look at the entire employment
picture but cherry picks. By the way, has t he City complet ed "an ana lysis to confirm feasibility of lands in the northwest
quadrant for t his purpose" as suggested by the June 2015 Employment Lands Review before t he Secondary Plan Process is
initiated? If so, I would appreciate getting a copy by mai l or email of this document.
Sincerely
Rani G. Tolton
I would like to thank you/Lorraine for th e information that has been placed on the website.

24-Feb-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: A & R Talton
Re: City of Brockville Employment Area

Jon Faurschou
From:

Sent:
T"'

Jon Fuurschou
Frlcfay, hb1u;uy 24, 2017 4 IS PM

City o f 010<\cville Employment Arn

Subjeel:

MEMORANDUM
TO;

INTERESTED PARTIES

FROM:

J. FAURSCHOU, PLANNER I

SUBJECT: CITY OF BROCKVILLE EMPLOYMENT AREA
DATE:

24 FEBRUARY 2017

Further to your request for Information respecting l he Employm ent A,ea Secondary P la n, pleoso rind
allached lhe Agenda and Roport 2017· 022-02 lo be presented l o Council for lhe Corporation of the
Cily o l Brockvllle.
Council • 28 Feb 2017 . Agenda Is now available.
Open Final:
Cmuwil • 'lfC Feb 2017 • 11()1·
C:ounsil • 'K fsb 2017...:..1JThl.L
Current llem Status: Published

p

~-

?lrelP.

~

J>Ynnef I (s.niot)
CoyolBIOd<PO Bo•SOOO
lltoc:IMl<t. One.lo
K6V7A5
Fa. (013) 498-2793
Tel (613) 34z.en 2 oii.1 4.ug

10-Mar-17
·••••••••• Originul Mcssogc --------from : Dayna Gollcdgc < DGollcd g.; 't1hrocl..' jllc .cun1>
To:
Dale: Murch 9, 20 17 ul 2 :54 PM
Subject: Cily ofl3rockvi llc Employment J\rcn - Open I louse

memorandum
lo:
from :

subject:
date:

Interested parties
j . faurschou, planner I
city of broc kvllle employment area
09 March 2017

Further to your request for information respecting the Employment Area
Secondary Plan, please find attached a Notice for an Open House to held
on 05 April 2017 at the Memorial Centre from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. by
the City of Brockville regarding the City of Brockville Employment Area .

p. 711..-J-. ?I(~. -:t!P'P
Planner I (Senior)
C11y o f Brockville
PO Box 5000

From: Rani Tolton
To: Andrew McGir

Brockville. Ontario
K6V 7A5
Fax (613) 498-2793
Tel (6 13) 342-8772, ext 4449

Fwd: City of Brockv111e tmp1oyment Area - upen House
Hello Andrew:
Jon's email message states to contact you as he will be away until March 20.

Does the City not have to give the residents 30 days notice for the Open House? This email only provides 27 days notice and

Notification of an Open Ho use is not required under the Planniing Act. An Open House is not a

thus hindering some residents from participating in this important event.

required under the Planning Act

If the obligation to provide a 30 day notice no longer applies, could you provide some documentation for thi s change.

I did not get th e paper today so my apologies for not knowing this. Has the City put a notice in th e loca l paper about this
Open House?
Thank you
Rani

19-Apr-17
From: Rani Tolton
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Questions to be Submitted post Open House
Hello Jon:
Attached are a list of questions that I am submitting as requested at the Open House on April 5, 2017.
Thank you, Rani
Th e City and th e MMM Group use the 2015 Employment Lands Review (ELR) for the evidence t hat a new industrial
development is URGENTLY needed.
Mr. Bender st ated th at the Official Plan (OP) information was developed during th e last econom ic recession period between
2008 and 2009. Therefore, the inform ation does not refl ect the new realities. He also stat ed that information for the OP was
not updated from 2008/2009 even th ough the OP came into effect in 2012.
Question 1. Evidence for Transportation, warehousing, and wholesale trade
Th e 2015 ELR uses data from th e 2011 census.

Part A: "Brockville's transportation, warehousing, and wholesale trade sector represented a large proportion ofits
employment share, although lawerthan the provincial average." "The 2011 National Householdsurvey {NHS Profile,
Brockville, CY Ontario, 2011; NHS Profile, Ontario,2011}" is referenced along with Exhibit4. (pg 13-14 2015 ELR)

I. Exhibit 4- Table title actually references Statistics Canada, 2015. What data are you really using?

2011 data or 2015 data?

Is this

The data we are using is the 2011 NHS from StatCa n, retrieved in 2015 .

II. If one uses the 2011 NHS Census data available on line at : http://wwwl2.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp- ·
pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Land=E&Geol=CSD&Code1=3507015&Data=Count&SearchText=Brockville&SearchType=Begins&S
earchPR=Ol&Al=All&Custom=&amp;TABID=l
and
http://wwwl2.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dppd/prof/details/page.cfm?Al=All&Bl=All&Code1=35&Data=Count&Geol=PR&Lang=E&SearchPR=Ol&SearchText=Ontario&S
earchType=Begins&TABID=l

Transportation and Warehousing was 4.3% of all industries for Brockville while for Ontario it was 4.6%. Wholesale trade for
Brockville was 3.4% and for Ontario 4.6%.

The 2015 ELR combines these two industries-therefore Transportation, Warehousing, and Wholesale Trade combined for

These are considered predominantly Employm ent Land type sectors. The others are
cons idered predominantly PRE type sectors.

Brockville was 7.7% and for Ontario this was 9.2%.

Does the City consider 7.7% "a large proportion of its employment share", larger than health, social servi ces, retail trade
(greater than 30%)?
Part B: On page 17/18 ELR and Exhibit of the 2015 ELR
For Wholesale trade:
Data is shown from 2001 to 2014 - there was a 73% increase in Wholesale trade. From 2001 to 2011 there was an increase of
71%. (percentage not shown but data available from table and can be ca lculated) It is important to note that from 2011 to
2014, there was an increase in Wholesale trade by only 1.1%.
Using table and numbers from Exhibit 6:

figures ELR shows only: 2001- 2014 - 73.01%

2001 - 2011 71.0%
2001- 2006 56.6%
2006 - 2011 9.2%
2011 - 2014 1.1%
For Transport and Warehousing:
From 2001 to 2014 - an increase of 15.10% is shown.
From 2001 to 2011- th ere was an increase of 12.2%. (percentage not shown but can be calculated)
It is important to note that from 2011 to 2014 - th e increase was only 2.6%
2001- 2011

12.2%

2001- 2006

17.1%

2006 - 2011

-4.20%

2011 - 2014

2.60%

2006 - 2014

-1.60%

We consider 7.7% to be a significant proportion for ELE type sectors.

The 2014 number is a projection based on 2006 to 2011 data points. This period included the 2008/2009
period which the 2011 data point shows as a slowdown.
The 2011 data point was not available at the time the OP Review was completed, leaving 2006 as the
I.

Does the City believe a 1.1% to 2.6% increase in any area is worthy of destroying environmentally sensitive lands? And

most recent data available.

investing millions of dollars?

II.

Please explain how the data shows an URGENT need to change the OP?
The "urgent" need was not acknowledged because of the 2008/2009 recession. The data recorded during
these years should be considered as anomalies, and weighted as such.
The City did not initiate research into the Business Park until multiple expressions of developer interest
began to appear after 2008/2009

Ill. The data would have been evidenteven in 2008/2009 - Why was "urgent" need not declared at the time the OP was
developed and discussed in the public consultation process?

IV. Why are the statistics being manipulated to present "alternate facts"?

Part C: Data per Exhibit 7 of 2015 ELR
The census has two separate entities Transportation 1 warehousing as one entity and Wholesale trade as a second industry,
The 2015 ELR combines these to make a new entity: Transportation, warehousing & wholesale trade.
2001-2006

2.08%

2006-2011

-0.04%

2011-2014

0.00%

Figures used as evidence 2001-2014=2.05%

Though these two industries were separated ·1n the census, there was a predominance of ELE sectors.
Therefore, we found it logical to consider the two industries as one.
I. Why make one entity when the census separates these two industries?

I. How does the above data support the statement "transportation, warehousing, and Wholsesale trade sector which gained

significantly 11 ?
Ill. Data used for the OP was from 2008/2009 as stated by Mr. Bender, slide presentations, and 2015 ELR, The "new data"
shows a negative decrease from 2006 onwards. The data available in 2008/2009 would have shown a 2.08% increase from
2001-2006 which is greater than the 2.05% being used as evidence. Therefore, why was the "urgent" need not recognized
in the OP?

The "urgent" need was not awknowledged because of the 2008/2009 recession. The data recorded
during these years should be considered as anomalies, and weighted as such.
The City did not initiate research into the Business Park until multiple expressions of developer interest
hPP-rln tn rlnnP::tr ;:iftPr ?OOR/?Oflq

Part D. Available Land pg. 23 and Exhibit 112015 ELR

"With respect to the employment lands supply and demand balance in competing jurisdiction, it was noted that Brockville
had a relatively limited amount of designated supply available Exhibit 11 {Statistics Canada, 2015; Watson & Associates,
2015; MMM Group Limited 2014)"
I. What is the purpose of Exhibit 11?

II. Which City/township has the least land available per capita? Kingston has the least amount of land available at
0.21% per capita not Brockville, Therefore, the presentation of the data again is being used to lend the wrong
perception. If Brockville is in such dire straits in regards to land shortages, why is the manipulation of data necessary?

The purpose of Exhibit 11 was to show competitive supply position
ELE is less tied to local population trends than to broader macro economic ones.
PRE is directly tied to local population trends. Per capita comparison is not a dependant source of data
for the nurnoses of this investieation.

Question 2. Phase 1 and Phase 2 are to be developed first
Mr. Bender stated at the Open House that Phase 4 and S were not going to be developed first as the City did not own these
lands but did own Phase 1 and Phase 2 lands.
Development of phase 4 & 5 makes more sense as these lands are closer to the 401 and there would be less trucks going
through the City.
I. Why did the City not buy Phase 4 & 5 first?
II. There are still many hurdles to go through before Phase 1 & 2 can be functional, if at all. The lagoons still need to be
separated, 37 acres of land must still be allocated for the Golden-Winged Warbler habitat, and butternut trees need to be
protected, to mention only a few of the hurdles.
Therefore why is the City so determined to spend so much money when in a 11 crunch 11 situation to continue on a long,

lengthy, and useless path, especially when other strategies are possible?
The costs were not included as the amount of land is outside of the forecasted need at this
Ill. Why are the developmental costs of Phase 3 not included in the overall discussion?

time and, as such, would go through another exercise to determine costs when the other
phases are building out.

IV. Is it the intention of the City to develop Phase 3 or is Phase 3 no longer part of the City's plans for development?

Phase 3 is intended for development.

Question 3: Hazards
Slide 4 December 2016 City of Brockville Draft Secondary Plan Report
It states:

"Features or perhaps HAZARDS are:
- Rural residential properties
- Goff course
- The city's farmer waste disposal site
- A variety of small-lot residential parcels and vacant lands
- Trans Northern Pipeline
- Substantial vegetation (trees/shrub}"
The 2015 ELR did not examine the lands in detail as the scope of an ELR is to identify potential
I. Why are these hazards not identified in the 2015 ELR?

areas which need to studied further through a Secondary Plan.

I. Is the Trans Northern Pipeline aware of the City's plans? Has the City contacted Trans Northern Pipeline regarding
mitigation of this important hazard?

See correspondance from Pipeline

Question 4. Other Supporting Studies
The City employed Golder Associates to conduct a preliminary report titled "Constraints and Opportunities Assessment to

Support Secondary Planning Related to a Large Development Parcel in Brackvi//e, Ontario dated October 29, 2015 Project No.
1536620.

Addressed by City Clerk

I. Why was the public denied access to this report even though it was referenced in the Golder Environment Impact Study of
October 20167

II. Why was a formal Freedom of Information request required to obtain this report?

Ill. Since the City comm'1ssioned this report, what public procedures were taken to obtain approval for funding th'1s report?
Did it go through Council or another committee? If so, please provide the records? If not, did it go through in an In Camera
meeting? If yes, then why?
IV. This report has been available since 2015. Why were councillors so surprised at the December 13, 2016 Council meeting
and visibly aghast at having spent money buying lands that could not be used?
V. Were the Councillors made aware of the above referenced study and if so, when?

Question 5. Transparency regarding the Industrial development in the North-West Quadrant of the
City
The mayor and the previous economic development person have publically stated on February 7, 2017 that "We started the
process looking at the industrial park priorto Giant Tiger approaching us." Records show that the City was serious about
the industrial development as early as 2011/2012 by hiring Golder Associates to produce a report for the use of these lands,
dated March 9, 2012. There are also a number of emails illustrating the City's determination in proceeding with this
development,
I. Why did the City try to blind side the citizens from 2011/2012 onwards when the ink on the OP was barely dry?
I. Where in the public records are the discussions and the debates about the industrial development?

Ill. Why are there no discussions of funding for the industrial development in the public forum? The councillors discuss ad
nauseam about 3toilets and 2 urinals for the firefighters at a cost of less than $5,000.00 but $1,800,000.00 gets passed at
the budget meeting without even a slight purr. Why is that? In regards to the industrial development, why have the citizens
of Brockville been locked out of the conversation from the start regarding the direction they wish their City to proceed?

All reports, expenditures and discussions are governed by established City protocol and
applciabelActas, including but not limited to the Muncipal Act, Planngin Act, etc.

Question 6. Pg. 20 2015 ELR
"The population is aging, in concert with a general out-migration of younger-age cohorts"

"This trend represents one of the risks to Brockville's economy that could be mitigated by leveraging its strengths and
ensuring that the employment land supply is sufficient to attract new business investment. That will, in turn, create jobs
and mitigate out- migration of younger-age cohorts. 11

This indicates a skilled labour force which is necessary to attract ELE type development.

pg. 23 ELR "With respect to education, Brockville has a higher proportion of graduates with a High School Certificate or
Equivalent, apprenticeship or Trades Certificate or Diploma and College, CEGEP or Other Non- University Certificate or
Diploma than the provincial average (Exhibit 10}"

i. Does the City believe that young people especially with an education will stay in Brockville to take a job in a warehouse?

ii.

Does the City think a warehouse job will decrease out-migration of younger-age cohorts?

iii. Is it possible that perhaps the older population is related to retired persons from urban areas such as GTA, Ottawa, and
Montreal moving to a less urban area and thus increasing the number of older residents? Has this been investigated further?

The ELE job demand will likely result in retention of younger people.

Unfortunately, this is not in the scope.

Question 7. Part A. Projection of Data

I. Exhibit 16 shows projected data for 2015 from 2014 data. Exhibit 13 shows 5PI population projections were incorrect for
2016. Therefore, should this not send out red flags that other projections for 2015, 2016 and onwards are incorrect?

This is not how projections work and It's only 2016. We can't know if its wrong until its closer
to 2031 or 2041.

II. Regardless, Exhibit 16 illustrates declining employment projections within the employment areas from 2031 to 2041.
Verbal and financial projections for the North-west quadrant industrial development to be fully functional have been made
for 6-10 years into the future.

Part B.
Exhibit 30, Confirmed NearTerm Development. pg47 2015 ELR

"Development proposals for these parcels have advanced to the point where estimated employment and use information
are available. Key information regarding these four parcels is summarized in Exhibit 30."

i. What are the four parcels of lands referred to in Exhibit 30?

ii. What is the status of the projection of approximately 300 jobs over 3 years?

Ill. Is this industrial development really a viable possibility? It has already been 5 years from 2012 and there are still many
hurdles to conquer. Would it not be prudent to spend time, money and energy on more viable options? Sometimes it is
better to say, we made a mistake and cut the taxpayer's losses at 2 million dollars instead of 4+ million dollars.

Question 8. Further Studies

If the four parcels of land in Exhibit 30 have not been identified, we are able to do so
The City will need to tell us the status of their own development applications.

Golder Associates Report June 30, 2016, Project No. 1650593

"However, one parameter (vinyl chloride), which is the only one that has been measured above the laboratory detection
limits since 2010, is occasionally at a concentration that exceeds the non-potable groundwater standard for medium and
fine textured soils (as per Soil, Ground Water and Sediment Standards for Use Under Part XV.1 of the Environmental
Protection Act, MOE, 2011), Therefore, prior to development of the lands that abut the eastern boundary of the CAZ, it is
recommended that soil and groundwater be evaluated in accordance with O.Reg. 153/04. If any soil or groundwater
parameters are found to exceed the applicable generic standards, property-specific standards could be developed, in
accordance with O.Reg. 153/04, in order to support land development. 11
At the open house the question was asked "If the city is aiming for certified land, does the groundwater not need to be
done first? The response from Mr. Bender was something to the effect of "Yes, one would assume. For certified
development parcel, the City should do It."
I. Have soil and groundwater studies been completed? If not, why not? It would seem prudent to do these stu dies before
additional monies are spent. When is it expected that these studies will be completed?

Hydrogeological Assessmetn completed September 2017

2015 ELR pg. 55

Consideration of additonal studies to be reviewed "should these projects (Employment Lands)
"Should these projects advance, it Is recommended that the City Uf!dertake an Economic Impact Study that would:

advance"

a) Redefine the overall baseline residential and non-resident/al lands needs in the City;
b} Identify the spin-off economic benefits; and
c) Redefine the City's needs for community and neighbourhood services."
II. When will the City be undertaking an Economic Impact Study as suggested by the City's consultants?

From: Rani Tolton
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Questions
Hello Jon:
I realize the date Apri l 21, 2017 has passed. However, if one considers that th ere was no time limit given for April 21 and one
could potentially have placed this in the box outiside the City.
Anyway, I would appreciat e if these questions could be considered.
Thank you,
Rani

In Schedule 11 8 11 to Report 2016-159-12, page 4, under Basis, 2"d paragragh:

1.

"This Amendment also intends to bring residual residential lands into the City's Urban boundarytherebycreatlng a more
contiguous land use structure. 11
i. What does it mean by "residual residentia l lands"?
ii.

Which homes are affected by these "residual residential lands"? Please designate these "residual residential lands" on a

map.

See responses to Patti Whyte

iii. In what ways will incorporating these 11 residual residential lands" into the City's Urban boundary affect the homeowners
that may live on these 11 residual residentiallands 11 ?

On the City website http://www.brockville.com/index.cfm?ID-987, under Background Information.
"Over the course of the next few years, the City of Brockville was approached by several businesses looking to develop large/at employment uses. Upon examining potential locations, no lands were shovel-ready and the City lost the opportunities."

Response to be provided directely to Talton from Economic Development Department.

i. What were the businesses that approached the City or at least the type of businesses?
ii.

When did these businesses approach the City of Brockville?

iii. How much land were they requesting to set up their businesses?
IV. Does the number of businesses in number I also include the Tomlinson Asphalt plant and Giant Tiger?

On the city website http:f/www.brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987, under Background Information-New
Employment Lands
"Between 2008 and 2012, the City undertook the process to prepare a new Official Plan. As part of this process, the City
prepared a number of background reports. One of the reports included a Growth Analysis that identified how many people
and iobs were aoina to be located in the Citv over the next 20 vears.
Upon completion of the Growth Analysis, the City then determined the amount of land that would be needed to
accommodate the additional people/jobs. Upon completion of the land needs work, it was determined that the City's current
Urban Area was sufficient to accommodate growth for the next 20 years. The land that was not needed to accommodate
growth over the next 20 years was identified as an "Urban Reserve". (Schedule 1 to the Official Plan for the City of
RrnrkviJlp\"

i.

If between the years 2008 and 2012, it was determined that land was not needed to accommodate growth over the next

20 years Why then did the City, about 2011, start the process rolling in using the North West Quadrant for Industrial Development
and keep this fact hidden until 2015?

On the City website, http://www.brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987, under Background InformationNew Employment Lands
"The Recommendations of the Report further emphasized that: The North West Urban Reserve Area represents a logical area
for further investigation"
At the Open House of April 5, 2017. The response from Mr. Bender to examining other areas for industry, or other
comparisons was always to the effect of:
11
11
this was what they were asked to do

I. How can this type of direction and mandate be considered to "represent a logical area for further investigation"? This like
the 2015 Employment Lands Review manipulates statistics (alternate facts) to try to demonstrate what the client (the City)
wants the consultants to report. How can this be considered an unbiased report?

This has been answered above

S. MMM Group was going to participate in a teleconference with MMAH staff in Kingston to discuss
the review of the Official Plan sometime after June 1 8, 2015.
i. Did this t eleconference t ake place?

ii. What was the result of this t eleconference? Please share the results of this teleconference specifically any suggestions or
recommendations th at MMAH made at this teleconference or upon further commun ication with MMAH.

7-May-17

17-Aug-17
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

From: Rani Tolton

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Rani Tolton

Re: Questions and Comments Post EDP Public Mtg May 2, 2017

Re: Questions and Comments Post EDP Public Mtg May 2, 2017

Hello Jon:
Please find some questions and comments following the May 2, 2017 public meeting.
Thank you,
Rani

Questions and Comments Post Economic Development Planning committe

Please find comments and questions that have spurred up after the above meeting as well as those comments made during
this meeting.
1. Will there be another Economic Development Planning Public Meeting when all the comments from the various
organizations and ministries have been received. It would be beneficial to schedu le an EDP public meeting when all the
comments have been received from all the organizations.

A Report shall be prepared for a Committee or Council. Notification of the meeting shall be provided to
all Agencies, Departments and those persons who have provided contact information as required under
the Planning Act.

2. It was obvious that there is significant misinformation and a real lack of understanding by some at City Hall regardingthe
Industrial Development. Therefore, one would have thought if th ere was genuine interest in working together and finding
solutions that more members of City Hall would have been present to interact/share ideas at the Open House. However the
Mayor, Councillors, City Manager, City Finance person, City engineers, or Acting Planner (same as City finance person) were
not present.
i. Why were senior members of City Hall not present at the Open House?

3. There are many issues that the City has to gather in its role as a developer. Many of the comments sought from the City
from the various ministries are still pending, eg: comments from the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing.

Notification of the meeting details were provided by th e Planning Department as per the Planning Act
and via e-mail to all Councilors and senior management. This includes those who have attended various
meetings, including th e Open House of 05 April 2017 and the Public Meeting under the Planning Act held
on 02 May 2017 and those who have provided contact information to the City.
Contrary to your statement in regard to the lack of Planning Staff, J. Faurschou, Planner I, A, McGinnis,
Planner II and the consultant, Mr. G. Bender were in attendance at the meeting and took an active role
in the meeting.

The Consultant, Planning Staff and various other st aff are actively following up on comments and will
provide answers when available and before final presentation to Council.

i Has the Trans Northern Pipeline been asked for comment? If they have provided comment, please make these comments
available for the public record ? If they have not been asked for comment, then why not?

Trans Northern Pipeline: Mr. Walter H. Watt, Property Administrator, Trans-Northern provided the
following e-comments by e-mail "Trans Northern Pipeline was not able to participate in the recent public
meeting in this matter." Mr. Watt provided comments by letter dated 2017-05-12 and links to th e
following documents: Trans-Northern, "Pipeline Safety In Your Community" and National Energy Board,
"Pipeline Damage Prevention".
All development proposals shall be circulated to the pipelines for comment under the Site Plan review
orocess.

4. It was quite a surprise not to mention a shock to learn on May 2, 2017, Mr . Bender stating that the buffers are already
included in the green space." This has never been mentioned before. It has always been stat ed that this will occur wh en
development occurs. This was never mentioned at the Open House on April 5, 2017.
I. What is the true situation, please clarify? Is there a survey map of the property that delineates the exact protected
environmental space? If so, please provide a copy. If there is not a surveyed map, then it seems logicalto have a survey
carried out to delineate the exact boundary of the properties labelled as Phase I, II, and Ill. When mightthis be carried out if
this has not been already done?

All development is required to meet Official Plan policies and Zone provisions, including but not limited
to, setbacks, landscaping and buffering. Assessment of these provisions sha ll occur at th e time of Site
Plan Review.
The proposed Phase 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are delineated in supporting documentation, notably the City of
Brockville Employment Land Secondary Plan Report. See https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987
A survey is premature at this tim e. Timing of a survey(s) will be determined by the Economic
Development Department.

Mr. Bender also stated th ere will be an additional 30m setbacks from the homes.
i. What does this additional 30m mean? Additional to what?

The Draft Zone provisions describe the setbacks as follows : "Additional Setbacks - Notwithstanding the
lot and building requirements in Table 7.2(a), where an E2-5 Zone abuts an RU Zone, which is occupied
by a residential use, an additional setback of 30 m shall apply from the building face or outside storage,
whichever is closer, to the minimum yard setback."
ZBL 050-2014, as amended, establishes setbacks as per Section7.2-Lot and Building Requirements and
buffering as per Section 3.33 c) Parking Requirements for Employment Uses.
An additional 30m setback from the existing setback will provide a larger separation from residential
uses.

1. Mr. Bend er stated on May 2 that within the 500m of landfill site, there are "no adverse effects" expected.
Golder Associates Report June 30, 2016, Project No. 1650593

"However, one parameter (vinyl chloride), which is the only voe that has been measured above the laboratory detection
limits since 2010, is occasionally at a concentration that exceeds the non- potable groundwater standard for medium
and fine textured soils (as per Soil, Ground Water and Sediment Standards for Use Under Part XV.1 of the Environmental
Protection Act, MOE, 2011}. Therefore, prior to development of the lands that abut the eastern boundary of the CAZ, it is
recommended that soil and groundwater be evaluated in accordance with O.Reg. 153/04. If any soil or groundwater
parameters are found to exceed the applicable generic standards, property- specific standards could be developed, in
accordance with a.Reg. 153/04, in order to support land development."

The City has retained Golder Associates to undertake a Hydrogeological Study to determine potential
Impacts on Groundwater uses. The Report will be made available when completed. Please note that
proposed OP Policy 4.7.4.4.2 General Land Use Policies, Subsection f. states the following: "f. Prior to
development occurring, a hydrogeological study shall be prepared to determine groundwater sensitivity
and vulnerability and ensure that there are no impacts to quality and quantity of groundwater."

I. Has the buffer 500m buffer to the East of the landfill been legally removed? If so, please provide proof for the public
record? If this buffer has not been legally removed then the City should not be making statements that give the impression

The City is currently working with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change to reduce this
"buffer", which is reasonable given the length of time the landfill site has been closed.

thatthe buffer has been removed.
II. At the Open House on April 5, 2017, to have "shovel ready" land available it seemed that even Mr. Bender hesitantly
agreed that common sense would dictate that groundwater studies should take place prior to development. On May 2,
2017, he stated something to the effect that it was up to the City. He continued to say that ground water would be
evaluated atthe "site plan stage". This really is mind boggling. One of the first things homeowners are asked to do is to have
the water tested etc.

See above re: Hydrogeological Study in progress and futher study required under proposed OP Policy
4.7.4.4.2 General Land Use Policies, Subsection f.

Is the City going to perform soil and groundwater studies in order to make the lands "shovel ready"? If not, the City will be
acknowledging that they will continue to spend taxpayers' money with the potential of "more surprises" from their

consultants.

The Draft policies for the OPA includes Policy "4.7.4.4.2 General Land Use Policies" which reads as
follows:" "It shall be the policy of the City that: f. Prior to development occurring, a hydrogeological
study shall be prepared to determine groundwater sensitivity and vulnerability and ensure that there are
no impacts to quality and quantity of groundwater."
In addition, the City has retained Golder Associates, a qualified firm, to undertake a Hydrogeological
Study to determine groundwater flows and potential impact on existing recorded private wells (based on
well MOECC well data within 200 metres of the perimeter of the Brockville Employment Lands. SWM is
assessed under Site Plan review. The SWM plan is reviewed internally and by the City and CRCA to
ensure stormwater quality and quality control standards. SWM must be managed on-site, in accordance
with the policies of Brockville OPA. See htt s: brockville.com index.cfm?ID=987
Proposed Section 4.7.4.4.2 addresses groundwater as follows: "e. The City shall require the use of on-site
stormwater management facilities for new developments, where appropriate, to mitigate development
impacts on stormwater quantity and quality downstream."

6. Mr. Bender stated something to the effect of that traffic for local roads needs to be mitigated.

Victoria Road is already a very busy thoroughfare with the speeds as high as SOkm-lOOkm/hr rather than the posted speed of
40Km/hr. Many accidents occur at the almost 90° in the road especially in the winter. The amount of garbage that is dumped
at the sides of the road is excessive. There are also no sidewalks on either side of the road. Many residents from far and wide
use this for bicycling and walking especially with young children.
In the past, numerous times, traffic counts have been done at both ends of Victoria Rd. It surprises people that this little road The City has a protocol to determine the use of signage and traffic calming measures in response to
is so busy and we are told that the residents go over the count strips to make the counts higher. Again, the reality is not
items as noted in your points i, ii and iii below. Please contact Canal Cosgrove, Director of Operations for
being acknowledged but blame placed on the "victims" so to speak.
details.
I. What will the City do to prevent Victoria Rd. being used as a short-cut?
II. Will the City consider placing speed bumps on Victoria Rd?
Ill. What kind of mitigations is the City considering for Victoria Road traffic?
7. Mr. Bender, the City, Employment Lands Review, and again on May 2, 2017, all reiterate that the Official Plan came about
in 2008/2009 and studies should be conducted every 5 years.

I. Why then is data from 2001-2006 used to justify an "urgent" need for destroying sensitive environmental lands?

I. Why is data for the Traffic Impact Study being used from 2012? To be relevant, is it not data that is maximum 3 years old
that should be used? When will the City complete a proper traffic study which incorporates current information in
considering the impacts to other parts of Brockville?
Ill. Even the "Recent Density Trends Scenario" in the Employment Lands Review 2015 refers to Broome Business Park
companies from 2010 -data 7 years old!
How is this relevant now? Does this not speak to the fact that there is no new data to support the "urgent" need?

The City of Brockville Traffic Data -A.A.D.T. (Annual Average Daily Traffic) count was issued on 2017 24
05. The Operations Department and BTE Engineering are undertaking a review of the Brockville
Development Lands Traffic Impact Studv utilizing the above-noted traffic data.

8. Mr. Bender pointed out on May 2, 2017 that projections can be wrong-and they are used as a guide, and something to the
effect of that projections need to be updated. These comments are reasonable, however it seems the City along with the
MMM consultants take these projections as the "gospel truth" and wish not to hear reality until they cannot avoid reality.
The projections from 2008/2009 were off which is understandable. However, projections for 2015, 2016 to 2041 were made
from data from 2014 in June 2015. 2016 projections for Brockville are incorrect. Therefore, it would seem reasonable to
update information to parallel reality and provide advice according to reality. However as stated in an earlier comment
relating to April 5, 2017 open house- even with the present projections, the 2031-2041 years are projected to see a decline in
employment in the Transportation, Warehousing & Wholesale Trade.

I. Why then this major "urgent" push for paving a large part of a natural environmentally sensitive lands?
II. Could the almost $2.4million dollars have been spent in a more reasonable manner? Even upgrading water/sewages
services to the Commercial Corridor would have seemed reasonable with this money.

9. What is E2-5 Zone? A copy of the definitions of these E2 zones would be appreciated.

The Draft Zoning By-law amendment addresses the zone provisions applicable to the E25 Zone. See
https://brockvil le .com/index.cfm ?I D=987

10. Mr. Baker, Councillor, again pointed out as in the December 13, 2016 Council meeting that large sums of money have
been spent for land that is not useable which is disappointing and to the effect that maximum use of the remaining lands
needs to occur even if it means going right to homeowners 1 fences.
This area being environmentally sensitive has been known for a longtime to the residents that live nearby and also to the
City. In the 1990s, homeowners presented a petition to the City statingnotto build a dump in an area which is low, wet, has a
pristine creek running through and much wildlife. Their objections were rejected and the City in their infinite wisdom put up
a landfill in this area. It is now an "albatross around the City's neck". The Mayor even asked in the Fall of 2016 how long the
City had to deal with the Landfill to which the reply was something to the effect of a long time.

The proposed industrial development will likely repeat history again as it is next to a wet area, the landfill, and has
endangered and species at risk. Again, the homeowners presented the City with a petition of 138 signatures collected in
about two weeks after the Open House of April 5, 2017 in opposition to industrial zoning and development.

The Operations Department has confirmed that the landfill on the north side of Parkedale Avenue was
established in the 1960's. In the 1990's the life of the landfill was approved with the approval of the
surrounding landowners and with approval by the MOE. The landfill was closed in 2000. Additional
details may be obtained from Canal Cosgrove, Director of Operations.

The petition was received on 02 May 2017 in the Planning Department and provided to the consultant
and is under consideration by the City.

In the June 7, 2013 Scoped EIS, MNRF states there are unevaluated wetlands and 8 potential threatened/endangered species

Golder report dated October 29, 2015 addressed to the Brockville Director of Planning and titled "Constraints and
Opportunities Assessment to support Secondary Planning Related to a Large Development Parcel in Brockville, Ontario.
Report No. 1536620. 15pp." This outlines the limited use of the industrial development property.

All of this information was available before the City bought the land. Therefore, it is difficult for the residents to understand
why the City or at least some of the Councillors are complaining that they spent all this money and cannot use a significant
part of the land.
Designation of the lands designated as Mixed-Use and Commercial Area" under the Official Plan and CG11. A common argument for destroying these sensitive lands is that Brockville has no where to expand and needs room for
industrial development. It has already been admitted by Councillors that much of the Broome Business Park cannot be used Power Zone and C6-Power Centre, Special Exception Zone was approved by Council following a lengthy
for industria I development. The City has used this land set aside for industrial development for retail eg. Superstore,
Walmart, Michaels, Dollar Store, Reitman's, Tip Top Tailors, Starbucks etc, etc. This goes againstthe Official Plan but the City
gave away to retail land set aside for industrial development. With westerly winds, it makes no sense to set up an
industrial development in the north-west part of the City abutting residential lands.

process, including public input, as required under the Planning Act.

There is still significant City owned lands available in the West Industrial Park, also some in the Broome Business Park. There Unserviced Industrial lands are identified in the Employment Lands Review Report, Section 5.0 and
is also land available adjacent to the Broome Business Park, part of which is in Elizabethtown-Kitley.
Exhibit 24. Please see Industrial Park Maps on the City's website - Properties are serviced unless
otherwise indicated by labelling- Undeveloped Properties are shown with area.
J.G. Broome Industrial Park https://brockville.com/images/sitepicts/GISMaps/JG Broome lndustrialPark.pdf Western Industrial Park
- https://brockville.com/images/sitepicts/GISMaps/WesternlndustrialPark.pdf

I. Why will the City not work together with its neighbours? Brockville can be used for residents to live in as opposed to
destroying what little beautiful places that are left in the City.

The rationale for the relocation of TD Bank to the north end should be directed to TD Bank. The City and
DBIA did enter into discussion with TD Bank to retain them in the downtown core area. The new location

I. By selling out industrial development lands to retail, the City has emptied some of its King Street businesses e.g. TD bank.
Would it not be beneficial to tourists such as boaters that the City tries to dock to have banks within easy walking distances? of the TD Bank is zoned as C6-1, Power Centre Special Exception Zone. The following banking institutions
are located within the downtown core area: Bank of Nova Scotia, Bank of Montreal, CIBC, TD Bank

Ill. The City has "sold out" to a very short-sighted vision and now long time homeowners are asked to pay for this shortsightedness. As it has already been told to us, we can sell our homes to the City. Are you then not creating a wasteland? Is
this what the City's vision is - to kick homeowners out of their homes so they will go to another City to live and work?

12. The City has already shown its underhandedness by literally "putting up a parking lot" duringthe night by the
waterfront. Will the City guarantee that the City will not clear cut these lands until all legal and environmental situations
have been resolved? Some of these situations are: waiting for the official separation of the lagoons and reduction of the
SOOm buffer on the East side of the Landfill (if it even happens); resolving the land to be set aside for the Golden-winged
warbler lSha (37 acres); butternut trees not be cut down until arrangements have been made for them; and soil and
groundwater assessments need to be undertaken.

Removal of Butternut trees is subject to approval with MNRF. To-date application for removal has not
been submitted to MNRF.
The Golder EIS Report
identified various species, including the Golden Winged Warbler. Prior to initiating the Brockville
Employment Lands Study, the City was made aware of a private Agreement which affected a portion of
the Employment lands. The Agreement addressed displaced habitat resulting from a development lying
outside of the City of Brockville and undertaken by Brockville Solar Inc., a private company. Following
discussions, a "Habitat Protection Lease" was executed between the City of Brockville and Brockville
Solar Inc. for lands located within the City of Brockville but not within the development envelopes
identified for the Brockville Employment Lands.

13. Some residents are statingthat Bombardier had wanted to test and build watercrafts at the Philips Cable plant but the
City turned them away.
Is this correct? If so, why did the City turn them away?

A review of available records has failed to find reference a Bombardier inquiry.

14. If any City employees (staff, managers, mayor, councillors etc) who may wish to purchase or lease lands from the City in Employees of the City of Brockville are governed by a Code of Conduct. Please contact the City Clerk
the north-west quadrant for business/industrial opportunities or who may financially benefit from sales of these lands
should you wish a copy of this document.
should be asked to resign as this would be considered conflict of interest.
I. Is the City aware there may be persons amongstthem that might financially benefit in some manner by the industrial
development of the north-west quadrant sensitive lands?
I. If so, will the City be asking them to resign due to conflict of interest?

Summary

As you can see, there are many concerns and many questions about this proposed rezoning and industrial development.
Rural homeowners do have rights, and one of them must be appropriate mitigation should the City move ahead with a
decision that will impact quality of life, safety, property values, and the natural environment -trees, plants, birds, bats, bees,
including endangered and species at risk. There are many things that must be considered in determining whether the City's
plans are appropriate or even desirable given both the current state of the economy as well as the distinct nature of the
lands being proposed for industrial use. It would be to everyone's best interest should the City choose to work with, instead
of over and around, concerned residents.

Report as at 15 September 2017

PAUL VEENSTRA - 1622378 ONTARIO INC.

24-Jul-17
From: Paul Veenstra
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: New North-West Industrial Lands
Jonathan
Planner 1

The City of Brockville retained MMM Group Limited (MMM) in June 2015 to
implement the recommendations of the City's Employment Lands Review (ELR}
City of Brockvi lle

which was issued 15 June 2015.
Unless directed otherwise or unless a demonstrated need for addition residential
land s is identified, the matter of residential land inventory and availability for
future growth will be evaluated at the time of a comprehensive review in 2022 as
mandated by the Smart Growth for our Communities Act, 2015 (Bill 73}.

This emai l is to serve as my company (1622378 Ontario lnc.)'s objection letter to Brockville's proposed
North-West industrial park.

My main concern regarding the industrial park is the manner in which the City of Brockville has gone about
justifying the need for industrial land and its refusal to perform a comprehensive study for all land uses.
This is a very inefficient and reckless way of attempting t o run a municipality.
I flt! Ulll(.;ldl [Jldll, i:IS CIUVISt!U uy IVllVllVI l.::llUU[J, Sldlt!S lllal tHUCKVlllt! llCIS t!nuugrr lrtUUS lrldl lanu Ulllll LU:H

and beyond. When the official plan was implemented five and a half years ago there was already need for
additional appropriate industrial lands (this need was proven when Walmart's distribution plant was
established in Cornwall over 15 years ago). Between the current officia l plan and the proposed industrial
land study the City of Brockville has paid the MMM Group hundreds of thousands of dollars to contradict
their own results. Dave Paul and the MMM Group's explanation for the sudden need for this land is
blatant fallacy.

The residential land inventory situation in Brockville is/has been identical to the industrial land inventory
situation. There are large amounts of unsuitable land, while there is very little land that is feasible for
development. We are in the process of preparing a detailed study of the desperate need of residential
land, but the proof of such is evident by simply looking at our neighbouring communities. Kingston,
Belleville (and all communities West), Ottawa, and Kemptville have already seen benefit from the Toronto
market. Brockvllle is the exception. A quick look at Brockville's numbers prove that it is in it's greatest
housing depression in history. I have not built in Brockville in 6 years, which translates to a potential loss of
100+ units. As my customers are generally from out of town, this also accounts for loss of a potential 100+
citizens, which would greatly aid in Brockville's decreasing population.

The reason I have not built in Brockville in these 6 years, despite owning the most viable potential
residential land for development in the city, is because when the official plan was created Maureen
Pascoe Merkley refused to take on any additional residential or industrial lands (and only took on
commercial with reluctance and restrictions), using MMM Groups (now very obviously manipulated) study
as her excuse for this pointless and damaging effort. During the official plan process the need for these
lands was brought to the attention of Maureen and the MMM Group by myself and others, but fell on deaf
ears. In hindsight I realize I should have appealed the official plan at that time. The actions of Maureen and
other City administrators has cost the City of Brockville millions of dollars, has all but destroyed a very
viable and once healthy housing industry, and has cost the City many potential industrial

With over 35 years of experience working directly in Brockville's housing/development industry, I feel
confident that there is not a single consultant or City administrator with near my understanding of these
matters. The constant refusal to consider the concerns of myself and other local builders is evidence of this
fact, as the local market has only suffered with every action the City of Brockville has made. It is with this
in mind that I have decided I will appeal the proposed industrial lands.

If the City of Brockville agrees to perform a comprehensive study for all land uses through a consultant
organization that has not previously worked with Brockville I would feel no need to appeal despite my
many unmentioned concerns regarding the proposed industrial lands.
Paul Veenstra
Owner 1622378 Ontario Inc.
613 659 4790

Cc: Alex and Rani Tolton; Anne Clapperton; Patti Whyte; Dan Dauphinais

Re: Question

Re: Question
Hi Jon, the CPH group wished to notify the appropriate department of our request to apply for status at the upcoming Public
Consultation process regarding the ZBLA for the northwest industrial park.

Good Morning Garth, If you are requesting to appear as a delegation at the EDP Committee or Council,
please contact Sandra McDonald. If you wish to be notified of all upcoming meetings, please submit the
request to the Planning Department.

Could you advise?
Does this answer your question?
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH chair
Jonathan

20-Feb-17

20-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Question

Re: Question

Jonathon, our request would be on the basis of appearing as a delegation at the public consultation meetings. I am using the Garth, I have no problem with what you are proposing as it makes perfect sense.
term "Standing" in the same sense as a delegation. In other words it would make sense to have one voice with one presentat You are already on the list for notification of consultation meetings and Public Meeting under the
ion than 20 voices saying in some cases the same thing. The purpose oft he pro cessdoes not curtail anyone w ith input but to Planning Act and all reports and meetings dealing with the matter.
;illnw hrn;irlPr rlPh;itP nn i«llP< ;it thP n11hlir infnrm;itinn «•«inn<.

Typically, a consultation meeting has an open house feel such that the materials are present ed and
opportunity is provided to the Public for input in any way they are comfortable with. If you wish to
present somet hing using AV materials just let us know and we will ensure the correct hookups are
available.

Or, are you proposing a delegation is an alternative?

Garth
Similarly but a bit more formally, the Public Meeting under the Planning Act also provides opportunity
for input. Again, if you need tech support just let us know and we will try to accommodate the request.

To present at Council, you need to register before-hand with the Clerk t o ensure you are scheduled to
appear as a delegation.
I would recommend that you check with the Clerk to ensure that you obtain whatever credentia ls
required to appear as a delegation speaking for others has been met.
Jonathan

20-Feb-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jason Baker; Tom Blanchard; Leigh Bursey; Phil Deery; Jeff Earle; jfullarton@; Mike Kali vas; David Lesueur;
David Henderson; Bob Casselman; Jon Faurschou; Conal Cosgrove ; Peter Raabe; Lyndsay d'Entremont
Meeting
To Brockville Councillors/Mayor Henderson/City staff:

The Advisory Committee for the Citizens for Progress without Hardship (CPH) wish to extend an invitation to you to the
following meeting. The committee believes it would be beneficial for all of the invested patties to be hearing the same
information as we move forward with dealing with the north west industria l park. When we all hear the same information
removes the excuse "I didn't know about that" . Please extend invitation to any other interested parties.

Regards, Garth McGill, CPH Chair
Notice or Crll me< ting
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27- Feb- 17

27-Feb- 17

From: Garth McGiii

From: Jon Fau rschou

To: Jon Faurschou
Re : Question(s)

To : Garth McGill
Re: Question(s)

Good Morning Jon, Will t he City proceed w ith scheduling public meetings before receiving input responses from MMA
regardi ng thei r review of the draft plan amendment? ... and how does the single tier st atus of the City effect this process?

Good Morning Garth, We will be scheduling an Open House when Council gives t he "go-ahead''.
Following the Open House, we will schedule a Public Meeting under the Planning Act.

A little 101 on municipal procedures!

Brockville is the approval authority for the OPA & ZBA. However, we do circulate for comment to the
MMA.

Regards, Garth McGill

MMA comments are taken into consideration as well as all ot her comments received. It is not
necessary to have MMA input before the Open House or the Statutory Public Meeting. However, we do
try our best to have the comments before the meet ings.
Jonathan

27- Feb- 17

27-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jon Faurschou

To: Jon Faurschou
Re: Flowchart

To: Garth McGill
Re: Flowchart
Good Afternoon Garth,

Jon, do you have a flow chart of the Zoning By-law Process as it applies to a single t ier municipality you might sha re?
Please see the Citizens Guide at the following link:
http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page338.aspx

Garth

The Zoning and Official Plan sections have flow charts.
Jonat han

28-Feb-17
From: Garth McGiii

8- Mar- 17

To: Jon Faurschou

From: Jon Faurschou
To: Garth M cGill

Re: Employm ent Lands - McGill Questions

Re : Employment Lands - McGill Questions

Hi Jonathon, here is the link for that app. I have not tried it yet.

Good Afternoon Garth,

Will the ZBLA for the park get registered with the Environmental Registry?

Please accept this e-mail in reply to your various questions:

Garth

1.

"Will the ZBLA for the pork get registered with the Environmental Registry?"

IU CiUt h ,

Htre Ii tht Hnlc to tht .app:

The MOECC has confirmed that t he ZBLA is not required to be registered with the "Environmental

blip l!t'sJU ' ""'""' w

Registry". Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. Scott Shaw, at 416-314-2387 or
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The Draft Secondary Plan and all of the attendant Draft Reports have been circulated to the Cataraqui
Region Conservation Authority.
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Ecologists from Golder Associates consulted with MNRF on matters of Natural Heritage and Species at
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Risk during the preparation of the Environmental Impact Study for the proposed employment lands.
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I trust that this answers your questions.
Jonathan
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1-Mar-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jon Faurschou

Re: question
Hi Jonathon, was wondering when t he Secondary Plan gets submitted t o MOECC and MNR for comment . Is it while t he plan is in
draft format or in final version?

9-M ar-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jon Faurschou
Re: Work Plans
Good morning Jon, could you give me a 101 on Quarterly department work plans?
Are they included In council meetings?
When are they issued?

What purpose do t hey serve?

Are they issues before the quarter begins or after?
How many times a year are they issued?
Regards, Garth

"was wandering when the Secondary Plan gets submitted to MOECC and MNR far comment.
Is it while the plan Is In draft format or in final version?"

2.

9-Mar-17

10-Mar-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Andrew McGinnis

To: Andrew McGinnis

To: Garth McGill

Cc: Alex and Rani Tolton; Anne Clapperton; Patti Whyte; Dan Dauphinais

Re: Work Plans

FWD: Work Plans
Hi Andrew, I understand Jon is away unt ii the 20th. Perhaps you might answer those questions posed to Jon below?

Garth,

Additionally, I had spoken with Jon regarding making a presentation at the Public Open House just announced. Do you have any agenda The meeting schedule for 5 April 2017 is a Pub Ile Open House for the City and our Consultant to present
yet? We will be using slides thus would like to know ahead of time what facilities are at the Memorial Hall.
Information and field questions on the proposed Employment Lands. This is not the statutory public
meeting under the Planning Act w here residents and Interested parties have the opportunity to
present.
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH chair
The Public Meeting (scheduled for a later date) is where residents have the opportunity to present to
our Economic Development and Planning Committee.
As for your additional questions, Jonathan will address them upon his return .
Andrew McGinnis

16-Mar-17

16-Mar-17
From: Garth McGill

(2)

(1)

From: Andrew McGinnis

To: Andrew McGinnis

To: Garth McGiii

Re: Comment from MMM

Re: Comment from MMM

Thanks Andrew,

Garth, Here is the comment back from our consultant on your question about the interchange.

Just to be clear, during o ur phone conversation f thought f had asked" If the MMM Group Financial Impact Assessment was
Here is t he comm ent back from our consultant on your question about the interchange. "We didn't
completed on the basis of LCV's having access to the North west Industrial Park? 1am assuming t his answer comes from Greg receive any fina ncial information related to upgrading the interchange and as such, it wasn't
Bender and Is confirming that MM M's Financial Assessment was completed assuming the Park would be accesable by LCV's. Is considered. However, the need to establish the Business Park would still exist whether or not the
that correct?
interchange is upgraded. "
Thanks, Andrew McGinnis
Regards, Garth McGiii

29-Mar-17

16-Mar-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Conal Cogrove

To: Conal Cogrove

To: Garth McGill

Re: BTE traffic Impact

Re: BTE traffic Impact

HI Conal,

Garth,

On page 2, Sec 2.2 Existing Traffic of the BTE Engineering Report:

"Existing traffic demands in the study area were obtained from weekday traffic counts recorded by the City of
Brockvil/e during the spring and summer of 2012. It was assumed that these counts would closely reflect the existing
traffic operations".
Question 1- ls this a BTE conclusion or was it an instructed assumption to be used from t he City or the MMM Group?

Question 2-1s there a guideline for how to interpret the "Synchro" results on page 7 and the acronyms used in the
headings?

Question 1- This is a BTE assumption, based on the actual change, over time, shown in Brockville traffic
counts.

Question 2 - v/c means traffic volume/capacity

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ D~ay~theaveragetimeavehiclewaltsbeforema~ngthemovement
LOS means Level of Service (an overall measure of how the intersection is performing for that
movement
95th queue is how long the line up will be to make a movement 95% of the time

The most important result is LOS. In Brockville, LOS Dor lower will result in driver dissatisfaction snd will
prompt people to look for alternate routes, some of w hich we may not int end for them to take.

Conal Cosgrove

18-Ma r-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Transportation study

Hi Jonathon, on page 90/124, in the Fourth Quarter 2016 Work Plans, I noticed a reference to a completed 'Transpmiation
study", and then in the 3rd quarter a "Traffic Study completed".Are these one of the same thing or are they different?

Regards, Garth McGill
111 Qtr
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b) Water Meter Replacement
Program
c) Blockhouse Square
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d) Employment lands
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e) Energy Auditor

1
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29-Mar-17

22-Mar-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Garth McGill

To: Canal Cogrove

To: Canal Cogrove

Re: BTE

Re: BTE

Hi Conal, the MMM Secondary Report now has two BTE submi ssions, one dated Sept 2016 "Traffic Impact Study" and the

Garth, The December Technical memo is an update to the September report, based on the changes to

December 2016 "Technical Memorandum". I am finding these somewhat confusing as I am not sure ifthe second
"Memorandum" is meant to supplement the first study or replace it. The two documents are written by two different
engineers.

the land area available for development.

Canal Cosgrove
Perhaps you might clarify.
Thanks, Garth McGill

25-Apr-17

10-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill

From: David Dick

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Employment Lands

Re: Employment lands

Financial Statements
Hi Jonathan, this is an enlargement on one of my qµestions from the Open House meeting April 5, 2017.

RE: Additional Financial Impact spread sheets.

Good Afternoon Garth,
Thank you for your comments and suggestions as related in your e-mails of 10 April and 11 April 2017.

Please be advised that the City has given your comments and suggestions careful consideration and
The industrial park project is described as 130 acres purchased by the city plus another 14 acres of city owned land presently
would offer the following in regard to your suggestions:
under application to be severed from the closed landfill site for a total of 144 acres. Including the lagoon area the MMM
Group describes the industrial park total including the lagoon area as phase 1 as 49.4 acres, phase 2 as 39.5 acres (includes
14 acres lagoon area) and phase 3 as 8.6 acres, for a total of 97.5 acres. The reduction in size is as result of reclassification of
wetlands and habitat or 46.5 acres now designated as park land.

I believe two additional 25 year projections need to be completed in addition to the ones included in the 2016 MMM
Secondary Plan. One cash flow should be done on the assumptions listed below and the other should be a break even
analysis, also on the assumptions listed below. Both projections should be footnoted that the 14 acres lagoon area is subject
to severance approval from MOEE.
Expenditures

1. -Should be inclusive of all construction costs of all 3 phases. The MMM Fiscal Impact cash flow tables show only phase 1
and 2. The similar construction costs of roadway, water main, sanitary sewers, storm water and transportation similar should
be included for phase 3. If phase 3 is not planned to be developed in the 25 year period, then the servicing costs should be
1.
excluded. Likewise if it is to be developed in the 25 year time frame, the servicing costs should be included in the financial
impact.
2.

-Detailed Development charges should include:

All Golder Associates consulting fees for all lagoon reports, D-4 landfill buffer amendments, and ECA amendment fees
for lagoons.

"Additional Financial Impact Spread Sheets" :

No additional financial impact sheets will be undertaken at this time.
The projections completed under the City of Brockville Employment Lands Financial Impact Assessment,
December 2016, were based on available information at the time of issuance and were completed to
meet the requirements of the Provincial Policy Statement. These projections were based on information
available at the time and like all projections are subject to change given changing economic conditions.

Legal fees pertaining to the purchase of the 5 properties for the industrial park, including expropriation fees.
All consultant fees for the preparation of the Secondary plan, including Golder Associates, all MMM Group fees
connected to the industrial park including the ELR report, BTE Engineering (2 reports), stage 1 & 2 Archaeology reports,
2. Total of all related expenses since 2012 to-date:
the Woodland Dynamics Scoped environmental Impact Assessment and any other consultant fee or legal fees not afore
mentioned.
•
Internal roads construction complete with curbing, sign age and lighting, carrying cost of land investment, commissions Total expenses related to this project up to and including April 2017 are$ 2, 371 ,
396 .18
for land sales,
Initial costs and yearly costs thereafter for replacing Significant Wildlife Habitat of 37 acres either in landfill rehabbing
or leasing costs of similar habitat.
Compensation costs for the endangered butternut trees.
Cost of storm water management systems.

Hope that this addresses your concerns.

The costs of preparing stage 1 and 2 Environmental Assessments.
David Dick CPA, CA
Revenues

Director of Corporate Services City of Brockville

1. - Land Sales (Value upon completion) of al! 3 phases should be based on historic similar sales history data of the Broome
Industrial park for the past 25 years. (Broome not completely sold out now, sign indicates 80 acres for sale).
2. - Net land available for sale should be calculated and be reflected in land sales after take outs for roads,
setbacks, buffers and storm water areas.
2. - User fees should be on the same basis as sales.
3. Tax revenue should be the same basis as sales.
Please note, acronyms used such as CAPEX, NPV and any other abbreviations should be included along with complete list of
assumptions. Cell formulas would be useful.
Regards, Garth McGill

Question: RE. Industrial Park Expenses other that property purchases.

! would like to have a total of all related expenses since 2012 to date of the following:
All Golder Associates consulting fees for all lagoon reports, D-4 landfill buffer amendments, and ECA
amendment & MOEE fees for lagoons separation.
Legal fees pertaining to the purchase of the 5 properties for the industrial park, including expropriation
legal fees and any surveying costs.
Alf consultant fees for the preparation of the Secondary plan:
Golder Associates EIS study
AH MMM Group consulting fees connected to the industrial park including the ELR report,
BTE Engineering (2 reports),
Stage 1 & 2 Archaeology reports,
The Woodland Dynamics Scoped environmental Impact Assessment and
Any other consultant fee{s) or legal fees not afore mentioned.
Regards, Garth McGill

2-May-17

12-Apr-17
From : Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Question

Re: Question

Hi Jonathon, the abuting residents (E2-5 zone abut in g an RU Zone) need to have some better understanding of the meaning
of special provisions as described on page 464 of 480 in the draft ZBL amendments in the 2016 MMM Secondary Plan. Could

Good Afternoon Garth, Please find attached a map illustrating the setbacks as requested and providing
additional descriptive details.

you provide us with a visual presentation of what that looks like on one of the maps used.
One initial question is if that applicable 30m is clear cut or left as is in addition to the 6.0 m set backs provisions in Table
7.2(A).

Jonathan

If you could please draw in the areas on Victoria Road, the entrance on Laurier and Parkedale Ave.
North West Brockvllle

Employment Lands

Regards, Garth McGill, CPH chair
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9-Jun-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Garth McGill
Re : Question
Good Afternoon Garth,
Attached are conceptual sketches showing the proposed setbacks identified in the draft ZBLA. The 26m
includes the requisite Gm plus the additional 30m identifed between the RU Zone and the E2-S Zonea.
The attached sketches are only for illustrative purposes t o demonstrate setbacks between the RU Zone
and the proposed E2-5 Zone.
The proposed wording for the zone is identified in the following link:
http://www.brockville.com/UploadedFiles/Section%207%20-%20Non-Residential%20and%20NonCommercial%20Zones%20(July%2028%202015).pdf

Please note t he following additional proposed text in regard t o the setbacks:
"All other zone requirements will be in accordance with the provisions of the E2 Zone."
"Landscaping - In addition to the Planting St rip provisions ot Section :l.:!4. w here an EZ-5 zone it within
30m from an RU Zone that is occupied by a residential use, the entire yard that is facing the RU Zone,
with the exception of the driveway, shall be landscaped. The first 3.0m of yard shall be landscaped and a
hedge row of spruce trees and Lombardy Poplar or Norway Maple trees shall be planted along the
entire length of the property line."

' Jonathan

13-Apr-17

13-Apr-17

From: Ga rth McGill

From : Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Slides

Re: Slides

Hi Jonathan, I wonder if you might have a copy of the slide presentation Greg Bender used at the Open House, and cou ld you Good Morning Ga rth,
send me a copy?
And also a copy of t he slide presentation used by Maureen at the meeting the city had with the CPH group September 9,
2015.

The presentation from the Open House is item 8 on the following link:
New Employment Area, all documentation and Reports:

Thanks,

http://www.brockville.com/jndex.cfm?ID=987

Ga rth
Item 8:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ http :Uwww.brockv~le £om/UploadedFl~s~40517 Brock~l~%20Seconda ry%20Man

Open%20House

MMM.pdf
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18-Apr-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Garth McGill
Re: Slides
Good Morning Ga rth,
Schedule A, Band Care in the draft Official Plan Amendment.
The explanation for each is also in the OPA document - see attached scan
Jo nathan
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18-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Maps
Hi Jonathon, I am having t rouble understanding the Schedule A B & C key references such as Amendment 1, 2 etc. Where are
they listed?
Thanks, Garth

2-May-17

18-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill

From; Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill
Cc: Greg Bender

Re: Maps

Re; Maps
Jonat hon, I don't underst and w hy is it necessary to amend the three B2 areas on Schedule A in t he draft OP amendments?
What effect does it have?

Garth,

Garth

The " Amendment 82" areas on Schedule l lAll refer t o "Rem oving an area iden tified a "Significant
Woodlands"". This is based on t he findings and recommendations of the Golder " Report on Brockville
Employment Lands Environmenta l Impact Study,
Brockville Onta rio, Report 1536620.
http://www.brockville .com/Uploadedfiles/Append ix%20B%20%20Environmenta1%201mpact%20Statement.pdf
This action implements recommendations of the Secondary Plan:
Jonathan

20-Apr-17

20-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Sandra MacDonald

To: Sandra MacDonald

To: Garth McGill

Re: Delegation

Cc: Jon Faurschou
Re: Delegation

Hi Sandra, please be advised the Citi zens for Progress wi thout Hardship (CPH) wishes to be recognized as a delegation t o t he
St atutory Publ c M eeting for Proposed Amendment s t o The Official Pla n and Zoning By-Law 050-2014 and a New Secondary
Plan, May 2, 2017, 6:00 pm at Council Chambers.
Good morni ng Garth,
Please confirm.

We do not regist er delegations for St atutory Public Meetings. The Chair w ill ensure that all parties att
ending the meeting are hea rd. I would ask t hat if you would have a copy of your remarks available
for the Recording Secretarv. t hat would be extremelv heloful.

ILR_e~ga_r_d~s,_G_a_rt_h~M_c_G_il,~_CP_H~ch_a_ir~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--lRegards,
Sandi

Sandra MacDonald, AMCT, CMO

City Clerk
City a/ Brockville

20-Apr-17
From: Jon Faurschou
To: Sa ndra MacDonald
Re: Delegation
Sandra,
Thanks for the heads up.
In past discussions, Garth indicat ed he might need a screen and computer for a presentation.
Jonathan

20-Apr-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Garth McGill
Re: Slides

Good Afternoon Garth,
Flrther to my email of 13 April, I located the 09 September 2015 presentation and have
attached it.
Jonathan

NEW EMPLOYMENT LANDS
FOR BROCKVILLE
Presentation to Neighbours and
Citizens for Progress without Hardship
September 9, 2015

24-Apr-17
From: Garth McGiii
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Servicing
Hi Jonathan,
On page 101 of 480 in t he MMM Secondary Report, last point:

"Municipal servicing is available adjacent to the scoped study" would seem to me to be inaccurate. The w at er distribution
map "Exhibit 7" shows Parkedale Ave existing water main terminating just west of Stewart. The st atement is however correct
for phase 1 &2 as the water main terminus is the end of Laurier Blvd. I am not clear on how servicing of phase 3 will occur.

My question is: Will t he city set the record correct regarding the water availability for the scoped study area in the MMM
report and detail how phase 3 will be serviced?

I"'"'"

24-Apr-17G"'" M<Gm

24-Apr-17

2-May-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Greg Bender

Re: Parkedale Ave

Re: Parkedale Ave

Parkedale Ave

Greg,

Hi Jonathon, it seems there are items included in the MMM Secondary Report that did not get updated after the
reclassification of the undevelopable lands where taken out of the scoped study. Some parts seem updated but not others.

I believe I sent this to you already but do you have any comments? Jonathan

Surely $100k should demand a higher level of accuracy! Here is another example:

2-May-17
"Minimal upgrades are necessary to accommodate employment uses in the scoped study area and the existing transportation
network will be utilized Access will be provided from Stewart Boulevard, which have the appropriate design configuration ond
available capacity to accommodate the additional employment development".

To: Greg
Cc: Chris Tyrell

From: Jonathan Faurschou
Bender
Re: Parkedale Ave

This would lead the reader to believe all the phases of the industrial park will be accessed from Steward Blvd, when in fact the
updated traffic study states" "A westbound left turn lane be constructed on Parkedole Avenue at the proposed entrance to
Phase 4 of the development" I believe this entrance is to service Phases 3, 4 & 5.

The attached photo illustrates the present dangers of pedestrian and cycling public on Parkedale, who have to enter into the
traffic lane to pass the hydro poles. On the day of the photo the available shou lder was about 18 inches. Parkedale Ave

Hi Jonathan,
Obviously some upgrades would be needed along Parkedale. BTE's report did specify some upgrades
but didn't not mention hydro poles (perhaps they should have). In our report, we are generally referring
to Phases 1 and 2 for immediate development and not Phases 4 and 5 (regarding Garth's comment).

without any upgrades would change from the dangerous status to very dangerous status! Putting additional heavy truck
traffic on Parkedale Ave west compounds an already bad situation.

Phases 4 and 5 will not be built-out for some time and It doesn' t make sense to focus on that area while
we are trying to bring Phases 1 and 2 online. If that isn' t clear, we can have another look at it to ensure
it ic::

Frankly, Jonathon the Draft Secondary Report deserves a re-write to bring all items into sync. There are cases of differing land If there are some text changes needed, we are happy to make those based on input from the City and
amounts between the two BTE Engineering Reports and the MMM report. As well BTS reports ParkedaleAve east/west with
the public. Perhaps you and I should discuss today before the meeting.
sidewalks on both sides, which is correct up to Kent Blvd, but is incorrect west of Kent Blvd. As the picture shows no sidewalks
on Parkedale Ave west.
Greg
My question is" will the City commit to a re-write or at least an errors and corrections addendum of the MMM Secondary
Gregory Bender, MCIP, RPP
Senior Project

Manaaer

report?
Regards, Garth McGill

April 24, 2017

2-May-17
To: Greg
Cc:ConalCosgrove

From: Jonathan Faurschou
Bender
Re: Parkedale Ave
Greg,
Sounds reasonable.
We can talk when you get here.

I spoke to Canal Cosgrove today and he is expecting additional information/ addendum to the BTE
Report. I think we should see what the new information says first and prepare a reply base on the new
information.
Any idea on your ETA?
FYI I have a regular EDP Meeting starting at 5.
Jonathan

1-May-17

29-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Garth McGill

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

Cc: Alex and Rani Tolton; Anne Clapperton; Patti Whyte; Dan Dauphinais

Cc: Peter Raabe; Bob Casselman; David Dick; Patti Whyte; Dan Dauphinais; Alex and Rani Talto n; Anne
Clapperton

Re: M aps

Re: Request for Consolidated Mapping
Good Afternoon Garth,

CofABulJtr

Zont Drming-1...

B1uint11
Puk-1.jpg

Please accept this e-mail as confirmation of receipt of your comments as provide by e-mail on 01 may
2017 and as shown in the following e-mail stream.
in regard to you r comment s, I would offer the following:

Hi Jon, I believe it is time for the City to produce a map combining the elements of the two attachment s that will show the
relationship and sizes of t he actual developable lands and the buffer and CAZ areas all on one map.

Page 30of148: 879 m (a lmost a 1 km) frontage on Parkedale north side seems out of sync with the concept plans.

Frontage: The frontages shown on Page 30 of 148, of the Public Meeting Report, are not reflective of
t he developable land.
Rather, the dimensions are provided t o describe the frontage of the entire site in the "Site
Characteristics" portion of the cover report.

l andfill Buffer: The original 500 m landfill buffer is shown "Schedule A" to the current Official Plan. The
proposed 30 m landfill buffer is described as a proposed amendment to the Official Plan on Page 87 of
148, of the Public Meeting Report , and on proposed Schedule" A" to the Official Plan, Page 88of148,
of the Public Meeting Report.

The map should show the original landfill buffers/CAZ zone and the 04 zone. As well the total developable lands for all phases Developable lands: Developable land s are shown in the Employment Lands Secondary Plan Report,
should be shown.
Page 41of148 and Page 72-73of148 and 75of148, of the Public Meeting Report.
Consolidated Mapping: Please be advised t hat at this time a consolidated " map showing the original landfill
buffers/CAZ zone and the D4 zone. As well the total developable lands for all phases should be shown" Is not
being prepared.

Regards, Garth McGill

Jonathan
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2-May-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Presentation EDP - May 2, 2017
Back in September 2015 in front of a group of adjacent indust rial park property owners, Mayor Henderson stated "If the
city does a good job of mitigation" then loss of property values should not be an issue" and '"the process will identify
the items and determine most cost effective mitigation" for items of concern - noise abatement (similar to those along
401), berms and tree barriers. At the same meeting the City manager said in response to "Are you going to provide City water
if something happens to the wells/septic systems as a result of the business park '~ with "'if something should happen the
ritu utnfllrl luu10

t-n rrccocc

itc /0110/ nf linhilitu"

From the proposed draft by-law and Official Pla n amendments we now lea rn reality I Words and actions don't always match.
The end result: means residents living around the north-west industrial park w ill not have noise abat ement, berms or buffer
areas adjacent to their back yards. It seems the City has abandoned their words of assurances in favour of maximizing space
leaving residents exposed to the hardships of many things such as parking lots with idling diesel trucks/reefer refrigeration
units and back up beepers or stacks of outside storage right next to their back yards. There is no transitional zones, no
buffers, no mitigation to protect property values.

As well the amendments allows the City to skip out of any requirements to conduct groundwater testing to access the risks to
local residents who rely on domestic wells. The Mayor's statement "if the City does a good job of mitigation" ... has a very
hollow ring.
From City resident's perspective there is a very dangerous precedent being set here. Anyone close t o any open vacant former
commercial or industrial land could end up with the same disregard of citizens rights. Good planning insures transition zones
between residential areas/industrial zones. These proposed amendments automatically puts industry and residents at odds.

place'~ was my observation some 20 months past when hea ring of the pending
industrial park in the north-west quadrant. Now that prognosis seems t o be ringing true, a few of the outstand ing items:

"It's the right thing, but in the wrong

some 47 acres classed as undevelopable and Y, million dollars+ wasted and,
phase 3 (8 acres) on Parkedale is isolated and extremely costly to service (1 million?) and,
cost unknown to replace habitat of some 37 acres classed as endangered species habitat and,
incomplete financial forecasting to support financial viability.
Our municipality has little to show for its $2.4 million inves ed thus far. How did this happen one might ask? One simple
answer might be found in of one of the requirements from the MMM Group Dec 2016, Secondary Report which says the
City is required to demonstrate "the land is physically suitable for expansion when considering hazard lands and natural
heritage". With respect to this question recently Mr. Greg Bender MMM consultant was asked: how much of the area had he
wa lked over. the answer was ZERO!

Now - if one concludes that most if not all senior City staff are also at the ZERO level of site suitability investigation the
present situation becomes understandable. Site selection on the drive past analysis can be misleading and unreliable.

7-May-17

8-May-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: EIS - Butternut Trees

Re: Migration corridors re-formatted

The October 2016 EIS study included in the December 2016 Secondary Plan includes details regarding the endangered
butternut tree species. On page 229 of 480 there is references to the Botanical Surveys conducted and specifically formal
"Butternut health assessments" (BHA) was prepared using the MNRF 2013 template.

Good Afternoon Garth, Thank you for your questions addressing Butternut trees and migration
corridors. They will be added to the list for review and reply. Jonathan

Question 1: Could you arrange to have that report (BHA assessment) made available to the CPH?

On page 238 of 480 in the same EIS report, Butternut quantities are discussed and the associated
regulations:
Question 2: Has the city ascertained the compensation requirements and time needed before the destruction of the some 34
butternut trees can occur7
Question 3: Have Golder Associates registered the co-ordinates of the 34 butternut trees with the MNR7 I believe the
registration is completed by submitting "The Notice of Butternut Impact Form."

Question 4 : Could you arrange for the CPH to receive the co-ordinates for the 34 butternut trees?
Regards, Garth McGill

7-May-17

8-May-17

From: Garth McGill

From : Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Migration corridors re-formatted

Re: Migration corridors re-formatted

Hi Jonathan, On page 241of480 in the Golder EIS report there is discussion regarding "Migration Corridors" . The author
Good Afternoon Garth, Thank you for your questions addressing Butternut trees and migration
correctly points out that an important east-west wildlife corridor will be lost based on the preliminary design. From the
corridors. They will be added to the list for review and reply. Jonathan
figure 4 map it would appear that the east-west corridor referred to is to the north of the lagoon fenced area. The 6 foot
fence (surrounding the landfill and lagoon area) does not impede some wildlife from traversing but to some it would . I have
seen deer clear that fence with little effort. My confusion comes from the mitigation suggested Le.tree plantings on the north
side of the landfill to mitigate the loss of the northern pass. It would seem by closing off the portion of un-fenced corridor and
forcing wildlife thro the fenced landfill area will limit the migration corridor to that portion of wildlife as a result of the fence.

Question 1. Will it be necessary to remove portions of the landfill fence to allow free and easy wildlife migration?

Question 2. What type of "additional areas of tree plantings", will be considered for strengthening the wildlife east west
migration corridor?
Question 3. What type of trees would be planted in keeping with the "no tree planting policy {City, MOEE, Golder) on the
landfill"?
Question 4. If the landfill was rehabbed for the golden winged warbler habitat, how would this endangered specie be
protected from predators using the same area as migration corridors?
Regards,
Garth McGill

9-Jun-17

19-May-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Concept Site Sketch 1 Aerial

Re: Concept Site Sketch 1 Aerial

Hi Jonathon, the subject map shows the two setbacks 30m and 36m.

Good Afternoon Garth, Please accept this e-mail in reply to your below-noted questions.

1. Which comes first relative to the residential properties on Victoria, the 6m or the 30m?

1. "Notwithstanding the lot and building requirements in Table 7.2{a), where an E2-5 zone abuts an RU
Zone, which is occupied by a residential use, an additional setback of 30m shall apply from the building
face or outside storage, whichever is closer, to the minimum yard setback."

2. Can you provide any other instances in any other industrial parks w here this similar setback(s) occur?

2. Within the City of Brockville El-Business Park Zone, E2-General Employment Zone and E3-Restricted
Employment Zone, development is subject to zone provisions set out under City of Brockville Zoning Bylaw 050-2014, as amended.

All setbacks current ly set out under Cuty of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, for El, E2
and E3 zones are significantly less than those being propsed for the E2-S Zone.

3. What will be the setback on Parkedale?

3. Parkedale Avenue, being the front yard lot line is subject to a Minimum Front Yard Set back of 9
meteres as per City of Brockville Zoning By-law OS0-2014m as amended, Part 7.2(a).

4. What would the setback be on the resident on Laurier Blvd (by Home Hardware)?

4. The proposed setback to t he edge of the property of the closest resident on Lauri er Boulevard is 30
meteres as the area is zoned as Hl-C4 Zone. The setback is identified on the attached conceptual
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9-Jun-17

30-May-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou

Questio ns posed verbally in the Planning Department - Garth M cGiii to Jonathan Faurschou
Garth McGill
'-----'-------'----.,,;::,_--'--------- --------------------! To:
Re: Brockville Employment lands - Setback Questions
Good Afternoon Garth,
Please accept this e-mail as follow-up to your various questions posed in the Planning Department on 30
May 2017:
1. Definit ions:

City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, defines "Outside Storage" as follows:

"173. Outside Storage, means the stockpiling or storage of goods or a commodity required in
association with the main use in an open yard not housed in any permanent building or structure, but
does not include the storage of vehicles far sole or repair ar the display of finished merchandise for sole
tn the aeneral aublic."
As noted, the term "Outside Working Area" is not specifica lly defined.
Thank you for bringing this to my attention. It will be looked at further to gain clarification.

2. Lot Frontage/Front Lot Li ne:
City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, defines "Lot Frontage" as follows:

"148. Lot Frontage, means the horizontal distance between the side lot lines, such distance being
measured at a point 6.0 metres from the lot line."
"151. Lot Line, Front , means in the case of an interior lot, the line dividing the lot from the street. In the
case of a corner lot abutting two {2} street lines, the shorter lot line abutting o street shall be deemed the
rant Jot line and the longer lot line abutting a street shall be deemed an exterior side lot line. In the case
of o corner lot whose exterior lot lines are the some length, the lot line where the principal access to the
Jot is provided shall be deemed to be the front lat line."

The above-noted definitions will be applied to development of the Brockville Employment Lands.
3. Setbacks:
City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, identifies zone provisions, including setbacks,
under Section 7 .2.
The zone provisions for the propsed E2-S Specia l Exception Zone are identified under Section 1:
http://www.brockville.com/UploadedFiles/Schedule%20C%20to%20Report%202016-159-12%20%20Draft%20ZBLA.pdf
As noted for the lot frontage and lot line above, setbacks will be applied to development of the
Brockville Employment Lands.
Question Concerning Setback on Conceptual Site Sketch 1 and 2 - Laurier Extension:
During our discussion you identified a perceived error in the setback on Conceptual Sketch 1 and 2
wherein the setback was shown as 30 metres rather than 36 metres on the south side of the extension
of Laurier Bouleva rd due to the proximity of the last dwelling on Laurier Boulevard.
Upon review, it is apparent that the 30 m setback is correct as the area is not zoned as RU, it is zoned as
Hl-C4 Zone.

"Notwithstanding the lot and Building requirements in Tobie 7.2(a), where an E2-5 Zone abuts on RU
Zone, which is occupied by a residential use, an additional setback of 30 m shall apply from the building
ace or outside storage, whichever is closer, to the minimum yard setback."
Accordingly, the setback is 30 m as shown on t he conceptual sket ches, based on the wording of the
propsed By-law, regardless of being occupied by a residence.
Jonathan
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23-Jun-17

23-Jun-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Zoning bylaws

Re: Zoning bylaws

Hi Jonathan, I am writing to see if you might "dumb down" your answer to my recent question: 2. Can you provide any other
industrial parks where this similar setback(s) occur?

MMM•·····

Good Morning Garth, If you are asking if the minimum setbacks and planting strip zone provisions as
proposed for the E2-5 Zone are in place in any other El- Business Park Zone, I am not aware of any.
Development is assigned against zone provisions as set out in the Zoning By-law in place at the time of
development. If you are asking for assessment of setbacks and planting strips for a particular site,
please identify the site and I will det ermine if the Planning Department has a site plan which would
provide building setbacks, parking lot setbacks, planting strip width and location etc. If a plan is
available in our files I would be pleased to provide a review. Jonathan

Within the City of Brockville El-Business Park Zone, E2-General Zone, E2-General Employment Zone and E3-Restricted
Employment Zone, development is subject to zone provisions set out under the City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as
amended. All setbacks currently set out under City of Brockville Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, for El, E2 and E3 zones
are significantly less than those being proposed for the E2-5 Zone.

Jon, I was hoping for a yes or no or even a maybe of 3 meter separations instances if they exist and where they exist. I have
trouble with planner-ese at t imes and hear similar opinions. I know you underst and your answer, but I don't. I see it snakes
and ladders and or treasure hunt answer. Can you give it t o us in plain English7 Regards, Garth McGill
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Zoning bylaws

CC: Andrew McGinnis, Greg Bender, Dayna Golledge
Re: Zoning bylaws

Jonathon, lets pose this question another way. Is there any inst ances with the Broome Industrial Park:

Garth,

1. That a minimum of a planting strip between the Broome Park and a residential area?
2. That a minimum set back similar to the propsed ZBL amendments existing between the Broome Park and a residential
area?

1. I am not aware of any examples of a minimum of a planting strip between Broome Park and a
residential area, but I will pass your question on to Andrew McGinnis as he has been managing recent
Site Plan Control Agreements.
2. I am not aware of any examples of a minimum setback similar to the proposed ZBL amendments
existing between Broome Park and a residential area, but I will pass your question on to Andrew
McGinnis as he has been managing recent Site Plan Control Agreements.

27-Jun-17

27-Jun-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill
CC: Vicki Baker; Lynn Murray

Re: Quarterly Departmental Work Plans

Re: Quarterly Departmental Work Plans
Hi Jonathan, I am wondering if you could help me to understand the purpose of the Council Quarterly Action plans and how
to access the current one in the archives? Regards, Garth McGill

Good Afternoon, Garth, The following link will lead you to the Departmental Work Plans:
https://brockville.civicweb.net/filepro/documents/21838 Proceed to the FAO Agendas and open the
year you are searching for. Report 2017-005-01 provides background to the work plans.

If you have any difficulties accessing the Brockville Civic web site, please contact the Clerks Department.
Jonathan

13-Sep-17

17-Jul-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Garth McGill

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

Re: update

Re : update

Hi Jonathon, At the public meeting regarding the dev lands, you indicated the various ministries coments were expected by
the end of June. Can you provide any updates on these expectations?
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH

Good Morn ing, Garth, Please accept this e-mail and attachments in reply to your e-mail regarding
comments received from the MMA through the One-Window circulation.
Jonathan

chair

§1
Reply t o MMA com men ts 03 August 2017.pdf

§1
Response to Brockville_ August 212017.pdf

§)
MMA Letter to City 11 Ju ly 2017.pdf

31-Aug-17

24-Aug-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Andrew McGinnis for Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Exhibit 12

Re: Exhibit 12

Hi Jonathon, could you tell me how to find Exhibit 12 referred to in your "city reply: August 18, 2017" email to Patti Whyte?

Garth, Exhibit 12 is located on page 32 of the Secondary Plan Report (December 2016) .
http:LLwww.brockville.comLUploadedFilesLSchedule%20A%20to%20Report%202016-159-12.pdf
Sent by Andrew McGinnis on behalf of Jonathan Faurschou.

Thanks ..Garth
, a residual area of existing residential lands remained along Parkedale Ave, east of the identified "Phase 3" lands on Exhibit
12. While these lands are not intended for Employment Uses at this time, it is recommended that they be brought into the
City's Urban Area to al low for a more contiguous land use structure."

2-Sep-17

8-Sep-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Cc: Alex and Rani Talton, Anne Clapperton, Patti Whyte, Dan Dauphinais, Michael Wright

Cc: Dayna Golledge, Andrew McGinnis, Greg Bender

Re: Land Classifications

Re: Land Classifications

Hi Jonathon, recently while reviewing the city of Brockville's responses to our 2016 CPH list of concerns, I inadvertently ran
across a statement in the Golder's EIS review {Italics below) which seems to be in conflict.
Page 17, Golder EIS Report statement "The majority of the woodland areas being removed are coniferous plantation".

Good Afternoon Garth,
Please
accept the following clarification from Gwendolyn Weeks, Golder Associates, in reply to your questions
regarding Land Classification.
" There is one key thing to consider: The Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), and indeed
the Provincial Policy Statement, refer to significant "woodlands", but the definition provided indicates
Figure 2 map however suggests the majority of the 5.1 ha (13) acres to be other than Class CUP3-2 White Pine Plantation.
There seems to be three land classes representative of the area to be removed in favour of the water drainage ditches; FOD3- that significant "woodlands" must in fact meet the definition of a "forest". Woodland and Forest are
1, FOD7-2 and CUTl/CUWl. Golders appear to be making the case for the removal of this 5.lha area that it will have
two different community types, one having more trees (forest) and one being more open (woodland).
insignificant negative impact because it is just pine plantation. As I recall the Basten's planted the pines at the rear of their
The definition of forest and woodland are precise and those trained in Ecological Land Classification are
property some years ago for the intended purpose of conservation.
trained to know the difference. This is why the CUTl/CUWl community on Figure 2 has NOT been
Jonathon, I believe all parties would benefit from addition clarification on this issue, explaining why the land classes FOD3-1, considered during the review of significant wood lands on the Site, despite being called "Cultural
Woodland".
FOD7-2 and CUTl/CUWl don't meet the definition of "significant" and would not have an impact on habitat or other
woodland characteristics.
The EIS has mapped significant woodlands based on the definition provided in the MNRF's Natural
Heritage Reference Manual, as directed by the Provincial Policy Statement. Based on this, we have
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH Chair
mapped significant woodlands on Figure 3 (see the EIS report for full analysis). Mr. McGill questions
why we have not considered FOD3-1, FOD7-2 and CUTl/CUWl significant. The answer is that Golder's
report has considered the FOD3-1 and FOD7-1 significant. We have not considered the CUTl/CUWl
significant because only forested communities, per the MNRF definition, can be considered significant
woodlands (as described in my first paragraph above). Our statement that "the majority of woodland
areas being removed are coniferous plantations" is correct when read in the context of the heading that
statement was made under (i.e. Section 6.4 - Significant Woodlands). The sentence could be re-worded
to state "the majority of forested areas being removed are coniferous plantation" however, the MNRF
uses "woodland" when referring to significant woodlands which is why we used that terminology in th is
section of our report.
It is unfortunate that "woodland" is used by t he MNRF to refer to forested communities, and woodland
communities (e.g. Cultural Woodland - CUWl) are excluded from the consideration for significant
woodland status." -Gwendolyn
Jonathan

21-Aug-17

6-Sep-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Cc: Alex and Rani Talton, Anne Clapperton, Patti Whyte, Dan Dauphinais

Cc: Dayna Golledge, Andrew McGinnis

Re: 2015 CPC Questions & Answers

Re: 2015 CPC Questions & Answers

HI Jonathon, thanks for the responses provided. I am going to date your response as August 4, 2017 (the date we received it).
Yes, addressing it to Anne and myself is fine. We are in the process of distribution via our web site. As a matter of point our
questions where originally posed on Sept 5, 2015 and then organized into the table titled "CPH Concerns Feb 5, 2016.
We are in the process of replying to the above document but will need some time to complete. In the meantime one question
arising is the meaning of the term "Neighborhood commercial uses" and your 1.20 statement," There are not lands
designated as "Neighbourhood Area" in the vicinity of the proposed employment lands. To better understand the meaning
cou ld you provide us with some examples of "Neighbourhood Areas" with in the city and perhaps a 101 definition of the term.
Thanks, Garth McGill, CPH chair

Good Afternoon Garth,
Please
accept this e-mail in reply to the clarifications requested below in your e-mail of 21August2017.
"Neighbourhood Area":
The
Official Plan for the City of Brockville identifies " Neighbourhood Area" primarily In the following
sections:
Section 4.3
defines and describes the term " Neighbourhood Area" in detail.
•
Section 3.2.4 RESIDENTIAL AREAS, Subsection 3.2.4.1 Neighbourhood Areas correlates the use of
the term with the Residential Area framework.
The
location of lands designated as "Neighbourhood Area" are identified in yellow under Schedule 1 to the
Official Plan.
See the following link to access the Official Plan and Schedules:
https://brockville.com/index.cfm71D=332

On 8/4/2017 4:31 PM, Jon Faurschou wrote:
Good Afternoon Ms. Clapperton and Mr. McGill,
Please find attached responses to the questions posed by CPC on 05 September 2015.
This Is being addressed to you as secretary and Chair, respectively, of CPC.
Please let me know if this Is Incorrect and if so who they should be addressed to.

"Neighborhood Commercial Uses":
The Official
Plan for the City of Brockville addresses "Neighbourhood Commercial Area" undersection 4.3 and more
specifica lly, subsection 4.3.2 8. as follows:
"4.3 .2 PERMITIED USES"
"Neighbourhood Commercial Uses within the Neighbourhood Area

8. Neighbourhood commercial uses such as convenience stores, personal service establi.shments, smallscale eating establishments,
and other similar convenience commercial uses that serve the day-today needs of the neighbourhood
shall be permitted subject to
locational criteria."
And
"Subsection
4.3.3 LAND USE & BUILT FORM POLICIES"
"Neighbourhood

Jonathan

J. Faurschou, MCIP, RPP
Planner I (Senior)
City of Brockville
P.O. Box 5000
Brockville, Ontario
K6V 7A5
Fax (61 J) 498-2793
Tel (6 13) 342-8n2. ext 4449

Commercial Uses within the Neighbourhood Area

4. Neighbourhood commercial uses sha ll be subject to the following criteria:
i. no more than one commercial structure or building shall be permitted on any site or in any one
location, and the gross
floor area of the commercial use shall generally not exceed 500 square metres;
ii. the building height shall be limited to one storey unless residential apartments are located on the
upper floor( s). in which case the maximum building height shall be compatible with the surrounding
residential uses;
iii. landscaping, fencing, berming and other screening shall be provided adjacent to residential land uses
where appropriate;
iv. all required parking shall be provided on the site, and cash-in lieu of required parking shall not be
accepted by the City;
v. driveway access shall be approved by the City;
vi. the use shall be located at or in proximity to the intersection of Arterial or Collector roads, and shall
not be located mid-block
within a residential area;
vii. the use
shall be subject to a zoning amendment, in accordance with Section 6.4.2 of this Plan; and
viii. the use shall be subject to site plan control, in accordance with the policies of Section 6.4.6 of this
Plan."
Jonathan

28-Aug- 17
From: Garth McGill

6-Sep-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Cc: Alex and Rani Tolton, Anne Clapperton, Patti Whyte, Dan Dauphinais, Michael Wright

Cc: Dayna Golledge, Andrew McGinnis

Re: Aug 4, 2017 response

Re: Aug 4, 2017 response

Hi Jonathon, the phrase "Site Plan review process' appears some 10 t imes in your Aug 4, 2017, response to our CPH Feb 8,
2016 list of concerns. I would like to understand this process better and perhaps you could achieve this by providing some
insight:

Good Afternoon Garth, Please accept this e-mail in reply to your e-mail of Monday, August 28, 2017 8:56
AM, concerning the Site Plan Process, as shown below.
As background, the Official Plan for the City of Brockville, Section 1, subsection 1.5.1 TERMS USED IN
OUR PLAN, defines Site Plan Control as follows:
"Site Plan Control
means a process which requires the preparation of detailed site specific development plans, and
enables the review of such matters as building location and massing, access, outdoor storage, amenity
space, walkways, landscaping, loading and parking facilities, accessibility, lighting, grading, sustainable
design elements, and architectural and urban design elements. Site Plan Control can only be used to
establish on-site physical conditions such as setbacks and layout as well as road widening and
intersection improvement."
The following answers are in order of your questions:

1. In layman terms can you describe the reason and the process of the "Site Plan Process"?

Reason: Site Plan Control is a tool that is used by the City to ensure that land development is designed
appropriately, safe, functional and minimizes potential impacts on neighbouring properties. It also
ensures compliance with Official Plan policies, Zoning By-law 050-2014, as amended, zone provisions
and includes circulation for review and comment to a range of City Departments and outside Agencies.
Process: The City of Brockville Site Plan Process may be viewed at the following link:
https://brockville.com/index.cfm 71D=477

2. In terms of the by-law OP/ZBL amendments, what is the proposed timeline of the city to conduct the "Site plan process"? The Sit e Plan Process for a new development in the proposed employment lands area would be
Will it normally conclude before the council approves the amendments or after?
undertaken following endorsement by Council of the various amendments to the Zoning and Official
Plan Amendments and closure of the appeal period as set out under the Planning Act. Development
cannot proceed without complying with the applicable Zoning provisions and Official Plan policies on
thP l;inrl< fnr thP nrnnn<Prl ll<P.

3. From the OP 6.4.6-5 "The City may require consu ltation with neighbouring landowners or a public meeting, when
considering applications for site plan approval, where applicable". Is it the Intention of the city to hold a public meeting
with respect to the above?

As stated at the Public Open House, Site Plan Applications are only heard at the Council level should a
Councillor ask for the application to be brought to their table. Otherwise, the Chief Planning Officer has
delegated authority for review and approval.
Upon receipt in the Planning Department of an application for Site Plan Approval, a notification of
receipt of an application and a description of the proposed development for information to Council is
prepared by the Planning Department. Upon review, Council may direct the Planning Department to
consult with neighbouring landowners or hold a public meeting as part of the Site Plan process.

4. Who produces and approves the site plan? (for this project)

See above 113. There is no special status for development of the employment lands in terms of site plan
approval. The entire City is subject to Site Plan Control as per Policy 6.4.6 SITE PLAN CONTROL which
states, in part, that " 6.4.6 SITE PLAN CONTROL It shall be a policy of the City that: 1. Subject to the
policies of this Plan, the site plan control area shall apply to the entire City."

5. Why are there so many items being deferred by use of this term when they could be answered now?

Regards, Garth McGill, CPH Chair

Site Plan Control is an in-depth review by various agencies and departments and is geared towards the
specific use/development being proposed.
Jonathan

6-Sep-17

6-Sep-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Wright Consulting correspondence and attachments

Cc: Dayna Golledge, Andrew McGinnis
Re: Wright Consulting correspondence and attachments

Hi Jonathon, I am wondering if you might be able to re-produce your August 16, 2017, Jetter to Michael Wright in digital form. Good Morning Garth,
The "Pipeline Safety in your Community" and "Pipeline Damage Prevention" I assume are accessible on line. We are trying to See attached e-ma.il and attachments to Mr. Wright.
make sure our membership is kept up to date with all of the correspondence as possible. Thanks, Garth McGill
Jonathan

§J
Reply to Wright Consulting 16 August 2017.pdf

§J
Michael Wright May 2 2017.pdf

10-Sep-17

10-Sep-17
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill, Sandra MacDonald

Re: request

Re: request

Hi Jonathon, could you please send me individually two emails from MTO; 1)-dated May 29, 2017 and 2)-dated April 20, 2017. Good Afternoon, Garth, By copy of this e-mail, I have asked Sandra MacDona ld to forward you the
excerpts dealing with the MTO from the FOi provided to Rani Tolton.
Both are addressed to you from Steve Kapusta. Both of the above are included in Sandra Macdonald's 27 pages offoi we
received, but we would like to circulate the MTO comments only for simplification. Thanks, Garth McGill

12-Sep-17
From: Sandra MacDonald
To: Garth McGill, Jonathan Faurschou
Re: request
Good Afternoon, Garth, Please find the information as requested. Regards, Sandi

m

2017 08 Material_Redacted McGill.pdf

13-Sep-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: request

Good morning Jonathon, while this aspect of the development may seem somewhat inconsequential, I believe that in reality
the majority of the land being removed is coniferous plantations would be seen to be not fully truthful which could be
revealed in the event of land clearing or if one was to do Intensive ground t ruthing. I am basing my observations from years of
logging on our former property in the general vicinity. Topic closed.
Regards, Garth McGill

Report as ot 15 September 2017

CPH - CITIZENS FOR PROGRESS WITHOUT HARDHIP

10-Apr-17
The Citizens for Progress without Hardship (CPH) have
released their concerns and submitted to the City of
Brockville officials on February 25, 2016. The CPH is hoping
this list will serve as a foundation for discussions as the
project moves forward. Well water quality and quantity and
natural resources t op the list.

City Concerns (Presented to CPH on Sept 9, 2015)

1. Environment

CPH Comments

CPH Concerns (Feb 8, 2016)

RESPONSE (4 August 2017)

1.1- Hydrological impact study on local wells from potential loss of aquifers.

The Draft policies forthe OPA includes a policy "4.7.4.4.2 General Land Use Policies" which reads
as follows:" "It shall be the policy of the City that: f. Prior t o development occurring, a
hydrogeological study shall be prepared to determine groundwater sensitivity and vulnerability and
ensure that there are no impacts t o quality and quantity of groundwater."

Well water quantity/quality and structural integrity vulnerable from Business Park during
construction and following years.

In addition, the City has retained Golder Associates, a qualified firm, to undertake a
Hydrogeological Study to development to determine groundwater flows and pot ential impact on
existing recorded private wells (based on well MOECC well data within 200 metres of the perimeter
of the Brockvllle Employment Lands.
1.2- Should studies indicate major Impact, municipal water supply should be considered.
1.3- Comprehensive Well Protection Policy, including replacement in case of well failure, including semi- annual water level
monitoring.
1.4- Residential well survey to verify well locations, depths, water levels to establish pre-construction conditions.
1.S - Should impact occur to a well, ongoing temporary supply to be provided.
1.6- Well replacement policy from blasting vibration damages.
1.7- Potential septic impact study from blasting and construction from adjacent business park.

This situation shall be investieated and addressed should it occur.
This situation shall be investigated and addressed should it occur.
This information is available from MOECC well data for all wells registered with the Province.
htt11s:{Lwww.ontario.ca[environment-and-enen<v/ma11-well-records
This situation shall be investigated and addressed should it occur.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law t o address such items.

1.8- Independent septic systems assessments prior to construction.

At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.

1.9-Septic system replacement policy.

This situation shall be investigated and addressed should it occur.
The Brockville Employment Lands Environmental Impact Study addresses the Significant Woodland
policies. See htt11:liwww.brockville.com[UQloadedFilesLA1111endix%20B%20-

Residential septic systems vulnerability from blasting during construction
1.10- City of Brockville subject to same OP standards.(See Addendum, items 3 & 4)

%20Environmental%201mQact%20Statement.Qdf.
1.11- Proponent funded peer EIS on Business Park and adjacent lands.
This matter of a Peer review of the EIS was considered under Report 2017-022-02 and was
determined not to be warranted. See httgs:l[brockville.com[index.cfm?ID=987 for the report.
Natural Resources
1.12- Respect OP-3.6.7, Items 4/5/6-Environmental Impact Study and Policies. (See Addendum #S)

.

An EIS study was completed and is available at the following link:
httQs:{Lbrockville.combndex.cfm?ID=987 The proposed OP Policies and Zone provisions address
the findings, a 36m setback has been added to the zoning requirements. The Brockville OPA
policies take into account the EIS as well.

Significant Woodlands in Business Park

In addition, the Golder EIS Report states "Golder is of the opinion that removal of th ese portions
(approximately 5.1 ha.) of the significant woodland will not have a negative impact on the
significant woodlands as a wheel. .." The area is identified on Figure 4 of the Report.

.

1.13-CRCA 30 metre set back screening area per OP Schedule 3, plus other wetland setbacks as identified and submitted to CRCA.
CRCA watershed set backs
1.14- Pre-blast survey's completed on all adjacent residences with private wells and septics.

Residential foundations and interior plaster damages from blasting. Some houses may be sitting
on same rock being blasted or clo se to it.

1.15- Visual inspection of foundations prior to any blasting.
1.16- Follow safe blasting procedures, monitor and record vibrations at pre assigned locations.
1.17- Follow all blasting rules and city by-laws.
1.18- Predetermine blasting damages limits and liability.
1.19- Homeowner involvement

The CRCA screening area as addressed in the EIS. Furthermore, any work in and around the
screening area is required to be circulated for comment to the CRCA under the Site Plan review
process.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
Citv has a blastin• Bv-law to address such items.
At this t ime, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.
At this time, blasting is not indicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.
At this time, blasting is not i ndicated. However, should blasting be required for development, the
City has a blasting By-law to address such items.

1.20- Respect OP 4.3.3, Sec, 4 iii. Neighbourhood commercial Uses within the neighbourhood Area. (See Addendum)
The proposed Employment Lands are not intended for neighbourhood commercial uses. There are
no lands designated as " Neighbourhood Area" In the vicinity of the propose Employment Lands.

Environmental Stewardshi p
1.21- Responsible environmental stewardship of lands, endangered/threatened species and old growth forests.

2. Stormwater Management
Stormwater management design is critical for residents with wells as it must manage flood control
runoff, preserve wetlands integrity and prevent aquifer pollution from, i.e. road salt/ parking Jot
contamination.

2.1- Meet/exceed CRCA requirements' for flood control and wetlands reserve.

2.2· Meet/exceeds Ministry planning and design criteria.

See above.

2.3- Hydrogea!ocial studies required including test wells to better understand groundwater movement in proposed business

Policies are proposed to be added to the OPA;
"4. 7.4.4.2. a. prior to development occurring, a hydrogeological study shall be prepared to
determine groundwater sensitivity and vulnerability and ensure that there are no impacts to
quality and quantity of groundwater." See above in regard to hydrogeological studies.

park and its relationship to local residential wells.
Shallow soils and rock outcroppings In Business Park may restrict construction of stormwater
ponds.

2.4- Risk assessment of storm water management systems causing contamination {i.e., salt) on localized aquifers.
2.5-Annual residential well testing for potential contaminates from business park.

3. Threatened or Endangered Species

Natural Heritage considerations may constrain business park development in certain areas.

Butternut Trees
3.1- Number and locations of all butternut trees by qualified arborlst.
3.2- Qualified butternut assessor to conduct assessment on tree health.
3.3- Follow MNR replacement plantings ratios and select location.

Natural Heritage Information Center (NHIC) has identified various bird species to be at risk in
Business Park area.

Business Park identified as habitat for species listed as Special Concern.

Business Park identified as habitat for species listed as Special Concern (Continued)

Endangered & Threatened Species

A major issue is getting LCV's (Long Combination Vehicles) and other large truck units off 401 via
North Augusta Rd to Business Park. Potential transportation, Warehousing and wholesale trade
sectors will seek direct routes off 401.

Business Park development will mean noise generation from Commercial or Industrial type of

See above SWM.
Development must adhere to requirements of EIS and proposed policies in OPA.

Butternut assessment was completed by a qualified professional and results included in the EIS.
See above.
Butternut are subject to review and approvals as set out under applicable MNRF protocol.
Results are identified in the Golder EIS Report

3.4- Follow MNR recommendations to conduct Ecological Site Assessment to determine species and species habitat in Business

See Golder EIS Report.
See Golder EIS Report.

3.6- Create new habitat or enhance existing habitat for Eastern Meadowlark, Bobolink and Whip Poor Will if required.

See Golder EIS Report.

3.7-Fol!ow and conform to Endangered Species Act, 2007.
3.8- Respect OP-3.6.S,# lS requirements: if habitat identified in area, an Environmental Impact Study (EIA) shall be required for all
development within 120 metres of land adjacent to areas identified as Significant Habitat Endangered Species, Threatened Species
& Special Concern Species.(See Addendum# 3)
3.9-Respect Op-3.6.S ltems2S/27/28, Minimizing our Impact on the Environment. (See Addendum 1#4)
3.10~ Follow M NR recommendations to conduct Ecological Site Assessment to determine species and species habitat in Business

See Golder EIS Report.
See Golder EIS Report.

See Golder EIS Report.
See Golder EIS Report.
See Golder EIS Report.
The City of Brockville Operations Department ls in discussion with MTO and BTE to address traffic

4.1- The 1991 City of Brockville Traffic Study needs updating to meet logistical needs of potential truck traffic.

flow, volume and LCV requirements.

4.2- Safety of pedestrians, cyclists and drivers is vitally important.

Agreed.
Various lands are currently zoned and developed to accommodate food, fuel and overnight
accommodation in and around the 401/Stewart Boulevard intersection.

4.3- Servicing increased truckers demands for food and fuel. How7 Where?
5. Noise Attenuation

See above SWM.

Park.
3.S- Establish Safe Harbour Sites for endangered and threatened species if required.

Park.
3.11-Species of Special Concern, Golden Warbler, Common Nighthawk.
4. Traffic {Parkedale/Stewart/401 Interchange)

SWM is a assessed under Site Plan review. The SWM plan is reviewed internally and by the City
and CRCA to ensure stormwater quality and quality control standards. SWM must be managed onsite, in accordance with the policies of Brockvi!le OPA.
a. The City shall require the
use of on-site stormwater management facilities for new developments, where appropriate, to
mitigate development impacts on stormwater quantity and quality downstream.

S.1-Respect Op 4.3.3, Sec 4iii. (See Addendum 116)

businesses

Any development must meetthe MOECC requirements D-series guidelines. These guidelines are
httns:/lwww.ontario.ca/naue Idlisted below.
6-comgatibility-between-industrial-facilities
httgs:Llwww.ontario.caLgageLenvironmentaHand-use-glanning-guides
httgs:Llwww.ontario.caLgageLd-6-1-industrial-categorization-criteria
httgs:Llwww.ontario.caLgageLd-6-3-segaration-distances

Other Sensory Concerns
. Odour (Industrial)
I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that
has been placed on the website.

. Visual

S.1- Ensure that applicable sound level criteria are approved by the MOE.

See above for D-series guidelines.

5.2· Noise impact studies are completed.

See above for 0-series guidelines.
Access to the proposed Employment Lands will be restricted to Parkedale Aveng and Stewart
Boulevard, both of which are classified as Arterial Roads under the OP.
Specific Requirements have been put in OPA and ZBLA to mitigate visual impacts - landscaping and

5.3- By-laws in place to establish truck routes and avoid roads in residential areas.
5.4- Install noise attenuation measures i.e., berms around Business Park for residences in immediate area of Business Park in
consultation with residents.

. Dust Control

5.5- Plant/Maintain a minimum 30 meter green belt mixed growth forest around Proposed Business Park.

buffering.
See above for D-series guidelines. In addition, the proposed ZBLA establishes minimum setbacks
and nlantine strins. Review is undertaken during the Site Plan review nrocess.

S.6- Zoning classification to restrict manufacturing types.

The proposed ZBLA section 7.3.2.S E2-S Zone establishes permitted uses.

5.7- MOE Air Quality standards.

See above for D-series guidelines.
Tne proposeo ZBLA estam1snes mm1mum sett.lacks ano p1antmg strips aOJacent to residential uses.
In addition, tree species have been identified as Spruce, Lombardy Poplar and Norway Maple, all of
which will exceed 3 mat maturity and exhibit strong growth patterns. Review is undertaken during

S.8- Residential buffer zone with minimum 3 metre trees in height.

5.9- Berm construction design in consultation with residents.
S.10- Maximum building height limits by-law.

the Site Plan review process.
See above for D-series guidelines. The need for berm construction will be addressed at Site Plan
review to determine if a berm is required. Please note that a berm will require significant
disturbance to existirnr flora.
The proposed ZBLA establishes a maximum building height of 20 m.

S.11- Control dust during construction periods
6. Trans Northern Pipeline
Safety will be major issue with this 50+year old pipeline, especially any blasting operations.
7. Landfill Site

Landfill and lagoon area

6.1- Ensure community well being and safety by pipeline involvement in keeping with al!regulations and legal regulations particular
blasting.
7.1- Maintain SOO meter buffer zone integrity.

All development on or near pipelines is subject to review and comment by the applicable pipeline
agency. All development proposals shall be circulated to the pipelines for comment under the Site
Plan review process.
The City is currently working with the Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change to reduce
this "buffer", which is reasonable given the length of time the landfill site has been closed.

8. Archaeology

Stage 1 Background Study completed December 5, 2013

8.1- Stage 2 Archaeological Study to be completed.

8.2- Determine if any cultural heritage values exist in Business Park.

See above for Archaeological Assessment Report.

9. Servicing {Water/Sewer/Gas/Hydro)

Servicing should only proceed when all other issues resolved

9.1- Servicing should only proceed when all other issues resolved

Servicing details are reviewed under Site Plan review process.

Additional CPH Comments, Feb 15, 2016

Additional CPH Concerns, Feb 15, 2016

Financial Impacts

a) Property protection policy for devalued residential homes.

Property Value

b) Compensation for increases due to residential insurance or tax increases.

An Archaeological Study was completed and no cultural heritage resources were found. See
htt1:1s:l{brockville.comLindex.cfm?ID=987

Insurance Costs
Taxes
Llfestyle

c) Priceless

Negative impacts on Quality of life
Loss of privacy
Loss of rural living
Loss of enjoyment of use of property
Unknown threats/impacts/use of lands/access

d) Open and transparent communication and consultation with residents now and the future In keeping with the Municipal
Transparency Act.

The City has endorsed an expanded review process wherein the various Reports concerning the
subject applications have been presented at meetings which are open to the Public, including
Council Meetings and EDP Committee Meetings. In addition, an Open House was hosted by the
City and a Public Meeting, as required under the Planning Act has been held.
In addition, the City has endeavored to provide documentation, at no charge, in both paper format
and posted on the City website, to the Public and to have an open door policy for the Public to ask
for clarification and information concerning the Brockville Employment Lands. The Planning
Department has also circulated Information, Agendas and Reports to all of those members of the
Public who have provided contact information. In the case of the applicant failing to provide an email address, packages were hand delivered to local addresses to ensure receipt prior to the
various meetings.

Transparency/Collaboration

e) The city assured taxpayers, following the asphalt plant incident that there would be transparency and public consultation prior
to anynew proposals with respect to land development.

See above - Transparency.

Project Financial Viability. Taxpayers deserve to know the short term and long term costs and
revenues.

f) Respect OP 6.3.1 Item 4 v, Amendments to the Official Plan (See Addendum #7)

An Employment Lands Financial Impact Assessment Study was completed and is available at the
foltowin" link: httns:lfbrockville.comlindex.cfm?!D=987
An Employment Lands Financial Impact Assessment was undertaken and may be viewed at the
following link: htt~s:LLbrockville.comLindex.cfm?ID=987

g) Complete financial impact study on the City, along with total capital investment projection and 20 year revenue and expense
cash flows.

From Anne Clapperton

Jon, to be put on the record, here are the CPH notes of the April 15th Open House.
b.
The presentation is attached. Rather than reiterating this information the rest of the notes
will focus on the Q&As.
c.
Bender noted that above and beyond regulated requirements, the draft Secondary Plan
proposes additional setbacks, screening, etc. to help mitigate impacts of development on
residents.
d.

5

Questions asked during presentation are included in Annex 1 below.

Q&A-The meeting was then opened up to Q&A. Requested that people also submit comments in
writing. After May 2nd can still submit comments for city consideration until final secondary plan
put before Council.
a.

6. Adjournment

Detail of the Q&As are below in Annex 1.

a. The Chair stated that there would be the EDP meeting on May 2nd at City Hall where oral and
written presentations could be presented. Also, any questions and comments should be submitted
to Jon Faurschou and they would be responded to as soon as possible.

b. Committee will respond to public questions and then back to EDP usually a month later. The
cycle of go back to drawing board or move forward continues until EDP approves.

c.

Once EDP approves, then to City Council for approval.

d. Jon Faurschou adjourned the meeting around 8:30 p.m.

Annex 1
April 5, 2017 Open House, Memorial Centre
Questions and Answers

Question
1. Dave-Wells

We've already asked the City questions about any negative impact of the proposed development
on our wells and to date have not had any response, What wHJ the City do to compensate
residents should something happen to our water supply resulting from the development?

Answer
The City's Intent is to do a groundwater study to ensure what impacts, if any. There are 'protocols' in place for the City to address
a situation should the wells be affected negatively. Suggest you submit in writing and/or ask at a future Council meeting to get a
response.

Bender-we don't need to accommodate LCVs to move forward with development. Everybody looking for large lots do not need
2. Garth-LCVs
LCVs.
My Impression is that lCVs could not get access to the NW area via Stewart Blvd. interchange
without modifications to 401 accesses. The proposed amendment as is basically shows that they
can get in but not out if going eastbound. Three exits could be modified but problem there is still a
problem should LCVs want to enter 401 and go eastbound. This would be rather costly.
Therefore, misleading to say access could be accommodated.

3. Garth - Cornwall vs Brockvi!le
Why should we aim at same target market? Cornwall is more competitive and has the ability to
serve their needs better- more land, reduced costs, ready to go, lower hydro rates and more cost
effectively. How can consultants recommend this target market to Brockvi!le?

4. Garth- Sign at Broome Park- 80acres available!?
At Broome Park, there ls a sign that 80 acres of !and are still available. If so, what's the hurry with
this land? Also, given the lagoons are still not on Board, the land mass is not confirmed.

Consultants were asked to look at this area by the City

The consultant did not really know about the acreage but understood from the City that It is piecemeal vacant !ands with no large
lots and that there are ownership issues. The NW Quadrant study was originally triggered by someone "knocking at the door".

5. Garth - N/W as 'easy to develop'?
The consultant has not walked the land. The NW lands are owned by the City and this is driving the study.
The consultant was asked if he had ever walked the land. Garth then spoke to the land's
geography and topography. The NW area compared to Broome industrial park {originally class 1 or
2 farmland and levelled) is raw, bedrock, 40+ acres undevelopab!e, has Grant's creek, significant
wildlife habitat that needs to be replaced and established before starting development, etc. What
is the city's timeline to get everything done before development can proceed?

6. Garth - Warbler Habitat
What is the com ensation relocation strate

The strategy has to happen between City and Golder
for the warbler habitat?

7, Garth - Financial Projections (slide referencing 8 to 11 Min 25 years) Does this include the 46
acres classified as undevelopable? ls that cost {through reduction of acreage, increased cost per
acre) going to be added to costs of project or delegated to some balance sheet account?
Since these projections are based on 100% sales within two years, will you provide 2 additional
projections:
1. To apply to the financial analysis, the sale of land that follows same historical sales trends as
Broome
• Broome was started about 25 years ago
• Stlll 80 available acres
• How can we possibly reach the projected numbers as proposed?

When original estimates done, it included all the lands, But the numbers presented tonight only include the lands identified as
developable.
Bender asked Garth to submit questions to the City and the City can decide if they want to instruct MMM to do this. The
consultants would also require the city to provide them with the data to undertake such an analysis.

2. How many years will it take to break even if we reference the same trend?
Garth also requested that the projections/analysis be explained in terms that people can readily
understand. The financial viability is not looking as rosy as suggested in the presentation. It will be
very expensive to develop given the geography/topography of the area {bedrock, raw land,
wetlands, 37 acres to rehabilitate, lagoons, etc.}.

8. Robert- Costs
What are the infrastructure, carrying costs, costs of sales, legal costs or other related to
development sale etc. The City has ta ken on the role of developer and needs to act as such and use real numbers.

Bender stated he can get a better answer from a colleague. He Understood that these costs were put in as a lump sum as an
assumption. The consultant said to send question to City.

9. Veenstra
Where is the 'party' that was interested in the land and walked away? This whole project is no
longer feasible. Why are they not here addressing us- would help explain. Said there is no longer a
need for this land; maybe years ago, too late I

Bender replied that there still an immediate need for 20 hectares.
Numbers re demand have changed. Official plans need to evolve and be updated every 5 years. There is new legislation and it
needs to be determined where city fits into that. Need to have discussion with city to make sure responding to current trends and
not those in 2008.
Businesses need larger lots. Demand coming from urban centres where land is too expensive and companies are looking to
relocate along transportation corridors.

10. Rani Old Data
Asked why this 'urgent' need was based on 2006 data - makes no sense
In 2013 City asked MOECC to reduce 500 metre landfill buffer which was kept
from public. The actions and forecasts are inconsistent. More a question of transparency,

Consultant was not able to answer questions and responded that need to ask these questions to the City.

l1. Ron z _ 'Urgent Need'

It was suggested that the consultant had been told that the City has had a number of inquiries, but nothing specific. Needs

have

Is there another potential client knocking at the door, i.e. the current urgent need for 20 hectares? been based on information from the City.

12. Patti -Available land in Brockville

Bender could not speak to this but each municipality is required to have land available (provincial requirement), The consultants

There is land being advertised on the City website which references approx. 100 acres, 20 acres
owned b Cit remainder b Elizabethtown. Wh hasn't this been considered?

were asked to look specifically at the NW quadrant lands.

~~· "am - uala ""ppies anu uranges
Bender said to submit question to the city
Sometimes the data used just Brockvi!le as the basis; other times report groups populations of
Elizabethtown and Augusta etc. into Brockville. Inconsistent use of data in arriving at conclusions
makes the conclusions not
valid!

14. Anne - re property taxes and user fees to get land 'shovel ready'
Whose property taxes? Brockvl!le residents?

Bender said no residential property taxes would be used. It is the developers' property taxes through the development of the
lands, not from residences. City can front end costs from other sources but in end from the developed land property taxes.

Is Bender replied that it's up to the city to either do this upfront or give to the developer. Either can do groundwater study.
it the City's or the industrial/commercial developer's responsibility to ensure there is no impact

:15. Garth- slide referencing 'no Impact to ground water'
1to

ground water resulting from development of the NW quadrant?

Iif city is aiming for certified land, does the groundwater study not need to be done first?
The majority of city residents don't have fears of unsafe water vs those in area of proposed
industrial development who are on wells. We think about our water. We have concerns about
potential parking lots where salt can run off and get into the water supply; and destruction of tree
cover resulting in water run off not getting into aquifer; how will all of this impact MY WELL?
We've been told no city water,

IBender- Yes, one would assume. For certified development parcel, the City should do it.
Bender- not requirements of the study we undertook for the City but before development groundwater study needs to be done.

ever because of costs. Will the City assure us of a well protection

oolicv?
Garth reminded the city we sent 25 items to their attention in 2015 and #1 on the list was our
water. Yet we see no references seen to this list.

Jonathan said he has not seen the concerns list and asked Garth to resend. The City is now looking at groundwater study, There is
concern about quantity and quality of runoff and this requires in-depth studies,

Why was this not addressed in the secondary report?
The ground water study 1s JUSt one stage -developers st11! have to meet requirements/storm
water run off plan.

Will the City/ JF will commit to working with our group on this issue including a peer review?

Jon F asked Garth to send him questions and he will try to get answers. And will make sure questions also in Environmental
Services Department files who take care of water and sewage.

16. Anne- for the site plan we have no input

Bender spoke to the rezoning as being very important.

Is my understanding correct that once Council has approved the Secondary Plan and Rezoning,
there will be no public consultations for specific companies purchasing and developing the lands
e.". asnhalt "lant?
McGinnis - Once rezoning is ln place, and If developer passes City's basic assessment, matches requirements under zoning bylaw,
goes to organizations for review {MOECC, CRCA), then staff approves development requests. Any requests will go to public unless
a City Councillor puts it forward to a {public) meeting? Need to make sure everything is covered now.

17. Patti- Rerouting the Creek
In the context of the quality of the water, in one of the articles there is reference to
relocating/rerouting the creek. How can this be good for the quality of the aquifers for the water
1 nrovided to our wells?

18. Rani-TSC 2005 and Quality of Water
In the issue of the proposed TSC having an entrance off Victoria Rd, the City
{Peter Raabe) had a document stating this would affect the wells on Victoria Rd. However,
through a request to the City, it was determined that the official files had been shredded since
their retention period had passed. Given the TSC conclusion, why is it not expected that this
development would not also have a negative impact on the Victoria Rd. wells?
It was suggested that Mr. Raabe be asked for the document as it could be in his personal files.

CRCA and MOECC should be representing the public In this. They say if you take water off site it has to go somewhere and not
back to site. They require you to take care of this. Referring to map showed where there was potential for recanalization of the
creek in three areas.

John F. said there wlll be no access from Victoria Rd as it is not designed for such traffic as is Stewart Blvd. There Is planned work
for widening Stewart Blvd and bringing in more services {Veenstra Interest) which is coming up soon. Without the referenced
Raabe document saying that the proposed TSC development would negatively impact Victoria Rd. water supply, Jon F. could not
comment further.

I

19. Patti -Advertising of Meetings
For tonight's meeting, there was only on notice in the March 9 R&T. This development is
important enough that all Brockvil!e residents need to be informed about the meetings and have
the opportunity to understand what is going on in their City. Right now, people who will be
impacted by this development do not know about it.

Jon F stated that the City is putting an ad in tomorrow's paper about the May 2nd meeting. The City also posts a notice on their
website and apparently has a notice on the building when such meetings are held. Any residents within 400 metre proximity of the
development and those who have been asked to be informed of meeting are so advised. The City is not in the habit of informing
residents by mass mail. There are also signs but on the properties for rezoning. The Crty has done all that is required by Statutes
and in addition has held this Open House.

Report as at 15 September 2017

ANNE CLAPPERTON

4-Aug-17

21-Apr-17
From: Anne Clapperton

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou; Andrew McGinnis

To: Ann Clapperton; Garth McGill

Re: Secondary Plan and Rezoning Questions for the Record

CC: Dayna Golledge

Following the April 5th, 2017 Open House, here are some questious to be put on record and for which I am seeking specific

Re: Secondary Plan and Rezoning Questions for the Record
Good Afternoon Ms. Clapperton and Mr. McGill,
Please
accept this e-mail in reply to you r questions provided to the Planning Department following the 05
April 2017 Open House.

answers .

Th e Director of Corporate Services has confirmed that fu nds for purchasing of land is approved
through the City budget process. The cost for a specific development is typically the responsibility
of the developer under the Site Plan Control process.
Th e portion of the Financial Analysis which you have referenced identifies several alternatives
which may be used to fund infrastructure and municipal servicing Needs. Specifically, Section 2.2
Revenue Tools, states the following:
"2.2 Revenue Tools
Several tools
are available to the City which can be used to f und infrastructure and municipal servicing needs.
These include: development charges and impost fees (and related reserve fund); front-ending and
cost-s haring arrangements and conditions of approval; local improvement charges and taxincrement financing; debt financing; property taxes; and user fees."
Each method is discussed in the Employment Lands Financial Impact Assessment Report under subsections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, and 2.2.6,
Section 2.3-Preliminary Screening addresses the va rious approaches.
Section 4.0-Conclusions and Recommendations, st ates the following "Based on preliminary
screening of potential revenue tools, it is recommended that the City make use of property taxes
and user fees to finance infrastructure spending, as these are the most appropriate revenue tools,
given that they are self-raised and more easily implemented".

2. Should the rezoning bylaw pass, what then is the process for public consultation? Will the public or at least nearby
residential properties be notified and consulted before the land is sold to any developers? If not required by law, statute or
regulation, will City Council undertake to make sure we are informed before the final purchase/lease of any of these lands.

Should the Official Plan Amendment and the Zoning By-law Amendments be endorsed by City
Council, notification of the decision shall be provided to all those who have registered to receive
information. This includes those who have attended various meetings, including the Open House
of 05 April 2017 and the Public Meeting under the Planning Act held on 02 May 2017 and those
who
have
provided
contact
information
to
the
City.
The sale of City lands is the responsibility of the City Clerk, Ms. Sandra MacDonald (613-342-8772,
ext. 4461 and smacdonald@brockville.com ).

3. At the Open House, several times there was reference to the immediate need for 20 hectares. This suggests that there
is/are potential buyers. Who and/or specifically what type of business are these "knocks on the door" com ing from?

Th e reference to demand for development lands was based on findings of the various Background
Reports. In particular, the Employment Lands Review (https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987)
Please contact Mr. Rob Nolan, Director of Economic Development at 613-342-8772, ext. 4445 or
rnolan@brockville.com to discuss Economic Development matters, including potential buyers.

4.
At the December 13, 2016 City Council meeting, the official minutes state that it was decided "THAT the documents be The Draft Official Plan Amendment and the Draft Zoning By-law amendment, in addition to all local improvement charges and tax-increment financing;
provided to the Ministry of Municipal Affairs for review". Have these documents (draft secondary plan and proposed rezoning studies and reports identified in the City website have been provided to the Ministry of Municipal debt financing; property taxes; and user fees."
bylaw) now been set to MMA for comment and review. Has the City received a response? And if so, what are the specific
Affairs/ Ministry of Housing for review, circulation and discussion.
comments and recommendations?
5.
Before rezoning and after renzoning, the City needs to submit vations reports to vaiious Ministries for review. Which
Ministries recommendations are binding and which are not, i.e. just suggested recommendations? Is there a difference

Th e City of Brockville is the approval authority for Amendments to the Official Plan and for Ea ch method is discussed in the Employment Lands
Amendments to the Zoning By-law. The Planning Act sets out the procedures associated with Financial Impact Assessment Report under sub-sections

between before and after rezoning? If so, specifically what is it?

processing an Application for amendment to Zoning By-laws. The process is described in the 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, and 2.2.6,
following "Citizens' Guides to Land-use Planning": http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page338.aspx
All comments received, rega rdless of sou rce, are reviewed and taken into consideration by the
City. Comments from Ministries which identify requirements under applicable law must be acted
upon.
Section 2.3-Preliminary Screening addresses the various
approaches.

6.
Is the City still going forth with a request to the Province to have the land certified as "shovel ready". I am not sure of the
exact tenninology but you know what I mean. Has the City submitted such an application? Will the City make this application
available and when? If submitted, has any response been received and if so exactly what? Can you please provide me with
exactly what iriformation is required for such certification?

The City of Brockville has not made application to-date for participation in the "Investment Ready
Certified Site Program". Mr. Rob Nolan, Director of Economic Development at 342-8772, ext. 4445
or rnolan@brockville.com is the City contact for this program. On 27 July 2017, Mr. Nolan provided
you with the following information:
"Hi Anne, The Investment Ready Certified Site Program is a Provincial program that assists
industrial property owner to market their property to global decision-makers. The certified site
designation is issued to properties that have successfully completed a set of program requirements
to demonstrate that the property is primed for development and ready for investment. This is
attractive to potential investors and site selectors because it provides important background
information on the site's availability, utilities, t ransportation access and environmental records;
an d encourages faster site selection decisions. Below is the link to the program website:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/get-investm ent-rea dy-certifi ed-site-d esign ation-you r-industrialp roperty#secti on-3
In terms of the employment lands in the northwest of Brockville and your specific questions.

1.
The cu rrent round of intake for the program begins on August 1. We are going to be
holding pre-consultation meetings with the provincial staff in early August. We have not
completed an application form so there is nothing to circulate.
2.
Part of the consultation process will identify the studies and surveys that wil l need to be
completed for the certification.
3.
Once an application is submitted and the site has been approved by Ministry staff the
applicant will have 2 years to complete all of the requirements for certification . Once a site is
certified it retains this status for 4 years or until the site is sold or leased.
I hope that answers your questions.
Regards
Rob"

The Citizens for Progress with Hardship (CPI -I) has previously and recently resubmitted its list of concerns. Will you
7.
please respond to each and evely one of these issues specifically.

The above-noted list of concerns is under review.

Thanking you in advance and looking forward to your response, Can you please confom receipt of this email and inclusion for
May 2nd, 2017 EDP meeting.

The above-noted comments were included in Report 2017-050-05. The Report and agenda were
provided as per the Pl anning Act.

Anne Clapperton, CPH Secretary

27-Jul-17

26-Jul- 17
From: Anne Clapperton

From: Jonathan Faurschou

Section 4.0-Conclusions and Recommendations, states the
following "Based on preliminary screening of potential
revenue tools, it is recommended that the City make use of
property taxes and user fees to finance infrastructure
spending, as these are the most appropriate revenue tools,
given that they are self-raised and more easily
implemented".

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Anne Clapperton, Robert Nolan

Re: Investment Ready: Certified Site Program

Re: Investment Ready: Certified Site Program

Jon, the following are several questions related to the Investment Ready: Certified Site Program for the Proposed Northwest
Development:

Good Morning, Anne, By copy of this e-mail, I have forwarded your inquiry regarding the
Investment Ready: Certified Site Program to Robert Nolan, Director of Economic Development, at
613-342-8772 x4445 or rnolan@brockville.com

27-Jul-17
From: Robert Nolan
To: Anne Clapperton, Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Investment Ready: Certified Site Program
Hi Anne, The Investment Ready Certified Site program is a Provincial program that assists industrial
property owners to market their property to global decision-makers. The certified site designation
is issued to properties that have successfully completed a set of program requirements to
demonstrate that the property is primed for development and ready for investment. This is
attractive to potential investors and site selectors because it provides important background
information on the site's availability, utilities, transportation access and environ mental records;
and encourages faster site slection decisions. Below is a link to the program website:
https://www.ontario.ca/page/get-investment-ready-certified-site-designation-your-industrialproperty#section-3

In terms of the employm ent lands in the northwest of Brockville and your specific questions.
1. Has Brockville started this process and submitted an application form? If yes, w ill you provide me with a copy.

1. The current round of intake for the program begins on August 1. We are going to be holding
apre-consultation meetings with the provincial staff in early August. We have not completed an
application form so there is nothing to circulate.

2. Have all studies, surveys, etc. been completed for site certification? Which studies, surveys, etc. have been submitted?
Which studies/surveys, etc. are yet to be submitted?

2. Part of the consultation process wi ll identify the studies and surveys that will need to be
completed for the certification.

3. What are the timelines related to site certification?

3. Once an application is submitted and the site has been approved by Ministry staff the applicant
will have 2 years to complete all of the requirements for certification. Once a site is certified it
retains this status ofr 4 years or until the site is sold or leased.

Thanking you in advance for your speedy reply,

I hope that answers your questions. Regards, Rob

Anne Clapperton

I would like to tha nk you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.

l

Report as at 15 September 2017

ROBERT CUSHING

23-Jun-17

23-Jun-17

From: Robert Cushing, MNP

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Robert Cushing, MNP

Re: Urban Fabric vs Urban Reserve

Re: Urban Fabric vs Urban Reserve

Jonathan, can you explain to me the difference in these terminologies and what the impact may be if the classification was
changed from urban reserve to urban fabric.

Good Afternoon, Mr. Cushing, Please accept this e-mail in response to your question concerning
"Urban Reserve and Urban Area".

For example, what is urban reserve and what is urban fabric?

The Official Plan for the City of Brockville, 2012, Part "4.10 Urban Reserve Area" describes the
"Urban Reserve Area" as follows: "4.10 URBAN RESERVE AREA The lands designated Urban

Reserve Area are required to accommodate future urban and employment uses outside of this
Plan's horizon and generally include future residential, commercial, employment, institutional,
community-related uses, and parks and open spaces. Lands within the Urban Reserve Area have
been designated through a comprehensive review to be required for future growth and
development but are not considered to be part of the Urban Area. It is recognized that further
planning studies are required to determine the preferred land use, community design,
transportation and servicing policies. ·
The Official Plan for the City of Brockville, 2012, Part "3.2.3 The City's Urban Area" describes the
"Urban Reserve Area" as follows: The Urban Area functions as a focal point for growth,
development and urban activities. It will continue to be the focus of residential, commercial,
employment, office, institutional, entertainment, cultural, recreational and parks and open space
uses. The Urban Area will support opportunities for infill, redevelopment and intensification
through a mix and range of uses appropriate within the community context.
The full text for both sections and for the Official Plan is available for view or download at the
following link: httos://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=298
The change of the Official Plan designation would open the subject lands to potential development
in the forms addressed in the Official Plan and the associated Zone provisions.
Details
addressing the process applicable to the Brockville Employment Lands, including background
studies, Secondary Plan and proposed Official Plan Amendments and Zoning By-law amendments
are available for view or download at the following link: https://brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987

I am available for a telephone call if you think that is easier.

Please contact the Planning Department should you have any questions.

23-Jun-17

23-Jun-17
From: Robert Cushing, MNP

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Robert Cushing, MNP

Re: Urban Fabric vs Urban Reserve

Re: Urban Fabric vs Urban Reserve

Thank you Jon.

Glad to be of assistance.

Robert Cushing

Jonathan

I would like to thank you/ Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.

Report as at 15 September 2017

DAN DAUPHINAIS

6-Apr-17
In office discussion between Dan Dauphinasis and J. Farschou

26-Apr-17
From: Jon Faurschou
To: Dan Dauphinais

Re: J.G. Broome Industrial Park - Vacant Land and Ownership

Re: J.G. Broome Industrial Park - Vacant Land and Ownership

Good Morning, Dan.

Good Morning, Dan.

Please find the updated (2017) map you we discussed on 06 April 2017 has now been updated.

Please find the updated (2017) map you we discussed on 06 April 2017 has now been updated.

The mapping for the J.G. Broome Industrial Park, showing vacant lands and ownership, may be viewed or downloaded at the The mapping for the J.G. Broome Industrial Park, showing vacant lands and ownership, may be
viewed or downloaded at the following link:
following link:
Maps:http://vlp.buzsoftware.com/ brockville2/index. dm?ID=912
Maps: http://vip.buzsoftware.com/ brockville2/index. dm ?10=912
J.G. Broome lndust rial Park, updated mapping:
http://www.brockville.com/ Images/sit epicts/ thumbs/ Images/ maps/JG Broome lndustrialPark.pdf

J.G. Broome lndust rial Park, updated mapping:
http :// www .brockville.com/ images/sit epicts/ thumbs/ Images/ maps/JG Broome
lndustrialPark.pdf

Jonathan

Jonathan

Jonathan Faurschou, MC/P, RPP

Jonathan Faurscl1ou, MCJP, RPP

Planner I {Senior) City of Brockville

Planner I (Senior) City of Brockvil/e

P.O. Box 5000 Brockville, Ontario K6V 7A5

P.O. Box 5000 Brockvi/le, Ontario K6V 7A5

Fax {613) 498-2793

Fax {613) 498-2793
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I would like to thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.
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19-Apr-17
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Greg Bender, WSP
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Re: Message from HINTON WILLIAM (96133425399)

Just letting you know that Bill Hinton called me again yesterday . I wasn't in this office so I was unable to direct him to Bob.

From Greg Bender, WSP, to Jonathan Faurschou
Hi Jonathan, In looking at this further, Mr. Hinton's lands were included in the existing supply
calcu lation, as noted in Section 5 of the Employment Lands Review. We also recommended that his
lands be serviced to accommodate employment uses.

From Jonathan Faurschou to Greg Bender, WSP
Greg, This is what is owned by Bill Hinton:
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The issue is that larger parcels of land were needed to accommodate large users, so additional
lands were needed. Hope this provides some clarity. Greg

Report as at 15 Sep tember 2017

GARTH MCGILL

2-Mar-16
From: Maureen Pascoe Merkley
To: Garth McGill
Re: Concerns list
Good morning, Garth,
I have received your email of Feb. 25 with concerns list. Thank you. I have attached the concerns list to t his email, and am
sharing it with our lead consu ltants from MMM Group and others here at the City who may or may not have received the
information directly from you peviously.
With respect to the status of this project, we are awaiting completion of the traffic study, as well as the Environmental Impact
Study, the latter of which involves field work and assessments conducted in spring and early summer. Both of these studies
are required to inform the Secondary Plan/Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment. Consequently, the
anticipated timing for public consultation on the OPA and ZBLA has to be adjusted accordingly. I do not have a revised
schedule as of yet, but will keep you posted. Our website will also be kept up-to-date with additional information and
schedule once available.
Thank you again.
Best regards,
Maureen
M. Maureen Pascoe Merkley, MCIP, RPP
Director of Planning
City of Brockvllle

2-Mar-16
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Cc: Chris Tyrell; Gregory Bender; Bob Casselman; David Paul; Peter Raabe; Conal Cosgrove; Jon Faurschou;
Andrew McGinnis
Re: Concerns list
Thanks Maureen for your update.

In the spirit of trying to work collaboratively with the development of the business park, lam proposing the CPR to be included
in the development of the Terms of Reference for the EIS (Environment Impact Study} which appears to be underway. Our
hope is for our concerns list to be given credence in the EIS..There are many advantages of involving the CPH prior to and
during the EIS, such as reducing delays and the chances of CPH requests for peer reviews/funding requests of the EIS. Our CPH
advisory committee's hope was the concerns list would form a foundation for discussions with the city. To be involved with
the Ten ns of Reference development would seem to be productive from both sides.

1). Could you provide us with the present EIS-"Terms of Reference" which might form the start of a dialogue?
2)-Might it be useful to bring the MMM lead to Brockville to meet with the CPH and city officials?
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH Chair
cc CPH Members

18-Apr-17
From: Garth McGill
To: Jonathan Faurschou; Alex and Rani Tolton; Anne Clapperton; Patti Whyte; Dan Dauphinais
Re: Concerns list

Hi Jonathon, attached please find Febrnary 25, 2016 Concerns List referred to at the Open House meeting. I have included
with this email the communication with Maureen Pascoe Merkley dated Mar 2, 2016, indicating the Concerns lis t bad been
forwarded to the MMM group as well.
Rega rds, Garth McGill

16-Dec-16
From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Secondary Report

Cc: Greg Bender, MMM and Sandra McDonald
Re: Secondary Report

Hi Jon, I am making my way through t he Dec 2016-Draft Secondary Plan and would like some assistance in understanding a
few items. In the Financial Impact Assessment, page 11, sections 3.2 & 3.2.1.

I would like t o thank you/Lorraine for the information that has been placed on the website.

Section 3.2. l :refers to the City acquiring 5 parcels of land with "all in" cost as provided by the City is assumed to be $2.3
mi llion or approx $12,100 per acre.

Good Morning Mr. McGill,

Please note that t he information pertaining to Employm ent Lands Review Report 2016-159-12, including
all attachments, can now be found on the website at: http://www.brockville.com/index.cfm?ID=987

The following is in answer t o your questions of 21 December 2016, as shown below:

Could you please clarify,

1/ - What and w here are the 5 parcels of property?

1) The 5 parcels noted in the Employment Lands-Financial Impact Assessment Report, are described as
follows:
Legal Description
44184·0151 PT LT 17 Con 2
Elli;ibethtowri PT 3, 28R4097 Sava nnd
except Part t on Plan 28R14507;
erockvllle
44184•0264 PT LTS 14 & 15, Con 2,
Ell~bqthtown, being P~rts l to 'I, 10 &
12 on Pfon 28~·14528; SIT Eilsements
38E8953, 38E6954 & LR242697;
Brol:kvllla
44184·0206 PT LT 15 Con 2
Elizabethtown, as
LR184558; T/W
LR1845S8 : Btocl<vlllc
44184·0265 PT LT 15·16 Con .2
Ellz11bethtown being Part 1 28R6237
except PT l 7.0R9077 ond 28R9636;
Brilckvllle
44184- 0201 PT LT 14 Con 2
Elliabothtown being Part 11 on l'lan
28RHS28; Brock11lllc
44184· 01fi0 PT LT 16 Con 2
Ell~<»botlltown Patt 1, 28R1452B;
Brockvllle

In

2/ -The breakdown of t he "a ll in" costs which makes up the $2.3 million?

2) The costs that comprise the "all in" are footnoted (Footnote 117) in the Employment Lands-Fi nancial
Impact Assessment Report.

The 36 ha (90 acres) x the all in cost per acre of $12,100 = $1.08 million, which doesn't match the $2.3 million. I would like to
be able to reconcile the t wo figures.

The $12,100/acre assumes the $2.3M was used to purchase all 76.7 ha (190 acres), not only the
developable 36 ha.

Regards, Garth McGill, CPH chair

Under MMM assumption, the calculation is $12,100/acre x 190 acres= $2.3M.

J. Faurschou , MCIP, RPP Planner I (Senior)
In regard to a correspond ing Report or Reports, you can search for "Brockville Civicweb" through Google
However, your best bet would be to contact Sandra McDonald, City Clerk, with your request.

For your in formation, I will be out of the office until the new yea r.

Merry Christmas to you and your family.
Jonathan
J . Faurschou, MC/P , RPP Planner I (Senior)
City of Brockvi//e
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To: Jonathan Faurschou

To : Garth McGill

Re : Report

Cc: Sandra McDonald; Andrew McGinnis
Re: Report
Good Morning Garth, I believe the document you are referring to is the "Constraints and Opportunities

Hi Jon, contained in the Golder Associates EIS, Secondary Report, on page 224, "In 2015 Golder undertook preliminary site
investigations at the Site as part of a Constraints and Opportuniites Assessment (COA} (Golder, 2015)"

Assessment", 2015.

Please be advised that the Planni ng Department has been directed by the City Clerk that the Const raints
and Opportunities Assessment prepared by Golder Associates dated October 29, 2015 is not available
Would it be possible to get a copy of that report?

for release. Please contact Sandra McDonald, City Clerk, shou ld you have any questions.

Regards,

Jonathan

Garth McGiii, CPH Chair

9-Feb-17

9-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: NW Industrial Park

Re: NW Industrial Park

Hi Jon,
Good Afternoon Garth,
A recent Recorder & Times aiticle ("City's manufacturing numbers 'a virtual miracle") suggests the public process of rezoning We are between 4.2 and 4.3
Council asked
the proposed new nolthwestern industrial pai·k is set to begin later this year. What stage is the project at now relative to the for some clarification on Report 2016-159-12 and we have been doing the required follow-up to provide
Appendix A Schedule, per Phase 3 below?
answers for Council.
Regards, Garth McGill, CPH Chair

Once the information has been provided to Council , we will be updating the schedule.
Jonathan

9-Feb-17
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From: Jonathan Faurschou
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18-Jan-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
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To: Greg Bender
Re: NW Industrial Park

I
I

Greg,

-

-....

Comments?
Jonathan
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)~ou hrw c received this cm.till in error pie-Mc no1ify the system mMagcr. Thi.s mc.ssngc contains contidcniinl infom uuion and is fntt ndt d only for the
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9-Feb-17
From: Greg Bender
To: Jonathan Faurschou
Cc: Chris Tyrell
Re : NW Industrial Park
Jonathan:
We are hovering between Tasks 4.2 and 4.3. As I mentioned previously, once we understand a date for
the Public Open Hou se, we can update the schedule.
If that isn't what you are looking for, please let me know.
Greg
Gregory Bender, MCIP' RPP
Senior Project Manager
MMM Group Limited

13-Feb-17

13-Feb-17

From : Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re : 5 parcels

Cc: Sandra McDonald
Re: 5 parcels

Good Morning Jon,
In a previous email you supplied me with the following information;
The 5 parcels noted in the Employment lands-Financial Impact Assessment Repost , are described as follow.

Good Morning Garth,
I am afraid I do not have the size and cost of each of the 5 parcels of land.

However, by copy of this email I have forwarded your question to Sandra McDonald, City Clerk, to reply.
44194·02Cl4 PT LTS 14 A 15, COn 2,

Please note that she is on vacation until the 20th but will reply when she returns.

!~~2o• prffis eon 2

Jonathan

fJU.1ood\town,, b4:nQ h-rt• 2 to 7, 10 a
12 on l'IM 28R• l 4S281 S IT £ ....-..t.
J8£6'l53, 3 8E89S<I a LA242697;

E~~~~~~'"!:.l.Al ll4558; T/W

44H4·02•S PT LT IS• l6 Con 2
fMnbelhtown MlnQ P•rl I 28R6237
~ PT I 2111\90n ond 28 R9e36 ;

._......

44H4•0201 PT LT 14 con 2
EJIUl>Ollll ""n l>OlnQ ...., 11 on PIM!
281\14528; Orc><IMllC
44114·01'0 PT LT 16 Con 2
:i.':!!~~own !'Ort I, 28RMS28;

6-Mar-17
From : Sandra McDonald
To: Garth McGill
Re: 5 parcels

Would you kindly provide me with the size and cost of each of the 5 parcels of land.

Good morning Garth,

Regards, Garth McGill

I have attached the summary of the purchase price for each parcel. We do not have a summary of the
parcels sizes.
Regards,
Sandi
Sandra MacDonald, AM<:T, CMO

City Clerk
City of Brockville
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22-May-17
From : Garth McGill
To: David Dick
Re: 5 parcels
Mr Dick, I am forwarding an email I received from Sandrn MacDonald with respect to the purchase price
of the 5 parcels ofland constituting the lands purchased by the city for the industrial park. The total of
the 5 oarcels was reoorted as $1.632. 860.
In your recent resent presentation to council on the Capital Additions slide is listed the Employment
Lands at $1,980,000, which represents a difference of $347,140.
Would you please reconcile the difference ($347,140) between t hese two figures for me?
Regards, Garth McGill

23-May-17
From: David Dick
To: Garth McGill
Re: 5 parcels
Mr. McGill,
Further to your request, the additional costs associated with land acquisition of the "Employment
Lands" are as follows:

Cont racted Services

$ 252,221
$19,486

Materials

$1,773

Professional Fees

$72,705

Legal fees

$346,185
Hoping this addresses your concerns.
David Dick CPA, CA
Director af Corporate Services
City of Brockville

613-341-2211

5-Jun-17

25-May-17
From: Garth McGill

From: David Dick

To: David Dick

To: Garth M cGill

Re: 5 parcels

Re: 5 parcels

Thanks David for your prompt information, I appreciate that.

Garth, Please see below.

1. I would like to know the breakdown of the Professional Fees and the Contracted Services amounts. I assume they are for
the consultants i.e., MMM Group, Golders, BTE and Woodland Dynamics etc. The total also should include the Golder's fees
for the landfill work with respect to the employment lands such as the reports they did regarding the removal of the D-4
buffers and the MOECC application fee for the lagoon ECA separation.

Answer 1

MMM Consulting Group
ENNS and Maceacheren
Collett Surveying
Archaeologists Ltd
BT Engineering

2.

$135,617
$12,013
$7,808
$34,394
$9,896

Golder

$37,045

Misc

$15,448

Fast Eddies Demolition

$16,282

Misc

$1,031

Enbridge

$2,173

Sandra MacDonald provided the attached breakdown of the 5 parcels of land, but was unable to provide the acreages.

Answer2

Could you provide those numbers?

3.

What is the exact figure for the lands deemed to be undevelopable due to wetlands/woodlands at this point?

Parcel 1

10.45

Parcel 2

36.66

Parcel3

.214

Parcel4

34.7

Parcels

41.49 plus 934 Sq Ft

30 June 2017 - Jonathan Faurschou to Garth McGill: The land areas are identified on the att ached
mapping.

4.

What is the exact figure for the developable lands, excluding the lagoon area (presently included in the Landfill ECA) 7

30 June 2017 - Jonathan Faurschou to Garth McGill: The land area exceeds that which was purchased
from private owners in the 5 parcels previously referenced as it also included lands which were
oreviouslv owned bv the Citv.

5.
Am I correct to assume the $1,980,000 figure you used at the recent council meeting is as at year end - December 31,
2017?

31-Dec-16

6.

At the moment it is all being recorded as Investment in land held for resale.

How will the amount of lands deemed to be undevelopable appear on the City's asset balance sheet?

Regards,
Garth McGill

13-Feb-17

14-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Question

Re : Question

Hi Jon, I wonder if you assist me in understanding some items In the Employment Lands Financial Impact Assessment.

Good Morning Garth,

Page 10, 3.1 Estimated Development Yi eld. What is the formula(S) for estimating the Gross Floor Area (GFA) and what is
1.
Could you give me a call or clarify your question - I am a bit confused as to what you are asking.
the significance of it? I am assuming that GFA is expressed as square feet.
Regards, Garth McGill

Yes, the GFA Is square feet.
GFA is identified under the Zoning By-law 050-2014 as follows:

"Floor Area, Gross, means the aggregate of the horizontal areas of each floor, whether any such
floor is above or below grade, measured between the exterior faces of the exterior walls of the
building or structure at the level of each floor, exclusive of:
a) any part of the building or structure which is used for heating equipment, the storage or parking of
motor vehicles, locker storage and laundry facilities, children's play areas and other accessory uses, or
used as living quarters by a caretaker, watchman or other supervisor of the building or structure; and
b} enclosed malls when used as a common area between stores. "
Jonathan
From : Jonathan Faurschou
To: Chris Tyrell
FW: Question
Good Morning Chris,
As Greg is off on vacation, could you provide some comment on the following question?
Thank you,
Jonathan

13-Feb-17
From: Chris Tyrell
To: Jonathan Faurschou
FW: Question

There were a cou ple of concept plan options developed to valid ate the key assumptions about Gross
Floor Area . GFA is expressed in square feet.

c
Chris Tyrrell, MCIP, RPP Notional Vice President
Planning , Landscape Architecture & Urban Design
MMM Group Limited
100Commerce Valley Drive Wes I Thornhlll, Ontario L3TOA1 Canada T +l 905·882·7 3 03 (Di re c t)
F +1905·882·0055
C +l 647-2 2 2-1707
tvrrellc@mmm .co

13-Feb-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Chris Tyrell
FW: Question
Chris,
Can you elaborate?

"What is the formula(S) for estimati ng the Gross Floor Area (GFA) and what is the significance of it?"

Jonathan

13-Feb-17
From: Chris Tyrell
To: Jonathan Faurschou
FW: Question
Perhaps I am confused by the questions. Section 3.1 of the Fina ncial Impact Assessment does
specifically address how GFA was calculated, and what assumptions were made. Admittedly, he forgot
to add "so. ft" at the end of the numbers.

Call me if you want t o discuss.
Chris

14-Feb-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Chris Tyre ll
FW: Question
Chris,
Garth provided the following for clarification.
Jonat han

16-Feb-17
From: Chris Tyrell
To: Jonathan Faurschou
FW : Qu estion
There were concepts that were prepared, which are also validated based on the market lnformat ion (e.g., data
from Kingston).

The GFA is used to calculate the fees and taxes payable to the City In accordance with your by-laws. That's
i mportant to the financial quantum.
Chris Tyrrell, MCIP, RPP National Vice President
Planning , landscape Arch; tecture & Urban Design
MMM Group Limited
100Commerce Valley Drive West Thornhill, Ontario l 3TOA1 Canada T +1 905-882-7 303 (Direct)
F +1905-88 2-0055
C+l 647-22 2-1707
tyrrellc@mmm .ca

16-Feb-17
From: Jonathan Faurschou
To: Chris Tyrell
FW: Question
Thank you Chris.
Am I correct in assuming that the building footprint was for a one story building and that the building
options are concept only.
I will pass the Information to Charlie Guy and see If that answers his questions.
Jonathan

16-Feb-17
From: Chris Tyrell
To: Jonathan Faurschou
FW: Question
You are correct.
Chris Tyrrell, MCIP, RPP National Vice President
Planning , Landscape Architecture & Urban Design
MMM Group Limited
lOOCommerce Volley Drive West Thornh/11, Ontario L3TOA1 Canada T +1 905-882-7 303 (Direc t)
F +1 905-8 8 2-0055
C+1647-222-1707
lyrrel/c@mmm .ca

14-Feb-17

20-Feb-17

From: Garth McGill

From : Jonathan Faurschou

To: Jonathan Faurschou

To: Garth McGill

Re: Question

Re: Question

Hi Jon, my confusion begins with the Page 10, MMM Financial Assessment, 3.1 Estimated Development Yield. It presents two

Good Morning, Garth, Please accept this e-mail in reply to your questions as noted below.

options; Option one has I .083million GFA and Option 2 has 799million GFA. It would seem these two options are based on
two different sized buildings. Each of these two options have two phases (on basis of year completion). So, my question is
how those figures are calculated (number of floors etc?) and how do they then tie into the t wo cash flow projections or do
t h PV tiP in?

Yes I may need to talk to you. Garth
L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---'

The building footprint is for a one story building and the building options are concept only. The concepts
which were prepared, were validated based on market information (e.g., data from Kingston).

